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ABSTRACT 
 

In 1072 Jōjin (1011-1081) boarded a Chinese merchant ship docked in Kabeshima 

(modern Saga) headed for Mingzhou (modern Ningbo) on the eastern coast of Northern 

Song (960-1279) China. Following the convention of his predecessors, Jōjin kept a daily 

record of his travels from the time he first boarded the Chinese merchant ship in 

Kabeshima to the day he sent his diary back to Japan with his disciples in 1073. 

Jōjin’s diary in eight fascicles, A Record of a Pilgrimage to Tiantai and Wutai 

Mountains (San Tendai Godaisan ki), is one of the longest extant travel accounts 

concerning medieval China. It includes a detailed compendium of anecdotes on material 

culture, flora and fauna, water travel, and bureaucratic procedures during the Northern 

Song, as well as the transcription of official documents, inscriptions, Chinese texts, and 

lists of personal purchases and official procurements. The encyclopedic nature of Jōjin’s 

diary is highly valued for the insight it provides into the daily life, court policies, and 

religious institutions of eleventh-century China. This dissertation addresses these aspects 

of the diary, but does so from the perspective of treating the written text as a material 

artifact of placemaking.  

The introductory chapter first contextualizes Jōjin’s diary within the travel writing 

genre, and then presents the theoretical framework for approaching Jōjin’s engagement 

with space and place. Chapter two presents the bustling urban life in Hangzhou in terms 

of Jōjin’s visual and material consumption of the secular realm as reflected in his highly 

illustrative descriptions of the night markets and entertainers. Chapter three examines 

Jōjin’s descriptions of sacred Tendai sites in China, and how he approaches these spaces 

with a sense of familiarity from the textual milieu that informed his movements across 
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this religious landscape. Chapter four discusses Jōjin’s impressions of Kaifeng and the 

Grand Interior as a metropolitan space with dynamic functions and meanings. Lastly, 

chapter five concludes by considering the means by which Jōjin’s performance of place 

in his diary further contributes to the collective memory of place and his own sense of 

self across the text. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

In 1072 Jōjin 成尋 (1011-81), a sixty-two-year-old monk of Japan’s Tendai (Ch. 

Tiantai 天台) sect, boarded a Chinese merchant ship docked in Kabeshima 可部島 

headed for Mingzhou 明州 (modern Ningbo 寧波) on the eastern coast of Song (960-

1279) China. 1 This seven-day voyage is recorded in Jōjin’s diary, A Record of a 

Pilgrimage to Tiantai and Wutai Mountains (San Tendai Godaisan ki 参天台五台山記). 

After mooring in Hangzhou 杭州, Jōjin continued his diary for sixteen months as he 

recorded his travels through major Song urban centers and sacred Tiantai sites. Much like 

the writings that shaped Jōjin’s pilgrimage, his diary in eight fascicles was sent back to 

Japan with his disciples to be shared with others in the Tendai lineage and contribute to 

Japan’s understanding of the coeval Northern Song Chinese bureaucracy and culture. 

Although Jōjin never returned to Japan, his diary established his legacy amongst the 

select few who were paramount in shaping Japan’s understanding of China. Furthermore, 

his diary circulated throughout the Tendai sect and inspired others to make the pilgrimage 

to sacred Buddhist sites in China as earlier travel diaries had inspired Jōjin. 

Jōjin’s diary reveals a palimpsest of landscapes upon which he navigates through 

Northern Song China. In some instances his travels are guided by the literary landscape 

                                                        
1 Although notions of China and Japan as discrete countries are fundamentally 

modern concepts, I refer to the territory of the East Asian continent under Tang and Song 
rule as China, and the archipelago ruled by the Heian court as Japan. This does not begin 
to reflect the nuances of power, nation, and state that created the complicated vassal-
sovereign tributary connections between these regions during this period, but it provides 
a clear reference for the geographic area being discussed in modern terms. 
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created by the literati and poets who first made these distant places familiar in Japan. In 

these cases, he appropriates elegant descriptive language that stands out against his own 

prosaic accounts of the scenery and topography. At other times, it is the bureaucratic 

landscape that controls his movements along the rivers and canals, and his entry into 

religious areas and imperial venues. Furthermore, he is accorded the most esteem when 

he finds himself upon the religious landscape. Here Jōjin is treated in high regard by the 

Chinese monastics he encounters, and his own representations of the sacred sites he visits 

are full of language that reflects his awe in coming face to face with these renowned 

Tiantai sites. His agency and movement along these landscapes are in constant flux, and 

his position varies greatly from that of a foreign visitor, to an expedient representative of 

Japan’s court, to an eminent monk.  

Jōjin’s diary is a rich text, most notably for its detailed compendium of anecdotes 

on material culture, flora and fauna, water travel, and bureaucratic procedures during the 

Northern Song. In addition, Jōjin transcribed many official documents that he received, 

recorded famous Chinese literary texts, and kept lists of his purchases and procurements. 

Because of the encyclopedic nature of the diary, it is valued for the historical insight it 

provides into both daily life in major Northern Song urban centers and foreign relations 

with the court in late eleventh-century China. Linguistically, the diary is a particularly 

interesting material artifact in that it preserves discrete variations of language within the 

same document. As such, the composition of the diary as a whole reads as a pastiche of 

entries with varying registers of language, transcribed legalese, and unattributed quotes 

from other Japanese diaries and Chinese literary sources. Much like a scrapbook, Jōjin’s 
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diary is an amalgamation of various imprints of culture and memory that enacts the 

places he visits and ascribes meaning to the physical spaces he encounters.  

Although there is no complete translation of the text into English, Robert Borgen 

has published numerous chapters and articles on Jōjin’s diary along with translations of 

certain entries. This includes studies on Hanshan’s poetry, maritime travel, Japanese 

nationalism, and technology.2 In French, Charlotte von Verschuer has written an 

introduction to Jōjin’s diary with translations of the final entries of the first fascicle.3 In 

addition to the excellent annotated translations and studies published in Asia, there have 

also been a growing number of studies by Japanese and Chinese scholars in recent years 

on various parts of the diary, reflecting its continued research value to scholarship in the 

humanities.4 These, however, all primarily focus on different aspects of Northern Song 

                                                        
2 For some of Robert Borgen’s articles and book chapters on these topics, see the 

following: "The Legend of Hanshan: A Neglected Source," Journal of the American 
Oriental Society 111, no. 3 (1991), 575-79; “Jōjin’s Discoveries in Song China,” in Tools 
of Culture: Japan's Cultural, Intellectual, Medical, and Technological Contacts in East 
Asia, 1000-1500s, ed. Andrew Edmund. Goble, Kenneth R. Robinson, and Haruko 
Nishioka Wakabayashi (Ann Arbor: Association for Asian Studies, 2009),; “Jōjin’s 
Travels from Center to Center (with Some Periphery in Between),” in Heian Japan: 
Centers and Peripheries, ed. Mikael Adophson, Edward Kamens, and Stacie Matsumoto 
(Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2006), 348-413. “Japanese Nationalism Ancient 
and Modern,” in Annual Report of the Institute for International Studies [Meiji Gakuin 
University], no. 1 (1998), 49-59; “The Case of the Plagiaristic Journal: A Curious 
Passage from Jōjin’s Diary,” in New Leaves: Studies and Translations of Japanese 
Literature in Honor of Edward G. Seidensticker (Ann Arbor: Association for Asian 
Studies, 1993), 63-88. 

 
3 See Charlotte von Verschuer, “Le voyage de Jōjin au mont Tiantai,” in T'oung Pao, 

Second Series, Vol. 77 (1991), 1-48. 
 

4 In addition to shorter articles and studies, Fujiyoshi Masumi 藤吉真澄 (1934-2012) 
also provides a meticulously annotated translation of Jōjin’s diary into modern Japanese. 
See Fujiyoshi Masumi, San Tendai Godai san ki, 2 vols (Suita: Kansai University Press, 
2007 and 2011). Wang Liping 王丽萍 has published multiple articles on the diary with a 
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culture and historiography. Rather than continuing this tradition of topical research, this 

dissertation builds on these studies by holistically approaching the major elements of the 

diary as paradigms of placemaking. There are three overarching questions that inform 

this process. First, how do Jōjin’s representations of spaces signify his engagement with 

the topography and environment around him? To this point, I look to Yi-fu Tuan’s 

Topophilia: A Study of Environmental Perception, Attitudes, and Values to flesh out 

Jōjin’s approach to the natural environment and urban spaces he encounters after 

reaching China.5 Second, how is his sense of self imprinted in his diary when he 

describes his contact with sacred sites as opposed to when he encounters urban spaces 

like Hangzhou and the eastern capital? Here, I follow Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s 

discussion of the Cogito in The Phenomenology of Perception.6  Third, how is the process 

of performing ritual and action upon a space a mode of transforming space into place? 

For this question, I build upon Tim Cresswell’s notion of place as a material space that is 

made meaningful by people.7 I further view place in Jōjin’s diary as being created 

                                                        
couple of the more recent being, Wang Liping, “Riseng Chengxun zai Song zhuixun 
xianren zuji kao” 日僧成寻在宋追寻先人足迹考 [A Study of Japanese Dhyana Master 
Jyuu Jin’s Pursuance of His Ancestors’ Footprints in Song Dynasty] in Zhejiang Social 
Sciences 浙江社会科学 , no. 12 (2016), 127-32; and Wang Liping, “Riseng Chengxun ru 
Song xunli tuzhong suojian Daojiao” 日僧成寻入宋巡礼途中所见道教 [The Daoist 
Teachings Seen by the Japanese Dhyana Master Jyuu Jin during his Pilgrimage into Song 
China] in Religious Studies 宗教学研究, no. 02 (2016), 29-34.  

 
5 Yifu Tuan, Topophilia: A Study of Environmental Perception, Attitudes, and Values, 

Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974. 
 

6 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, The Phenomenology of Perception, trans. Donald A. 
Landes (New York: Routledge, 2012).  
 

7 Tim Cresswell, Place: A Short Introduction (Malden: Blackwell, 2004). 
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through the binding of a memory to a physical space. The memory itself cannot continue 

to thrive and have meaning without the physical space that it is attached to. This space in 

turn accumulates these memories and meanings through the actions performed upon it 

and the histories recorded about it. It is through this perpetual process that space is 

transformed into place. Through close readings of select passages from Jōjin’s diary 

alongside those of Ennin’s diary and several coeval Chinese sources, I further examine 

how Jōjin’s representations of prominent spaces reflect his contributions to what Maurice 

Halbwachs has termed collective memory.8 Jōjin’s ownership of his memories is at once 

dissolved and blurred within the aggregate collective memory the moment he records his 

experiences in his diaries for others to read and appropriate as a part of the 

comprehensive collective memory attached to meaningful spaces, and this becomes his 

own entry into the cultural and literary milieu associated with these spaces as 

embodiments of place. 

 

                                                        
8 Halbwachs writes, “The collective memory, for its part, encompasses the individual 

memories while remaining distinct from them. It evolves according to its own laws, and 
any individual remembrances that may penetrate are transformed within a totality having 
no personal consciousness.” See Maurice Halbwachs, “Historical Memory and Collective 
Memory,” in The Collective Memory, ed. and trans. Mary Douglas (New York: Harper 
and Row, 1980), 51. 
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Figure 1. A Painting of Jōjin preserved at Mudoji Temple 無動寺藏 on Mount Hiei. 
Copied from Wang Liping’s 王丽萍 Newly Annotated Record of a Pilgrimage to Tiantai 
and Wutai Mountains (Xinjiao San Tendai Godaisan ki 新校参天台五台山记) (Shanghai 
guji chubanshe, 2009), frontmatter.  
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Outline of Chapters 

 

This introduction begins with Jōjin’s ancestral and Buddhist genealogies, and his 

ingress into the Tendai school as a young child. After discussing Buddhism’s place and 

sources of influence in Heian society, a section follows on Japan’s previous encounters 

with medieval China. This includes the difficulties of maritime travel and the subsequent 

advances in shipbuilding technology that benefitted those making the voyage from Heian 

Japan to Song China in the eleventh century. In the next section, I present prefatory 

remarks on the language and genre of Jōjin’s text. The introduction ends with brief notes 

on the style and conventions used throughout the dissertation.  

Chapter two covers select passages from Jōjin’s diary entries on Hangzhou, 

especially those that reveal Jōjin’s interest in the sights, sounds, and tastes he encounters 

along the way. Urban areas like Hangzhou presented Jōjin with opportunities to 

experience the daily life of Song China from the perspective of a foreign visitor, 

unclouded by the associations and expectations projected onto these spaces by the native 

observer. As such, his descriptions here are full of curiosity and the minutiae of urban 

life. The language and style of his writing differs greatly here from that of his entries on 

sacred religious sites, which are discussed in the subsequent chapter. 

Chapter three presents Jōjin’s diary entries on Tiantai and his travels through the 

mountains visiting sacred sites. In these religious spaces, Jōjin finds himself face to face 

with the renowned sites that inspired him to make this pilgrimage. His conception of 

these spaces was formed by the eminent Japanese monks who preceded him and sent 

their own diaries back to Japan relaying descriptions of their grandeur. Therefore, it is 
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notable here that Jōjin not only reaffirms their written representations of these sites, but 

goes so far as to insert certain passages from their diaries word for word into his own 

account. In this vein, I explore how Jōjin approaches these sites from the native’s 

perspective rather than the foreign visitor’s. This continues in line with the discourse laid 

out by Yi-fu Tuan in Topophilia: A Study of Environmental Perception, Attitudes, and 

Values. 

Chapter four covers Jōjin’s initial arrival in Kaifeng where he is imperially hosted 

at the Dharma Transmission Cloister (Zhuanfa yuan 傳法院). This section of Jōjin’s 

diary is replete with government documents, lists, and invoices that he copied into his 

diary to maintain official records of monetary transactions, lodging arrangements, gifts, 

and requests. In addition, Jōjin’s descriptions of the capital can be compared with 

Chinese descriptions of Kaifeng that attest to their differing perceptions of the 

significance and function of the spaces within the capital and palace. By examining the 

different representations of the Ghost Festival between Jōjin’s diary and Ennin’s diary, 

this section further explores how historical memory reveals itself in text. 

In the conclusion, I address Jōjin’s subjecthood and sense of self in his diary as it 

is represented in the passages included in the above chapters. In addition to his awareness 

of his audience of other monastics back in Japan, I argue that Jōjin is also highly 

conscious of how his diary establishes him as an enduring figure amidst the same literary 

landscape that informed his own travels. He followed the paths of Tendai monks before 

him, and as such he sees what he is supposed to see and he records what he is supposed to 

record. He follows a process of reproducing the spaces as they already exist in the diaries 

of Tendai monks before him. This affirms the inclusion of these spaces as part of the 
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religious memory as described by Halbwachs as composed of the traditions and events 

that took place in these spaces.9 One may question the authenticity of Jōjin’s 

representations and emotive expressions when reading passages of his diary that appear 

to be plagiarized from other sources or written in stock language without any traces of 

personal voice; however, these aspects are in fact further demonstrations of Jōjin’s active 

involvement in creating a textual object that sustains notions of places that exist for a 

Japanese audience only in the memories of the others who had access to them. Through 

his engagement in reaffirming and attaching meaning to the spaces he encounters during 

his pilgrimage, Jōjin’s diary continues to serve as a material artifact of snapshots 

chronicling his encounters with placemaking.  

 

Jōjin’s Genealogy and Buddhist Lineage 

 

 Jōjin was born in 1011 into a prominent family within the Heian court as the elder 

of two sons. His family had connections to both the powerful Fujiwara and Minamoto 

clans. His mother – known only as “Jōjin’s mother” (Jōjin Ajari no Haha 成尋阿闍梨母) 

(b. 988) – was a direct descendent of Emperor Daigo (Daigo Tennō 醍醐天皇) (885-930) 

and the daughter of Minamoto Toshikata 源俊賢 (959-1027), who held the court position 

of major counselor. Little information was documented about Jōjin’s father, Sadanobu 貞

叙, but he also came from a prominent bloodline. Sadanobu was a son of Fujiwara 

                                                        
9 Maurice Halbwachs, “Space and Collective Memory,” in The Collective Memory, 

128-57. 
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Sanetaka 藤原実方 (d. 998), the famous waka 和歌 poet and governor of the old Mutsu 

province 陸奥 in modern Tōhoku 東北.10 This type of pedigree from his mother’s and 

father’s family lines ensured that Jōjin would have had a secure career in the court had 

his father not died when he was around seven years old. Due to this untimely tragedy in 

his childhood, his mother decided at this point to have Jōjin and his younger brother enter 

into the Tendai school of Buddhism to be raised as monks.11 This was most likely 

because, as Robert Borgen has noted, Jōjin’s prospects in court without paternal backing 

would have been greatly diminished.12 Moreover, Jōjin’s mother was a devout Buddhist 

herself and knew that her sons would be able to secure prominent roles within the Tendai 

sect after they took their tonsure. Despite the notion of leaving home (J. shukke Ch. 

chujia 出家) to cut off worldly ties, including those to one’s family, Jōjin and his mother 

maintained a close relationship throughout his life as a monastic.13 Furthermore, his 

                                                        
10 Sources do not mention Sadajo’s birth date or positions in court, but Helen Craig 

McCullough provides brief bibliographies of many other key Fujiwara figures that Jōjin 
was descendant from in Okagami, The Great Mirror: Fujiwara Michinaga (966-1027) 
and His Times (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980).  
 

11 For a biographical timeline of the key events in Jōjin and his mother’s lives, see Ii 
Haruki, Jōjin no nissō to sono shōgai (Tokyo: Yoshikawa kobunkan, 1996), 243-6. 
 

12 See Robert Borgen, “Jōjin’s Travels from Center to Center,” in Heian Japan: 
Centers and Peripheries, ed. Mikael Adolphson, et al. (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i 
Press, 2007), 387. Borgen refers to Morotada by his other name, Moromasa 師尹, in the 
genealogy he provides. 

 
13 Although little is known about Jōjin’s mother, her legacy endures through a famous 

collection of poetry that she wrote following Jōjin’s departure for Song China. The 
Collection [of Poems] by Jōjin’s Mother (Jōjin Ajari no Haha no shū 成尋阿闍梨母集) 
was compiled in the style of the Japanese diary genre (Nikki bungaku 日記文学) that 
made us of Japanese kana かな script rather than the kanbun 漢文 that was standard for 
men’s court diaries. Jōjin’s mother was so distraught over her perceived abandonment by 
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ancestral legacy followed him through his ascending ranks in Japan’s Tendai sect. In 

practice, family ties were often closely correlated with one’s success within the saṃgha 

and furthered religious advancement in the same way that prominent family backgrounds 

furthered political advancement in the secular domain.14 Thus, Jōjin’s rise within the 

Tendai sect can at least partially be attributed to the fact that he was not entering in as an 

orphan, tax evader, or mendicant, but rather as a son of court elite. Furthermore, Jōjin and 

his younger brother were also not sent away to small rural temples, but were instead 

tonsured in close proximity to the court. 

Jōjin was a disciple at Mount Hiei 比叡山 in modern Kyōto 京都 under Monkei 

文慶 (967-1046), a renowned Tendai teacher who had studied under Enchin’s 円珍 (814-

                                                        
Jōjin that she wrote extensively on the pain he caused her, her desire to die, her 
loneliness, and her fear that he will never return. Donald Keene devotes a brief chapter to 
Jōjin’s mother’s diary in Travelers of a Hundred Ages, but outside of his translations of a 
couple of poems, there are some troubling inaccuracies regarding Jōjin and his travels. 
See Donald Keene, Travelers of a Hundred Ages (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1999), 62-7. Instead, a complete study of the diary, including biographical information 
about Jōjin is better found in Robert Mintzer’s 1978 PhD dissertation. See Robert 
Mintzer, “Jōjin Azari no Haha no Shū: Maternal Love in the Eleventh Century, an 
Enduring Testament” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 1978). See also Robert Borgen, 
"Jôjin Azari no Haha no Shû, A Poetic Reading," in The Distant Isle: Studies and 
Translations of Japanese Literature in Honor of Robert H. Brower, eds. Thomas Hare, 
Robert Borgen, and Sharalyn Orbaugh (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1997), 
1-34. 

 
14 These connections between the religious and secular domains were prevalent in 

medieval China, as well. For example, Jinhua Chen has noted the relationships between 
powerful secular families and advancement within the saṃgha in Tang China in his 
article on the political and social roles of two prominent nuns, Facheng 法澄 (640-729) 
and Qiwei 契微 (720-81). See, Jinhua Chen, “Family Ties and Buddhist Nuns in Tang 
China: Two Studies,” Asian Major, Third Series, Vol. 15 No. 2 (2002), 51-85.  
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91) legacy.15 In 1041 Jōjin received the title of abbot at Daiunji 大雲寺 in Iwakura 岩倉 

just northwest of Kyōto, and as a reflection of the close relationship he sustained with his 

mother, he had his mother moved to Daiunji, as well. Daiunji was a particularly 

important stronghold for Enchin’s lineage during the late tenth-century conflicts with 

Ennin’s lineage, and continued to be a prime location for providing direct access to the 

capital.16 Soon after his placement at Daiunji, Jōjin was appointed imperial protector 

monk (gojisō 護持僧) and was officially stationed at the palace to perform prayers and 

rituals. It was during this time that he received the honored ācārya (ajari 阿闍梨) title of 

virtuous teacher.17  

 

 

                                                        
15 Enchin had made a pilgrimage to China over two centuries before Jōjin in 853 to 

study esoteric Tendai teachings on Mount Tiantai. After returning to Japan in 858 he 
established the Four-Part Vinaya (sifen lü 四分律) on Mount Hiei. In 868, four years 
after the death of Ennin 圓仁 (794-864), Enchin became abbot of Enryakuji 延暦寺. 
Although both Ennin and Enchin had studied esoteric Tendai teachings during 
pilgrimages to China, Enchin was not a disciple of Ennin. On the contrary, monks of 
Enchin’s lineage and Ennin’s lineage were often at heads over the division of state favor 
between Enryakuji – now controlled by Ennin’s lineage, and Onjōji where monks of 
Enchin’s lineage had fled to amidst the conflict. This resulted in violent confrontations 
between the two factions at the end of the tenth century. For more on the development of 
the Ennin and Enchin lineages and the events leading up to the violent schism in the 
Tendai school, see “Aristocratic Buddhism” in The Cambridge History of Japan, ed. 
Donald H. Shively and William H. McCullough (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1999), Vol. 2, 478-92. 

 
16 Daiunji is located at the western foot of Mount Hiei. The location also allowed the 

monks in Enchin’s lineage ready access to the elite patrons who supported the Tendai 
school. Paul Groner, Ryōgen and Mount Hiei: Japanese Tendai in the Tenth Century 
(Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2002), 104. 
 

17 Borgen, “Jōjin’s Travels from Center to Center,” 387-8. 
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Figure 2. The old layout of Daiunji Temple on Mount Hiei. Copied from Wang Liping’s  
王丽萍 Newly Annotated Record of a Pilgrimage to Tiantai and Wutai Mountains 
(Xinjiao San Tendai Godaisan ki 新校参天台五台山记) (Shanghai guji chubanshe, 
2009), frontmatter. 
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In addition to his relationship with his mother, Jōjin also found himself 

inextricably connected to the court. Although he entered into the Tendai seminary, the 

monastic community and the state were closely tied in Heian Japan just as they were in 

medieval China. Thus, even as a monastic Jōjin grew up at the center of court life. As a 

religious institution, Buddhism’s power in Heian Japan stemmed from massive 

landholdings, imperial patronage, and political support from the court. Meanwhile, its 

reliance on the state for tax exemptions, appointments to public monasteries, and 

sponsorship for approved histories and hagiographies also meant that the state always had 

a hand in the fortunes and misfortunes afforded to Buddhists. As such, the relationship 

between Buddhism and the court was highly influenced by the needs of the monastic 

community and the interests of the state. Imperial donations from the court and those 

made by powerful aristocratic families allowed Mount Hiei to become a center of 

Buddhist activity and a bedrock for the construction of new temples. The Tendai school 

was then able to extend its reach out to branch temples (betsuin 別院) in rural provinces 

across Mutsu 陸奥, Kōzuke 上野, Harima 播磨, Shinano 信濃, and Kaga 加賀.18 

Although Buddhist teachings promoted escaping the mundane world of human affairs, 

sustaining a powerful religious institution meant becoming highly involved in the politics 

of the state, as well as the politics within the monastic sects themselves. Taking into 

consideration the interdependence between the court and the Buddhist sects, Jōjin’s 

                                                        
18 At the end of the ninth century, gifts of tax-exempt land and tax-rice by former 

emperors and princes had become commonplace to support Buddhist cloisters. See 
Shively and McCullough, eds. “Aristocratic Buddhism” in The Cambridge History of 
Japan, Vol. 2, 485. 
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tonsure did not allow him to escape the modalities of court life, but rather provided him 

with a lifetime of experience navigating through bureaucratic mores.   

 

Japan’s Encounters with Medieval China 

 

Detailed accounts of Japan’s direct contact with medieval China during the Tang 

(618-907) and Song (960-1279) dynasties are preserved in the extant travel records of 

Heian (794-1185) and early Kamakura (1185-1333) Japanese emissaries and monks. 

During the Tang dynasty, official missions to China departed from Japan with envoys 

sent to deliver tributary gifts to the Tang court and monks seeking to make pilgrimages to 

the sacred sites of East Asian Buddhism or study under Chinese masters.19 These voyages 

were sanctioned and subsidized by the government, and their movements were highly 

controlled by the structure of the bureaucratic systems they were navigating.20 Prior to the 

Tang dynasty, four Japanese embassies were sent to Sui dynasty (581-618) China in order 

to reopen the lines of communication between the mainland state and small archipelago. 

                                                        
19 Charlotte von Verschuer has termed this system of tributary exchanges as “cultural 

imperialism” in that the Chinese court did not have administrative control over its 
“vassals,” such as Yamato Japan in this case, but rather allowed these external territories 
the benefits of the influence of the Son of Heaven in return for their allegiance. This is 
clearly a more complicated case with Japan viewing its position as equal to that of China. 
See Charlotte von Verschuer, Across the Perilous Sea: Japanese Trade with China and 
Korea from the Seventh to the Sixteenth Centuries, trans. Kristen Lee Hunter (Cornell 
University East Asian Program: Ithaca, 2006), 1.  

 
20 For more on Tang emissary missions, see Douglas Sherwin Fuqua’s dissertation 

titled, “The Japanese Missions to Tang China and Maritime Exchange in East Asia, 7th-
9th Centuries” (PhD diss., University of Hawaii, 2004).  
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These missions brought goods, institutional codes, and insight into contemporary Chinese 

culture back to Yamato Japan (ca. 250-710), and provided Japanese emissaries the 

opportunity to obtain official enfeoffments from the Chinese emperor.21 Following the 

renewed diplomatic relationship between Japan and China, there were fifteen “Envoys 

Dispatched to Tang,” or kentōshi (Ch. qiantangshi 遣唐使), that took place between 630 

and 894.22 Monks like Dōshō 道昭 (629-700), Genbō 玄昉 (d. 746), Saichō 最澄 (767-

822), Kūkai 空海 (774-835), and Ennin 圓仁 (794-864) made their voyages with these 

official envoys, and kept records of their travels in the prosaic style of men’s court 

writings composed in literary Chinese. 

 Although the distance between Japan and China is not remarkably far, the dangers 

of travel by sea existed nonetheless for early travelers due to Japan’s comparatively 

rudimentary shipbuilding techniques. Japan had a long history of using logboats for water 

travel, but these were not fit for extended voyages or heavy hauls. Instead, archaeological 

evidence reveals that Chinese junk type ships were used for the embassy missions and 

                                                        
21These missions are documented in the official Chinese dynastic histories. See also 

Joshua A. Fogel, The Literature of Travel in the Japanese Rediscovery of China 1862-
1945 (Palo Alto, Stanford University Press: 1996), 21. Although Yamato Japan sought 
enfeoffments from Sui China, it also maintained a position as sovereign to its own vassals 
along the Korean peninsula, occupying Silla, Paekche, and Koguryō. Von Verschuer 
discusses this complicated paradox of existing as sovereign and vassal in chapter one of 
Across the Perilous Sea. 

 
22 Fuqua, “The Japanese Missions,” x. Fuqua states that nineteen missions were 

planned and fifteen of these were successful. Charlotte von Verschuer has estimated this 
number of missions planned from the seventh to ninth centuries to be twenty to twenty-
five. See Charlotte von Verschuer, “Looking from within and Without: Ancient and 
Medieval External Relations,” Monumenta Nipponica Vol. 55 No. 4 (Winter 2000): 538. 
Josuha A. Fogel writes that the Japanese planned eighteen embassies during the Tang 
dynasty with fifteen successfully carried out. Fogel, Literature of Travel, 21.  
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subsequent merchant trade.23 These ships were specially built for delegations – often by 

Chinese shipbuilders – and the techniques they used for these Chinese junk type ships 

were not subsumed into Japanese shipbuilding practices until much later. Japan was 

nonetheless interested in acquiring shipbuilding materials and designs from China, and 

travel records reveal the writers’ attention to China’s infrastructure, ships, and sea routes, 

as well as the difficulties of travel caused by weather, rough waters, and vessel 

limitations.24 

Within the first century of Heian Japan, official embassies to China ceased and 

encounters with China shifted from diplomatic to primarily mercantile. Japanese monks 

continued to make the journey to China in order to obtain sutras and various ritual and 

material objects, visit sacred sites, and study with renowned masters of their sects. In 

turn, they brought numerous texts and Japanese goods that were similar to the types of 

fine items Yamato Japan presented as tributes on its emissary missions. Meanwhile, they 

were no longer part of an official embassy, nor were they allotted the ease of movement 

that went along with traveling with a government envoy. Instead, monks traveled to 

China on returning Chinese merchant ships, and not always with explicit permission from 

the Japanese court. Without these travel documents, delays and bureaucratic 

                                                        
23 Unlike the basic logboat construction that consisted of fewer parts and sometimes 

only a single hull, the Chinese junk ship had a keel and support from a v-shaped cross 
section. For figures and measurements of ancient Japanese vessels, see Hiroaki 
Miyashita, “Ancient Ships of Japan,” (MA thesis, Texas A&M, 2006).  

 
24 Jōjin’s diary contains multiple passages about the types of water gates and locks 

used in Song China, as well as the various weather and water conditions that affected his 
travel. Similarly, Ennin’s diary notes the loss of passengers and failure of vessels in his 
Tang dynasty account.  
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complications often arose. The monks Enchin 円珍 (814-91), Shinnyo 真如 (799-865), 

Chōnen 涯然 (938-1016), Jakushō 寂照 (962-1034), Jōjin 成尋 (1011-81), and Shunjō 

俊芿 (1166-1227) all made trips to China with varying degrees of authorization from the 

Heian court. What sets Jōjin apart is his meticulous account of his pilgrimage, and the 

preservation of his diary through to today. While monks traveling after the dissolution of 

government-sanctioned kentōshi missions faced more obstacles with procedure and 

government expediency than their predecessors, they greatly benefited from having 

Chinese mercantile ships as their mode of transportation. Chinese shipbuilding 

technology had greatly advanced from the earlier Chinese junk style ships used by 

Japanese envoy missions, and as a result, Japanese ship wrecks became less common. 

Moreover, merchants were much better maritime travelers, with ample experience 

navigating open sea routes between Japan and China.25 

Resulting from the long history of encounters with China, the notion of traveling 

to China was not unprecedented in Heian Japan. Yet, few would ever have the 

opportunity to embark on such a voyage, and of those who did, not all reached China, let 

alone made it back to Japan. Because of this, the majority of people living in Japan’s 

classical and early medieval periods would never have a firsthand encounter with China. 

Therefore, the written accounts of the sights, sounds, and experiences of those who did 

journey there were all the more valuable. Several extant travelogues from Japanese 

                                                        
25 One reason that the kentōshi faced more difficulties crossing the sea may be 

attributed to their lack of knowledge regarding the winds and weather conditions. It is 
noted that they often embarked at the wrong time of year and did not have the skills to 
make the voyage when conditions were severe. See Fuqua, “The Japanese Missions,” xii. 
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monks that discuss common topics to those found in Chinese written accounts – the 

capital, urban entertainments, major routes, and the palace – are indicative of the keen 

awareness of their Japanese monastic audiences who would most likely not have the 

opportunity to ever see these sights firsthand. Therefore, these types of travel diaries were 

completed with the expectation that they would be brought back to Japan, disseminated, 

incorporated into the Buddhist textual milieu, and read by others who were literate in the 

kanbun 漢文 they were composed in.26 Accordingly, they read very differently from 

contemporary Chinese accounts regarding the same places, events, and customs that were 

written by authors describing aspects of their own native land and culture using script that 

reflected their spoken language.27 Not only was the grammar often inconsistent in kanbun 

accounts, but the spaces and events that Japanese diarists deemed worth mentioning were 

not necessarily the same ones that Chinese writers were interested in recording for 

posterity. Nonetheless, Jōjin availed himself of both Chinese and Japanese texts that were 

                                                        
26 Since these personal travel accounts were official documents, they were composed 

in literary Chinese, or kanbun, that made use of the written Chinese language system 
while still maintaining certain aspects of Japanese grammar and word order. Although 
there was greater room for linguistic creativity when writing in the Chinese script, there 
was less room for exact transcription of the Japanese language, and personal voice often 
fell to the wayside in favor of meeting standards of literary Chinese. 

 
27 Literary Chinese was not spoken Chinese, but it did reflect the syntax, grammar, 

and sounds of Medieval Chinese and could be read as such. For Japanese, the phonemic 
writing system that is still used today was known as women’s writing (onnade 女手), or 
kana かな. These individual graphs were still based on Chinese characters and their 
pronunciations, but they were stylized and further simplified until they became consistent 
representations of a single syllable in Japanese for each specific graph. Although it did 
not become frequently used until the tenth century, the kana system allowed for an 
alternative mode of writing that could be used to reach the common, albeit literate, 
populace. Novels, stylized diaries, women’s writings, and other “frivolous” works were 
reserved for Japanese kana. 
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at his disposal, and in appropriating the language and content from both traditions, he was 

able to create a text that preserved aspects from each. 

 

Kanbun as Jōjin’s Written Language 

 

Jōjin was highly familiar and literate in kanbun as a high-ranking monk within the 

Tendai sect. He studied and memorized sūtras that were preserved in their Chinese 

translations in Japan, but he did not by any means speak the language or assume this of 

his audience. This leads to disjunctive passages in his diary that often abruptly follow the 

syntax of spoken Heian period Japanese more closely than literary Chinese. Nonetheless, 

the diary itself reads cohesively as a lived record of movement and encounters in 

Northern Song China. Rather than impeding the reader, the language of Jōjin’s diary 

succeeds in bringing the reader into a time and place that is experienced viscerally and 

phenomenologically through text in a written language that was in many ways not foreign 

at all to him or his reader.  

While the introduction of the Buddhist religion into Japan did not mark the 

introduction of written language into the archipelago, it is clear why the two are often 

discussed together.28 When Buddhism was first brought into Japan in 552 – from China 

and through Korea – it entered as a textual religion.29 For Japanese Buddhists, literary 

                                                        
28 For more on the importance of Buddhism to the Japanese reading history, see 

Bjarke Frellesvig’s discussion in section 9.2.1 of his book, A History of the Japanese 
Language. Bjarke Frellesvig, A History of the Japanese Language (New York: 
Cambridge University Press, 2010), 274-278. 
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Chinese continued to be the sacred language of Buddhism just as China was the sacred 

site for Buddhist pilgrimages. The sacred texts that Jōjin hoped to bring back to Japan 

were Chinese translations of Buddhist texts. These sūtras – regardless of whether they 

were actual translations of Indic texts from Sanskrit or Pāli, or apocryphal texts – 

remained in Chinese when brought to Japan and were not further translated into Japanese 

as this would remove an aspect of their authenticity. In this sense, literary Chinese was 

understood as an “authentic” and “native” language for Japanese Buddhism.30  

Another reason Buddhism played such an integral role in the development of 

writing in Japan is that it continually encouraged new texts to be produced. Sinitic 

Buddhism in particular generated a plethora of religious texts written in the Chinese 

script since there was a strong incentive for followers to reproduce scriptures as a means 

of accruing merit.31 By the eighth century, many common Buddhist terms held a firm 

place in the Japanese language even outside of religious beliefs and sects.32  

                                                        
29 The official date for the introduction of Buddhism to Japan is usually accepted as 

either 552 or 538. Roy Andrew Miller, The Japanese Language, 29. 
 

 
30 Ibid, 30. There were, however, certain fundamental terms that were never Sinicized 

from the original Indic pronunciations, such as dharma (daruma 達磨) and karma 
(karuma 羯磨), which proves that there had to be some contact with these Indic 
pronunciations outside of Chinese intermediaries. Ibid, 35. Meanwhile, terms like 
Buddha (OJ butu, MC but) and alms bowl (OJ fati, MC pat, OK pati, MK pali, Sanskrit 
pa:tra or pa:tri) were loanwords from Sanskrit that were borrowed via Chinese or 
Korean before coming into the Japanese language. Alexander Vovin, “Middle Classical 
Japanese,” in Encyclopedia of Linguistics, ed. Philipp Strazny (New York: Fitzroy 
Dearborn, 2005) 1.686. 

 
31  For a comprehensive discussion on the influence of Buddhism on the history of 

writing and production in Japan, see David B. Lurie, Realms of Literacy , 131-150. 
 
32  Roy Andrew Miller, The Japanese Language , 104. 
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By as early as 594, Buddhism was adopted as the official state religion, and this 

not only encouraged further intensive studies of the Chinese language and script, but also 

increased Japan’s interest in China as a model for its own government and literature. In 

addition to the Japanese envoy missions that were reporting back on government and 

customs, there were also missions from China that came to Japan with the intent of 

spreading Buddhism and providing instruction in the Chinese language.  

Many of these Chinese scholars who arrived in Japan as part of these missions 

served as “pronunciation masters” (on hakase 音博士), while Korean scholars continued 

to assist the Japanese in the writing system as “writing masters” (te no hakase 手の博

士).33 This delineation between teachers of pronunciation and teachers of writing seems 

to indicate that the Koreans were no longer influential in the instruction of the 

phonological applications of the script. Chinese pronunciation was particularly difficult 

for the Japanese, so it is understandable that they sought out Chinese scholars to assist 

them in this area. This process of cultural and linguistic exchange between the Chinese, 

Korean, and Japanese is the basis for Miller’s argument that by the seventh century, 

Chinese was a living and spoken language in Japan. This is not to say that the Japanese 

spoke Chinese with one another, but rather that a certain level of aural comprehension of 

the Chinese language had been established amongst Japanese studying the written system 

and using the language.34 As such, any lexical resemblances between Chinese, Japanese, 

and even Korean, can only be due to the wholesale borrowing on the part of the Japanese, 

                                                        
33 Ibid, 92. 
 
34 Ibid, 31. 
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and not any sort of genetic relationship between the languages.35 Furthermore, it was not 

until the ninth century that Japan’s own syllabary appeared in the form of kana 仮名. 

This followed the Japanese monk Kūkai’s 空海 (774-835) return from his 804-6 kentōshi 

mission to Tang China. Kūkai brought back over forty texts in Sanskrit that included an 

introduction into the phonetic writing system known as Sanskrit Siddham.36 This clearly 

influenced Japan’s creation of a phonetic syllabary, but kana still did not take the place of 

Chinese script as a sacred language for the copying and transmission of Buddhist texts. 

Instead, it allowed for commentary and grammatical explanations of Buddhist texts that 

had already established literary Chinese as the written language for medieval Japanese 

Buddhism.37   

 

The Diary as an Artifact of Placemaking 

 

 This study focuses on Jōjin’s diary as a primary example of the use of text in 

conceptualizing space and place for several reasons. First, Jōjin’s diary belongs to the 

distinctive genre of travel writing that is both personal and official in its capacity. Jōjin 

was writing for the monks in his lineage and followed certain conventions of formatting 

                                                        
35 It is interesting to note here that the Japanese also borrowed widely from the 

Chinese language in even the most basic semantic areas, such as terms for body parts and 
numbers. Ibid, 62. 
 

36 See Ryūichi Abé, The Weaving of Mantra: Kūkai and the Construction of Esoteric 
Buddhist Discourse (New York: Columbia University Press, 1999), 391-3.   
 

37 For more on the influence of the Siddham phonetic script on the Japanese written 
language, see Robert Hans van Gulik, Siddham: An Essay on the History of Sanskrit 
Studies in China and Japan (Nagpur : International Academy of Indian Culture, 1956). 
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and transcribing documentation of bureaucratic matters while in China. However, he also 

included details about what he personally found novel and interesting during his travels 

around the urban centers of Hangzhou and Kaifeng. This is at once both unlike Heian 

court travel diaries that were devoid of excessive personal impressions, and also unique 

from the poetic diary genre that was growing in popularity during this period.38 In 

addition, scholars have accepted Jōjin’s diary as a generally reliable source for historical 

insight into medieval China, setting it apart from other Japanese accounts that are not 

verifiable – the content of which is often considered to be highly fabricated if not 

completely belonging to literary imagination. Next, Jōjin’s diary recurrently features 

direct quotes from other monastic diaries. This reveals the texts that he was familiar with 

at the time he was writing, and the type of text he was modeling his own diary after. 

Finally, Jōjin’s diary is comparatively one of the longest extant accounts China following 

the discontinuance of official kentōshi missions.39 

 With respect to issues of placemaking, Jōjin’s diary provides a trove of examples 

of processes of assigning meanings to spaces, including the enactment of repeated ritual 

and performance upon these spaces. Expanding on this fundamental notion of 

                                                        
38 This brings up the issue of assigning Jōjin’s writing to the Japanese diary genre of 

nikki bungaku 日記文学. While I refer to his text as a diary throughout this dissertation, 
it was not written with the intention of fitting into this anachronistic classification. For 
more on the modern notions and categorizations of the Japanese diary genre, see Kōsuke 
Tamai, Nikki Bungaku No Kenkyū (Tōkyō: Hanawa Shobō, 1965), Chūkō Shirai, Chūsei 
Kikō Bungaku Ronkō (Tōkyō: Bunka Shobō Hakubunsha, 1994), and Marilyn Jeanne 
Miller, The Poetics of Nikki Bungaku : A Comparison of the Traditions, Conventions, and 
Structure of Heian Japan's Literary Diaries with Western Autobiographical Writings 
(New York: Garland Publications, 1985). 

 
39 For a list of other Japanese travel accounts from the Tang to the Song, see 

Appendix A, “Japanese Accounts of Travel to Tang and Song China.” 
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placemaking as described by Tim Cresswell, the text further brings up issues of 

perceptions of the self against different landscapes and environments. Following Yi-fu 

Tuan’s theories on perceptions and responses to one’s environment, Jōjin’s diary can also 

be read for its demonstration of shifting historical attitudes toward and experiences with 

the sacred and the mundane. Furthermore, by reading Jōjin’s diary as a continuation of a 

textual tradition that includes the diaries of Ennin and Enchin, questions of historical 

memory can be brought to the foreground within the scope of what can be considered a 

shared collective memory. 

 Space and place studies have considered how place is created and conceptualized, 

and what defines a space versus place. These questions are addressed in this study, but 

this dissertation then further confronts how text itself serves as a material artifact of 

placemaking and becomes part of the places it contributes to the conception of. Most 

importantly, this study adds to the current scholarship on memory the processes of 

binding memory to place through text. Throughout this dissertation, I argue that place 

and space only exist as concepts within the framework of memory and experience. Thus, 

it is not just the individual words themselves that create memories of place and 

transformations of space into place, but rather the action of recording, copying, and 

transmitting experience and memory through writing that forms perceptions of place.  

  

Notes on Style and Conventions 

 

 Citations and bibliographic information follow the seventeenth edition of The 

Chicago Manual of Style, as do any terms or titles related to Chinese and Japanese 
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language materials. Chinese is Romanized according to the Pinyin system and Japanese is 

Romanized using the modified Hepburn system that employs macrons over long vowels 

instead of the repetition of the vowel. The only exceptions occur when the Romanization 

appears within a quoted text. This also applies to the appearance of simplified Chinese 

characters in source titles and quotations, when all other Chinese characters appear in 

traditional form.  

 All translations from Jōjin’s diary into English are my own unless noted. For 

instances in which an alternative translation exists in French or English, I cite this in the 

footnotes. In addition, I have consulted with Fujiyoshi Masumi’s translation of the diary 

into modern Japanese for all of the entries that are included in the following chapters. 

While modern Japanese does not always explicitly explain certain points of grammatical 

difficulty and vocabulary left in Chinese characters, Fujiyoshi’s translation has proven to 

be an invaluable companion reader for the original kanbun text, which is copied from 

Wang Liping’s annotated edition of the diary and compared against the version preserved 

in The Collected Works of Japanese Buddhism (Dai Nihon bukkyō zensho 大日本佛教全

書) and the 1937 facsimile of a manuscript copy of the diary from 1220.40  

 Jōjin includes many Song dynasty titles and bureaucratic ranks for the officials 

that he comes in contact with during his travels. For common titles, I follow Charles O. 

Hucker’s translations into English from A Dictionary of Official Titles in Imperial China 

(Taipei: SMC Publishing Inc., 1985). For titles that seem to signify rank more than a 

                                                        
40 Dai Nihon bukkyō zensho, ed. Takakusu Junjirō 高楠 順次郎 (1866-1945) et al., 

vol. 115 (Tōkyō : Bussho Kankōkai, 1912-22), 321-487. See also, Jōjin, San Tendai 
Godai san ki (Tōkyō: Tōyōbunko, 1937). 
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literal occupation, I further use Gong Yanming’s 龚延明 Dictionary of the Song Dynasty 

Bureaucratic System (Songdai guanzhi cidian 宋代官制辞典), and render these titles into 

English based on the function of the position described.41  

 Finally, I provide the Western calendar year and lunar calendar month and day for 

Jōjin’s diary entries. This allows for easy cross-referencing and look-up between different 

editions of the diary as entries are referenced by the fascicle number followed by the 

lunar month and day. In each entry, Jōjin further lists the day according to the Chinese 

sexagenary cycle that pairs one of the ten heavenly stems (tiangan 天干) with one of the 

twelve earthly branches (dizhi 地支) in a cycle of sixty.42 I include the Japanese 

Romanization of the day according to the sexagenary cycle at the beginning of each diary 

entry. For the time of day recorded in Jōjin’s diary entries, I refer to the double-hour 

periods by their animal names based on the twelve earthly branches.43  

Below is a table listing the ten heavenly stems that are combined with the twelve 

earthly branches to signify the day according to the sexagenary cycle in Jōjin’s diary. 

There is a list of conversions to the right of the twelve earthly branches for the double-

                                                        
41 Gong Yanming, Dictionary of the Song Dynasty Bureaucratic System (Beijing: 

Zhonghua Publishing House, 1997). 
 
42 This system is was also used to count the years, but Jōjin only provides the name of 

the reign when noting the year in his diary. He uses the sexagenary cycle exclusively for 
naming the day. 

 
43 For an article explaining the pre-modern Japanese system for division of time in 

great detail, including further breakdowns into the smaller units of each double-hour 
period, see Sōma Mitsuru, Kawabata Kin’aki, and Tanikawa Kiyotaka, “Units of Time in 
Ancient China and Japan” in Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan, vol. 56 
no. 5 (2004), 887–904. 
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hour periods and their corresponding animal names. Because the length of the hours and 

specific time of day were constantly in flux using this system, the ante meridiem and post 

meridiem time equivalencies are not precise, but are listed to provide a general sense of 

the commensurate time of day in modern terms. When Jōjin specifies the subdivision of a 

double-hour period, he uses “mark” 刻 (J. koku Ch. ke) or “point” 點 (J. ten Ch. dian). 

These correspond to segments of the double-hour of approximately 14.4 minutes and 24 

minutes, respectively.44  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
44 Ibid, 887-8. 
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Table 1. Animal Hour Conversions from the Twelve Earthly Branches 
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Chapter 2: Hangzhou 

 

After thirty-seven days of travel, Jōjin recounts his first sightseeing outing in the 

major urban center of Hangzhou 杭州 on the evening of the twenty-second day of the 

fourth month of the fifth year of Zhaoning 照寧 (1072). Prior to this, most of Jōjin’s 

diary entries consist of details surrounding his movements across the sea and between 

ports, with occasional notes about the foods he tries and the scenery. The contrast 

between these prosaic accounts of his maritime movement and the elaborate descriptions 

of Hangzhou’s streets and markets is rooted in the different way he engages with these 

spaces. Rather than the practical nature of recording the names of various ports and bays 

along his sea route, his entry on Hangzhou’s night market reflects Jōjin’s perception of 

the use of space for mercantile and entertainment activities that creates an economic and 

cultural history of Hangzhou. Where previous monastic accounts of China focused on 

logistical information, distances traveled, important documents, and descriptions of 

sacred sites, Jōjin finds himself absorbed in the minutiae of his immediate surroundings 

when confronted with urban spaces. 

This chapter begins with Jōjin’s sea route to Hangzhou and compares the start of 

his diary to that of Ennin’s diary. These early entries from the beginning of Jōjin’s diary 

also serve as comparative texts for his later writings on the bustling city life in Hangzhou. 

While the early entries of Jōjin’s travel are more detailed than Ennin’s, they still lack the 

proliferating visual details that emerge in his narrative of the entertainers, public 

performances, and dense markets characterizing Hangzhou as an urban center. In this 
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section I also discuss how Jōjin ends his diary entries with mentions of his religious 

practices. He frequently records his use of prayers, chanting, worshipping the Buddha, 

and dharma practice at the end of his entries as common closing remarks. Jōjin makes a 

conscious effort to record what might otherwise be considered unremarkable practices for 

a monk, and this is not a convention that he follows from Ennin’s diary. Instead, this 

addition to his own diary emphasizes his religiosity and takes the reader from the broad 

public view of his surroundings back into his personal sphere of activity. 

In the next section, a translation of Jōjin’s description of the night market and 

performances in Hangzhou is presented to demonstrate how he approaches preserving his 

personal memory of a public place that holds different meanings to different observers. 

Unlike the sacred religious sites he goes on to visit later in his pilgrimage, Jōjin does not 

have access to writings on Hangzhou that could even subconsciously lend way to 

preconceived notions about what to expect as he views the secular customs that filled the 

crowded city. His interest in the night market performances and packed streets reveal a 

natural curiosity for the novelty of Hangzhou to a Japanese Buddhist monk. As opposed 

to his esteemed position as an abbot and teacher in his own right when he travels around 

Buddhist sites, Jōjin is solely a foreign visitor when he walks around Hangzhou’s night 

market. He is an observer who is led around the exciting sights and sounds of the urban 

night life by those who know the city far better than he does.   

Finally, the chapter ends with a section on Jōjin’s diary entries on his travels 

along the complex canal systems that crossed through Hangzhou as he made his way 

toward the first intended site of his pilgrimage, Mount Tiantai. Although Ennin and 

Enchin both traveled the canal systems during their trips to China, Jōjin did not have 
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extensive knowledge about how the waterways were engineered or managed. Moreover, 

while the sacred sites of the Tiantai and Wutai Mountains were deeply significant to 

Jōjin, the canals in China did not have the same type of historical or cultural meaning for 

him. Because of this, I compare Jōjin’s diary entries on the canal and rivers with those of 

Ennin and native Chinese writers to underline how Jōjin, like Ennin before him, 

processes the canals as geographical spaces meant for expediency rather than as places 

that possess inherent meaning and cultural value. 

 

Jōjin’s Route to Hangzhou 

 

The sea routes from Japan to China are generally divided into northern and 

southern routes, departing from the northwestern coast of Kyūshū 九州 or the 

southeastern coast of Honshū 本州. The established ports for embarkment to China from 

the time of the kentōshi missions were at Hakata 博多 (modern Fukuoka 福岡) and 

Naniwa 難波 (modern Ōsaka 大阪), but there are also records of ships embarking from 

various ports in the Hizen province 肥前 and the small islands off the western coast of 

Kyūshū.45  

Douglas Sherwin Fuqua describes there being three distinct paths of the northern 

and southern sea routes taken by the kentōshi missions according to their travel notes.46 

                                                        
45 Douglas Sherwin Fuqua, “The Japanese Missions to Tang China and Maritime 

Exchange in East Asia, 7th-9th Centuries” (PhD diss., University of Hawaii, 2004), 22-32. 
 

46 Ibid. Fuqua has compiled this information based on the study of maritime travel 
by Sugiyama Hiroshi 杉山宏. See, Sugiyama Hiroshi, “Concerning the Sailing Routes of 
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He classifies these routes as the Northern Route, the Southern Island Route, and the 

Southern or Open Sea Route. By the eighth century, the Northern Route was no longer 

utilized, possibly because of Japan’s strained diplomatic relations with the Korean Silla 

kingdom.47 Previously, the Northern Route, also known as the Silla Route (J. Shinra no 

michi Ch. Xinluo dao 新羅道), departed from Kyūshū northward toward the Korean 

Peninsula where ships would continue along the western coast of Silla toward Shandong 

山東. Sailors would then either disembark at Shandong or continue south toward 

Yangzhou 揚州.48 Both the Southern Island Route and the Southern Route or Open Sea 

Route avoided travel along the Korean peninsula, and instead traveled south toward the 

mouth of the Yangzi River 揚子江.49 The first ports along the Yangzi River that these 

                                                        
the Kentōshi” (Kentōshisen no korō nitsuite遣唐使船の航路について) in Several 
Problems Regarding Japanese Maritime History: Foreign Relations (Nippon kaijishi no 
shomondai taigaikankeihen日本海事史の諸問題 対外関係編), ed. Ishii Kenji 石井謙

治 (Tōkyō: Bunken Press, 1995), 31-64. 
 

47 Fuqua, “Japanese Missions,” 25.  
 
48 Fuqua explains that at the end of the voyage, those who continued toward 

Yangzhou were reported as taking the Ocean and River Route (J. kaidō kōru Ch. haidao 
jianglu 海道江路). Ibid, 23. 
 

49 Fuqua notes that the Southern Island Route was much more dangerous, with 
extended periods on the open sea. He brings up the possibility that this route was 
stumbled upon due to winds and luck, rather than formally plotted out. The Southern 
Route or Open Sea Route, however, was much more direct and significantly safer, while 
still leading to the mouth of the Yangzi River from the East China Sea. See Ibid, 27-8.  
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vessels would reach were in Suzhou 蘇州.50 They would then continue on to disembark 

in Mingzhou 明州 or Yuezhou 越州. This sequence is recorded in Jōjin’s diary.51  

 

 

 

 

                                                        
 
50 In modern Jiangsu江蘇, Suzhou was recorded as the site of both embarkation 

and debarkation of multiple kentōshi missions. Ibid, 35-7. 
 

51 Jōjin first stays overnight in Suzhou on the twenty-fifth day of the third month 
of 1072, and then continues his journey to the islands surrounding Mingzhou. On the 
fourth day of the fourth month of 1072 his vessel was ordered not to enter Mingzhou, so 
he continues on until he finally arrives in Yuezhou. His ship stops at a small island of 
Yuezhou on the fifth day of the fourth month of 1072. From here, the vessel continues to 
Hangzhou bay where he witnesses a huge tidal bore on the thirteenth day of the fourth 
month of 1072. From the diary, it is clear that the Chinese merchant ship was following 
the Southern Route all the way to the crew and passengers’ disembarkment in Hangzhou. 
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Figure 3. Map of disembarkment sites used by kentōshi missions and Jōjin’s ship. English 
labels added to map copied from Fujiyoshi Masumi, ed., San Tendai Godaisan ki, vol. 1 
(Kansai University Press, 2007), 285. 
 

By the time Jōjin was preparing to set off for Song China, Chinese merchant ships 

mooring along the archipelago had become a common sight. Maritime trade overtook 

inland trade along the silk routes during the Tang (618-907) creating an influx of Chinese 

merchants arriving at Japan’s major port in Hakata with foreign goods. Despite Japan’s 

attempts to regulate trade with China, the number of foreign merchants arriving only 

continued to increase in the Heian.52 This was particularly beneficial for monks seeking 

                                                        
52 Charlotte von Verschuer notes that one of the regulations put into place by the 

Heian court was the rule that all foreign merchant ships were only allowed to use the 

Hangzhou Bay 

Mingzhou 

Suzhou 

Yuezhou 

Tiantai Mountains 

Yangzi River 
Mouth  
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to make pilgrimages into China after Japan stopped sending official envoys. By traveling 

as passengers on these returning Chinese merchant vessels, Japanese monks continued to 

gain access to China even when Japan was supposedly not sponsoring any diplomatic 

visits to China in an official capacity.  

After traveling down to Kyūshū 九州 from Mount Hiei, Jōjin found one of these 

Chinese merchant ships that allowed him and his disciples to board in exchange for 

Japanese goods, rice, and payment in metals. The first entry of his diary begins with a 

description of the monks and Chinese boatmen he would be traveling with, along with the 

exact count or measurement of the various goods he provided as gifts to the Chinese 

merchants for allowing him and his disciples on board.  

On the fifteenth day of the third month of the fourth year of the Enkyū period 
(1072), on the kinotohitsuji day during the tiger hours, I boarded a Chinese ship 
off of Kabeshima 壁嵨 (modern 加部島) in the Matsuura district (in modern 

Nagasaki prefecture) of Hizen province (modern Saga 佐賀 and Nagasaki ⾧崎). 
The first boatman, Zeng Ju, was named Zeng Three. He was a man of Nanxiong 
prefecture (modern Guangdong 廣東). The second boatman, Wu Zhu, was named 
Wu Ten. He was a man of Fuzhou. The third boatman, Zheng Qing, was named 
Zheng Three. He was a man of Quanzhou. These three men were of the same 
heart and allowed me on board their ship.53 The boatmen and others were all 

                                                        
Hakata port. See, Charlotte von Verschuer, “Japan’s Foreign Relations 600-1200 A.D.: A 
Translation from Zenrin Kokuhōki,” Monumenta Nipponica (Sophia University: 1999), 5. 
For China’s shift from inland to maritime trade and the types of goods exchanged with 
Japan and other foreign states, see Ibid, 2-7.  

 
53 “Same heart” (tongxin 同心) is a term frequently used by Jōjin in his diary. The 

implication of this term is that the people he describes as having the same heart are 
sympathetic to Buddhism, or have the same intentions, and thus assist Jōjin and his 
disciples. They help because they are good people of the same heart. The term also 
appears in Buddhist texts in reference to holding the same opinion or sharing a common 
purpose. For the definition of “a comrade who shares one’s sentiments” or “having a 
common purpose,” see Charles A. Muller, ed. Digital Dictionary of Buddhism. 
<http://buddhism-dict.net/ddb>. Edition of 02/12/2011. 
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pleased with the gifts and acknowledged them one after another. I record the 
things I gave them: 50 koku (about 1.5 bushels) of rice, 100 bolts of silk cambric, 
2 kimono dust coats, 4 small taels of gold flecks, 100 slips of funerary cash, 100 
ingots of iron, 180 taels of mercury, and such things. The people boarding with 
me on the Chinese ship were: Inner Offerer Rai’en, Inner Offerer Kaisō, Seishū, 
Ikan, Shinken, Zenkyū, and the novice monk Chōmei. The people who did not 
board with me and returned were: Eichi, Jingen, Kaijin, Ryōtoku, Ichinō, and 
Ōgan.54 Wiping away tears, we parted. During the dragon hours, because there 
was a westerly breeze the ship did not embark.55 We remained on the southwest 
shore of Kabeshima. According to the dharma rules of the Lotus Sutras, at the end 
of the night is the sixth fascicle. When people from the seaside came, we monks 
would all conceal ourselves inside the hold, closing the door and cutting off our 
voices. The difficulty of this period was painstaking. I cannot express this enough. 
During the horse hours there is the midday seventh fascicle of the [Lotus] sutra, 
and the ritual performance of dharma veneration for one of the six forms of 
Avalokitêśvara (J. Kannon Ch. Guanyin).56 For the Chinese men, they found the 
utmost pleasure in being full of wine. During the monkey hours, we made 
offerings to the Bodhisattva Mañjuśrī. During the dog hours, there is the eighth 
fascicle for the beginning of the night and the ritual performance of dharma 
veneration for one of the six forms of Avalokitêśvara. 

 
延久四年三月十五日乙未寅時，於肥前國松浦郡壁嵨，乘唐人船，一船頭曾

聚，字曾三郎。南雄州人，二船頭吳鑄，字吳十郎。福州人，三船頭鄭慶，

字鄭三郎。泉州人，三人同心，令乘船也。船頭等皆悅給物，密密相構也。

志與物：米五十斛、絹百疋、褂二重、沙金四小兩、上紙百帖、鐵百廷、水

銀百八十兩等也。同乘唐船人：賴緣供奉、快宗供奉、聖秀、惟觀、心賢、

                                                        
 
54 These are my renderings of the Japanese names provided in characters in 

Jōjin’s diary. There are multiple possible readings for each character, but I have 
transliterated these names based on the readings that occur most commonly for personal 
names.   
 

55 Ships relied on the wind as a means of sailing as they did not have sails that 
could be manually maneuvered. Because the course of their vessel was determined by the 
direction of the winds, Jōjin and his disciples often had to wait for a favorable wind 
before the Chinese merchant ship could set sail. 

 
56 See note 11 in Fujiyoshi Masumi’s annotated translation. San Tendai Godai 

sanki, vol. 1 (Kansai University Press, 2007), 13. Fujiyoshi notes that 如意輪供 refers to 
the practice of venerating one of the six forms of Guanyin and her magical wish-granting 
pearl (J. Nyoi hōshu Ch. Ruyi baozhu 如意寶珠). The term appears in various forms in 
sutra titles. 
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善久、沙彌長明。不乘船還人：永智、尋源、快尋、良德、一能、翁丸，拭

淚離去。辰時，依西風吹，不出船，在壁嵨西南浦。法華法，後夜經第六

卷，如意輪供。海邊人來時，諸僧皆隱人一室内，閉戶絕音，此間辛苦，不

可宣盡。午時，日中經第七卷，如意輪供。唐人酒盛， 以有興。申時，文

殊供。戌時，初夜經第八卷，如意供。57 

When reading this entry next to the first entries of Ennin’s diary, it is clear that there are 

several major differences between Jōjin’s approach to his personal pilgrimage to Song 

China and Ennin’s approach to seeking out the dharma in Tang China as part of an 

official envoy. The disparities between Jōjin’s and Ennin’s writing styles attest to the 

different intentions of their pilgrimages and the conventions that applied to writing 

specifically for the court as opposed to for personal posterity. That is not to say that 

Jōjin’s diary was strictly personal – it was clearly written for the purpose of sharing it 

with others in the Tendai sect and to provide a clear record of Northern Song China to 

Heian Japan. However, despite these practical reasons for writing the diary, I argue that 

this text is also a reflection of his individual voice and responses to coming face to face 

with spaces that are imbued with layered meanings. This is something that is inherently 

lacking in Ennin’s diary. The following is a translation of the first days of Ennin’s diary 

by Edwin O. Reischauer. It is immediately evident that there is a stark difference between 

how he starts his travel log and how Jōjin introduces his diary, and this sets the stage for 

their respective styles of writing. 

SIXTH MOON: 13th DAY At noon the embassy boarded the first and fourth 
ships, but because we did not have a favorable wind, we waited for three days. 
 

                                                        
57 Wang Liping, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji 新交參天台五台山記, Ed. and 

Ann. Wang Liping 王麗萍 (Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 2009), 1-2. 
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17th DAY In the middle of the night, profiting from a stiff wind, we hoisted 
sail and set the ships in motion. At 10 A.M. we reached the sea east of 
Shiganoshima. Because we did not have reliable winds, we stopped for five days. 
  
22nd DAY  At 6 A.M., profiting from a northeast wind, we set out. We did not 
again seek a cove, and on into the night we went in the dark.58    

 
These dry and unadorned entries attest to the fact that Ennin only needed to record the 

bare facts as part of his travel record. Furthermore, the absence of the names of the men 

he is traveling with is appropriate since the court kept official logs of all the passengers 

sent on diplomatic missions to China.  

Because Ennin was part of an official kentōshi envoy to China, the circumstances 

surrounding his departure from Japan were also quite different from those of Jōjin and his 

disciples. There was no need for Ennin to buy off the captain of the ship with gifts, and 

he certainly did not need to conceal himself on the ship or hide the goods he would be 

taking with him to Tang China. On the contrary, the goods he would have had at his 

disposal to make offerings in Tang China were well documented and inventoried by the 

Japanese government. Furthermore, Ennin’s diary conforms closely to the writings of 

official government records that documented important logistical information, while 

rarely revealing any glimpses into the subjecthood of the writer. Unlike the diaries 

written in kana, these kanbun records by court nobles seldom had poetry and were 

primarily considered formal government writings. Jōjin too writes in kanbun, but even 

without the flowery language of poetry, he still manages to create an immediate presence 

in his diary entries. He describes himself wiping away his tears as he departs from the 

                                                        
58 Ennin, Ennin’s Diary: The Record of a Pilgrimage to China in Search of the 

Law, trans. Edwin O. Reischauer (New York: Ronald Press Co., 1955) 1-2. 
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other monks who accompanied him to the ship, and the difficulty of having to stay 

silently hidden when there was the possibility of being spotted by people on the shores. 

He even includes a note about playing a board game to pass the time as the ship waited 

for favorable conditions.   

On the sixteenth day, the hinoesaru day during the tiger hours, due to an easterly 
wind, we set out the ship and raised the sails. In no time, there was a westerly 
wind. We returned, and the ship stayed at its original mooring. During the hare 
hours, I read the end-of-the-night first fascicle [of the Lotus] Sutra, and did the 
ritual performance of dharma veneration for one of the six forms of 
Avalokitêśvara. On the seaside, men and women would frequently come peddling 
[goods]. All day long we were shut up inside the hold. It was extremely hard to 
endure. During the horse hours, I read the middle-of-the-day noontime sutra of 
similes and parables, and did the ritual performance of dharma veneration for one 
of the six forms of Avalokitêśvara. During the monkey hours, we made offerings 
to the Bodhisattva Mañjuśrī. The captain, scribe, and others used chickens and 
wine for a sacrifice to the various gods, burned funerary cash, had banners, and 
read the sacrificial writ. After this, we had wine and a feast.59 For five or six days, 
we passed the time playing sugoroku and feasting. During the double hour of 
7:00pm to 9:00pm, at the beginning of the night: the [Lotus] sutra's second 
fascicle, and the ritual performance of dharma veneration for one of the six forms 
of Avalokitêśvara. Each day I read the Sacred Guanyin Incantations ten thousand 
times and the Wind-Heaven Mantra ten thousand times, praying for the sea to 
calm. 
 

                                                        
59 I use the term “wine” here for 酒 to refer more generally to various types of 

fermented alcoholic beverages that were consumed during feasts and social occasions. 
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十六日丙申寅時，依有東風，出船上帆。無幾有西風，船還，着本泊了。卯

時，後夜經第一卷，如意輪供。海邊男女頻來賣買，終日閉戶，極以難堪。

午時，日中經譬喻品，如意論供。申時，文殊供。船頭、抄劄等以雞酒祭諸

神，燒紙錢、幡，讀祭文。其後，酒宴。五六日度雙六，興宴。戌時，初夜

經第二卷了，如意輪供。每日念聖觀音呪一萬遍、風天眞言一萬遍，祈乞海

安。60 

 
Figure 4. Two sugoroku boards. On the left is a Buddhist-themed board (buppō sugoroku 
仏法雙六) dating around the thirteenth century preserved at the Tokyo Metropolitan 
Central Library, Special Collections Room. Copied from Rebecca Salter, Japanese 
Popular Prints: From Votive Slips to Playing Cards (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i 
Press, 2006), 165. On the right is a mid-eighteenth century Seven Lucky Gods board 
(shichifukujin takara-asobi sugoroku 七福神寶遊雙六) held at The British Museum. 
Game-board for the Seven Gods of Good Fortune Treasure Game (1896,0501,0.1746), 
1746. The British Museum, London. http://www.britishmuseum.org.   
 
These types of recreational diversions and emotional responses to the surroundings are 

prevalent throughout Jōjin’s diary. He often describes being moved to tears, feeling joy, 

                                                        
60 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 3. 
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or how impressed he is by the kindness shown to him and his disciples. In the above 

entry, it is also evident that there was leisure time between Jōjin and his disciples and the 

Chinese crew.61 While Jōjin never records himself or the monks in his party getting 

inebriated with the Chinese crew, they do share meals and wine together on various 

occasions during the voyage.  

Ennin, on the other hand, keeps his personal impressions out of his diary for the 

most part. While he may have been moved by the sacred sites, or felt frustrated by delays 

in his own travel, these were not feelings that he deemed appropriate to include in his 

writing. He reports on the activities that go on around him, but rarely writes about his 

own participation in leisure pastimes. Almost nothing is known about how he passed the 

time while on the ship, and the days he spent waiting to disembark are not recorded in his 

diary. There is certainly no mention of playing games or drinking wine. While Jōjin 

undoubtedly added notes to his diary entries after the fact, particularly when he was 

quoting or lifting passages from Enchin’s diary and transcribing documents, he 

nevertheless presented his diary as a concurrent event with his travel, careful to avoid 

anachronisms and presenting each day no matter how insignificant. This is one of the 

major departures from the previous convention of the Japanese travel diaries that initially 

laid the foundation for Jōjin to write about his pilgrimage.  

                                                        
61 The sugoroku game they played to pass time on the ship became popular in the 

Heian period. It was possibly modeled on the Tang Chinese spiral board games that 
mirrored the promotional road maps through the Chinese civil administration system. 
Although Rebecca Salter suggests that Tendai Buddhist-themed sugoroku might date 
back to the thirteenth century, it is likely that Jōjin was playing a Buddhist version of the 
game as early as this entry in 1072. See Rebecca Salter, Japanese Popular Prints: From 
Votive Slips to Playing Cards (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2006), 164-71. 
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When Jōjin reaches Hangzhou, for example, he describes the tidal bore as if it is 

happening right before his eyes and goes on to explain the surrounding architecture in 

great detail. In addition, he mentions the Tendai practice of the seventh double hour 

Buddha worship. 

On the thirteenth day, the mizunoeinu day, a light rain fell. During the snake 
hours, the rain stopped. The tide came in full force, sounding like thunder. People 
gathered to come out and look at it. As we reached the shore, the tide came back 
toward us. It was an incredible sight. We launched our ship at once. During the 
ram hours, we reached the shore of Hangzhou. The houses along the ford all had 
thatched tile roofs. The gate pavilions were latticed along each side.62 At the jetty, 
the rocks were piled up around one jō high, and over ten jō long.63 As we reached 
the mouth of the river, it was the same as before to the left and right of the water. 
A large bridge extended all the way across the water like Japan’s Uji Bridge. 
There were large and small boats of peddlers, but I do not know how many. We 
turned our ship around and entered into the river about ten hectares and moored 
beneath the bridge. On the right and left of the river, all the houses had thatched 
tile roofs with no space between them. Moreover, they were constructed in an 
impressive manner. There were countless big ships. I performed the seventh 
double hour Buddha worship.64  

 
十三日壬戌  小雨下，巳時，雨止。潮滿滿來，音如雷聲，人人集出見之。

造岸潮向來，奇怪事也。即出船了。未時，著杭州凑口，津屋皆瓦葺，樓門

                                                        
62 Lyndon Arden-Wong describes two murals depicting gate pavilions (loumen 樓

門) in an article discussing Tang dynasty tombs. In these artistic renderings, the gate 
pavilions are topped by a hipped roof, decorated by friezes, and had large slatted 
windows. See Lyndon Arden-Wong, “Tang Governance and Administration in the Turkic 
Period,” in Journal of Eurasian Studies, vol. VI.2 (2014), 13-14. 
 

63 One jō is approximately 3.03 meters or 9.94 feet. Ten jō is then 30.3 meters or 
almost 100 feet.  

 
64 This refers to the practice of worshipping the Buddha, by chanting or looking at 

an image of the Buddha. In the Tendai tradition, it is called the seventh double hour 
practice because one of the middle double hour periods is divided into two parts: one for 
before the time of fasting and one for after the time of fasting. This creates seven double 
hours instead of six for the day and night periods. This practice is noted by Enchin in the 
upper fascicle of Jukesshū 授决集 and the upper fascicle of Fugen kyōki 普賢經記. See 
note 1 in Fujiyoshi, San Tendai Godaisan ki, 16-17. 
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相交。海面方叠石高一丈許，長十餘町許。及江口，河左右同前。大橋亘

河，如日本宇治橋。賣買大小船，不知其數。迴船入河十町許，橋下留船。

河左右，家皆瓦葺，無隙，幷造莊嚴。大船不可數盡。七時行法了。65 
 

Jōjin shows his awareness of his future audience by making comparisons to well-known 

sites in Japan like the Uji bridge. This allows him to connect the foreign spaces he sees in 

China with well-known places in Japan, making what is novel to Japanese readers 

familiar. Since much of Japan’s architecture, government and arts were modeled on Tang 

China, it is not surprising that he finds so much similarity in the monuments, gates, and 

structures during his travels. Yet, by making these comparisons Jōjin also takes away 

from the reader’s ability to imagine the sites as they might have been in his eyes. The 

moment he says that the large bridge is like Uji Bridge, the familiar image of Uji is 

forever associated with the Chinese site he is describing. For Japanese readers, it 

becomes impossible to imagine the Chinese bridge without also conjuring images of Uji 

bridge and its cultural significance. 

 
 
 
 
 

                                                        
65 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 20-1. 
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Figure 5. Drawn map of the layout and surrounding geography of Uji bridge that 
stretches across the water. Image available at 
https://sites.google.com/site/miyakomeisyo/home/maki-no-go--zen-sujaku/yu-zhi-qiao. 
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Figure 6. 1918 woodblock print of men with nets under the Uji Bridge trying to catch 
coins thrown into the river. Accessed from the online Ohmi Gallery collection of Dr. 
Ross F. Walker at http://www.ohmigallery.com/DB/ItemDetail.asp?item=11558. 
  

After describing the sight of the tidal bore, as well as the other vessels and 

architecture along the river, Jōjin returns to himself at the end of this diary entry. While 

everything else in this passage pertains to descriptions of events occurring in particular 

spaces, the last line of the diary is not grounded by any particular place. Instead, it is a 

marker of his identity and presence in the diary. This is the first mention of his 

performance of the seventh double hour Buddha worship, but throughout the diary the 

reader finds that this is part of his daily routine. The majority of his diary entries end this 

way, with him making note of the sūtras he read or the practices he performed.  
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 Jōjin also records the effectiveness of his prayers and practices in his diary.66 On 

his way to Hangzhou, his ship faced many hardships from volatile weather to illness and 

seasickness. When they catch a favorable northeasterly wind into Chinese waters, Jōjin 

writes that this turn of fortune is a result of his incantations the day before.  

On the twenty-second day, the mizunoetora day, the skies were clear and a 
northeasterly wind blew strongly. The Chinese were pleased by this. When I 
thought about this in my heart, it was certainly the power of my ten thousand 
incantations.  
 
廿二日壬寅天晴。艮風大吹，唐人為悅。中心思之，萬遍咒力也。67  
 

On the previous day, Jōjin records himself visualizing Mañjuśrī at Mount Wutai and the 

five hundred arhats, and chanting tens of thousands of times over.68 Jōjin is introspective 

in his assessment of the situation, and finds that by looking in his heart, he is convinced 

that their turn of fortune is a direct result of the fervent prayers he completed the previous 

day. The inclusion of this in his diary reveals his desire to portray his role as a religious 

figure, and demonstrate the power behind the practices of Tendai for the practitioners at 

his home monastery in Japan. Neither of these motivations manifest as strongly in 

                                                        
66 Later, Jōjin includes in the seventh fascicle of his diary the details around his 

request by the emperor to end a severe drought. In the third month of 1073, Jōjin has a 
second imperial audience in Kaifeng. This time, he successfully prays for rains to fall in 
order to end a drought, and then successfully prays for the rain to stop on the sixth day of 
the month after they received heavy down pours as a result of his initial prayers. He is 
given the title, Great Master of Virtuous Benevolence (Shanhui dashi 善惠大師), by the 
emperor after his successful performance of these Tendai rituals. For his newly bestowed 
title, see Wang, Xinjiao San Tendai Godaisan ki, 661. For the diary entries covering the 
days that Jōjin prayed at the court for rain to fall and later cease, see Wang, Xinjiao San 
Tendai Godaisan ki, 576-94.  

 
67 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 7. 
 
68 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 6. 
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Ennin’s diary. In particular, Jōjin actively makes a place for himself within an already 

highly established tradition of renowned Tendai masters before him. To do so, he is 

constantly incorporating exemplifications of his religious practices that attest to his 

worthiness as an esteemed adherent of the Tendai school and representative of Japan’s 

Buddhist community.  

 

Sightseeing in Hangzhou 

 

 After procuring cash for spending money from the innkeeper at his lodging, Jōjin 

goes out in the evening with some of the Chinese men from his ship to see the city. One 

of the longer entries in his diary, the twenty-second day of the fourth month begins with a 

basic account of Jōjin’s purchase of cash and an inventory of the items he doles out to 

various members of his party. 

On the twenty-second day, the kanotohitsuji day, during the dragon hours the 
innkeeper Zhang Three came. To purchase cash, I passed over to the innkeeper 
three small taels of gold flecks and one hundred taels of mercury.  

I record the people I gave [Japanese] paper to:  

3 slips to first captain, Zeng Ju 

3 slips to Li Two 

3 slips to Lin the Youngest 

2 slips to the cook fire boy 

3 slips to Li Kai 

10 slips to the attendants who stayed behind 

10 slips to Shi Ten 

I divided up the clothing to give to people: 
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Silk monk stole - 1 article 

Leather monk stole - 1 article 

Dark grey lined gown - 1 piece 

Red culottes - 1 skirt 

Damask pants - 1 pair 

Outer trousers - 1 pair to Inner Offerer Kaisō 

Leather monk stole - 1 article 

Red skirt - 1 skirt 

Damask pants - 1 pair 

Wide-leg pants - 1 pair to Inner Offerer Rai’en 

Raw silk monk stole - 1 article to Seishū 

Casual pants - 1 pair  

Cloth monk stole - 1 article to Ikan  

Casual pants - 1 pair  

Cloth monk stole - 1 article to Shinken 

Cloth monk stole - 1 article 

One length of cloth to Zenkyū 

One cloth segment of clothing materials to Chōmei 

 

廿二日辛未  辰時，家主張三來，為買錢沙金三小兩、水銀百兩渡家主了。

紙志與人々：三帖一船頭曾聚、三帖李二郎、三帖林少郎、二帖火頭男、三

帖李愷、十帖留守人、十帖施十郎。裝束分與人々：練袈裟一條、甲袈裟一

條、鈍色袍一領、赤色薄物裳一腰、表褲一腰快宗供奉，甲袈裟一條、赤色

練裳一腰、綾表褲一腰、大口一腰頼縁供奉，生袈裟一條聖秀，狩褲一腰、

布袈裟一條惟觀，狩褲一腰、布袈裟一條心賢，布袈裟一條、布一段衣料善

久，布一段長明衣料。69 

                                                        
69 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 26. 
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The above inventory of the gifts that Jōjin gave out shows that he provided the Chinese 

with fine Japanese paper, while the Japanese monks traveling with him received clothing 

garments. It is interesting that he includes the clothing items he passed out to his disciples 

when this is more of an internal exchange. The manner in which he records it makes the 

exchange seem like an official bestowal of gifts to his disciples as opposed to a divvying 

up of goods. This convention nonetheless continues throughout the diary. Jōjin kept 

meticulous records, even noting the prices of items and brief physical descriptions for 

otherwise trivial goods.   

 In the next section of the diary entry, Jōjin describes going out with three of the 

Chinese men in his party to watch a street performance. During the outing, they also 

witness the governor and his retinue of one hundred people proceeding through the busy 

streets. Because of the nature of kanbun, it is not always clear if Jōjin is speaking in the 

singular or plural, but it should be understood that even when he does not name the other 

men in his party, he was never really traveling alone. At any given point, he had a large 

retinue with him – probably even other Japanese monks that were acolytes of the 

disciples he named – and multiple Chinese attendants, as well. During his outing below, 

it is most likely that others in his party also tagged along to experience the Hangzhou 

night life. 

During the dog hours, I set out together with Captain Wu, Lin the Youngest, and 
Li Two to go sightseeing in the city. It was as magnificent as hundreds of 
thousands of the seven precious jewels. A single place had perhaps two or three 
hundred lanterns. Glass lamps hung in line with flames burning within.70 The 

                                                        
70 琉璃 can refer to any precious stone, but particularly lapis lazuli. It is also 

synonymous with 玻璃 (J. hari Ch. bōli) meaning simply “glass” or “glass lamp.” The 
term 火玉 appears in the Song dynasty collection, Taiping Guangji 太平廣記 in the 寶五
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largest was about five or six inches in diameter and the smallest were about three 
or four inches in diameter. Each house hung these up. The colors were bluish 
greens, reds, whites, and so on. There also hung beautifully adorned bamboo 
screens. Women played the qin and blew reed pipes. There was a large number of 
musical entertainers, unimaginable. In addition, there were various puppets made 
to dance with the water, beat drums, and rise out of the water. Two were twirling 
like magicians. From two puppets’ mouths, they spurt out water as high as four or 
five feet. Two issued water from their elbows rising five feet high. Two were 
galloping on horses. In all, there were over a hundred puppets atop the elevated 
constructed stage with the length of the puppets' bodies perhaps as long as five 
inches. As for the puppeteers’ clever tricks, I cannot express them in totality. 
Every spectator was offered tea decoction and asked to pay out one coin. The 
market area was over thirty blocks to the east and the west. North and south, it 
was over thirty blocks. Each block had major and minor  roads. I cannot even say 
how many numerous vendors there were. Bystanders packed the streets and filled 
the buildings. With a silver tea utensil, everyone drank tea and paid out one coin. 
The governor passed through the center of the city from the north. From the front 
to the rear, there were one hundred people altogether. Like the vermillion 
stretched over a Chinese hat, silk was stretched in the fashion of the time to make 
lamps that had a wax candle inside. There were over ten fine silk and feathered 
palanquins and over ten litters. Men and women rode in these. They were most 
marvelous. I fear I did not see everything as I returned to our lodging. I performed 
the seventh double hour Buddha worship. 

戌時，呉船頭、林少郎、李二郎相共出見市。以百千七寶莊嚴，一處或二三

百燈，以琉璃壺懸并，內燃火玉，大徑五六寸，小三四寸，毎屋懸之，色青

赤白等也。或懸玉簾莊嚴，女人哢琴、吹笙，伎樂眾多，不可思議。或作種

々形像，以水令舞、令打鼓、令出水。二人如咒師回轉，二人從口吐水，高

四五尺，二人從肘出水，高五尺，二人馳馬，惣百餘人。造立高台，人形長

五寸許，種々巧術，不可宣盡。毎見物人與茶湯，令出錢一文。市東西卅餘

町、南北卅餘町，毎一町有大路小路百千，賣買不可言盡。見物之人，滿路

頭幷舍內。以銀茶器毎人飮茶，出錢一文。都督北方從市中過行，前後共人

數百人也。如唐笠朱張時様張絹，內以蠟為燈，糸毛轎子十餘乘，腰輿十餘

乘，男女乘之， 為甚妙，敢不見盡，皈歸宿了。七時法了。71 

                                                        
雜寳下 (Baowuzabao xia) section, as part of a list of three precious treasures received in 
an ancient Korean tributary offer during the first year of Huichang (841). It is described 
as being red in color, about half an inch long, teardrop-shaped, and able to illuminate up 
to ten paces when ignited. (火玉色赤，長半寸，上尖下圓。光照數十步。)  

 
71 Ibid, 26-7. 
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The details that Jōjin includes regarding the relative sizes and colors of what he sees not 

only add verisimilitude to his account, but they also exist as details for a reader who will 

not be able to see what he is describing firsthand. His descriptions reveal a desire to 

create a picture of city life that is visually stimulating and vibrant. If a contemporary of 

Jōjin had the means, he or she could presumably go to the same places that he wrote 

about and confirm his sightings, but this is not likely. Instead, Jōjin leaves his readers to 

their own imagination about just how incredible these sights were with standard stock 

phrases like, “unimaginable” (不可思議) and “inexpressible” (不可宣盡), as though to 

stir them to create their own visualization of the grandeur. By not putting a limit on how 

incredible the night life truly is in person, Jōjin gives the power to his readers to construct 

the notion of a city filled astonishing sights and sounds. This differs from his shorter 

description of the large bridge that he compared to Japan’s Uji bridge. Instead of giving 

his Japanese readers something familiar to compare the beautiful city sights to, he writes 

out all the colors, shapes, and sizes of the objects he comes across and then goes one step 

further to say that they are still even more magnificent than he can put into words. In 

addition to the specific measurements of the water puppets and their various movements, 

he also avoids comparing the lanterns to anything common in Japan. He rather likens 

their construction to a Chinese object, the Tang style hat, when describing the manner in 

which silk is pulled over a stand to create a lamp. This maintains a certain mystique to the 

objects that are distinct from what can be found in Japan.  

 With Jōjin’s firsthand account, the things that merit space in his diary are 

expectedly those that attract his attention because they are novel, or those that strike upon 

his nostalgia because they are reminiscent of Japan. Visual details are prevalent in this 
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diary entry, but there are also more subtle points that call attention to cultural aspects that 

are otherwise hard to verify outside of official writings. For this reason, even simple lines 

can be unpacked to shed light on cultural customs in practice, such as the use of tea by 

monastics and the notion of gendered public spaces.  

In the above entry, Jōjin mentions having tea twice, but under different 

circumstances. The first time, he is “offered tea decoction” (與茶湯) and the second time, 

he “drinks tea” (飮茶).72 Throughout the diary, tea plays a very important role in the 

interactions Jōjin has with both the monastic and secular communities. Tea was served 

for social occasions, in ceremonial practices, and also for medicinal purposes. Jōjin 

frequently notes when tea is served, and also how it was consumed. The exact form of the 

tea being referred to by terms like chayao 茶藥 and chatang 茶湯 is something that has 

been fleshed out in light of its presence in everyday secular life and monastic circles by 

James A. Benn who describes monastic tea culture as developing in the larger context of 

medicinal decoctions.  

We can see this fairly easily if we consider how frequently the term “tea” appears 
in our monastic sources as part of a compound such as chayao (tea and medicine) 
and the related term chatang (tea and decoction). Biographies of Tang- and Song-
dynasty monks and other historical sources reveal quite an array of medicinal 
beverages consumed in the monastery: lotus leaf decoction (heye tang), Chinse 
yam (or cinnamon vine) decoction (shuyu tang), and tangerine-peel decoction 
(jupi tang).73  
 

                                                        
72 The translation of chatang 茶湯 to “tea decoction” is adopted from James A. 

Benn, Tea in China: A Religious and Cultural History (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i 
Press, 2015) 67. He writes that the term is used in parallel to mulberry decoction in 
Eisai’s text, Drinking Tea for Nourishing Life, and thus must also refer to a type of 
decoction.  

 
73 Ibid, 66-7. 
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Tea as a medicinal was not so much for treating illness as it was for maintaining good 

health and nourishing the body.74 Therefore, Jōjin’s frequent partaking of tea at the 

monasteries, and being offered tea repeatedly as he goes from room to room in some of 

the cloisters signals that he was often consuming medicinal tea pills, or brewed 

decoctions from the dregs of the tea leaves – a thicker and more solid matter – rather than 

drinking multiple cups of hot liquid tea. When Jōjin is offered chayao 茶藥 at the Taiping 

Xingguo Temple 大平興國寺 in Kaifeng on the twenty-ninth day of the tenth month of 

1072, Benn this time reads the compound as two separate terms signaling that Jōjin was 

invited to take both the tea along with two medicinal pills. 

The Japanese pilgrim Jōjin reports in his Record of Visiting Mounts Tiantai and 
Wutai (San Tendai Godaisan ki) that in 1072 Great Master Guangzhi invited him 
to take tea and two medicinal pills at Chuanfa chapel, in Taiping xingguo 
monastery in Bianjing (present-day Kaifeng). These medicinal pills were known 
outside the monastery too. The Tang Physician Sun Simiao’s Supplementary 
Prescriptions Worth a Thousand in Gold (Qianjin yifang) contains a discussion of 
“tea medicinal pills” (cha yaowan). On this evidence we know that the 
“medicinals for tea” (chayao), or sometimes simply yao (medicines), referred to 
in the Pure Rules for Chan Monasteries were most likely a kind of pill. The later 
annotators of the Chanyuan qinggui claim that these “medicinals” could refer to 
sweets or dimsum (snacks) and Yifa uses the word “confections” in her 
translation, but these glosses do not reflect actual practices at the time the code 
was compiled.75 

 

                                                        
74 Benn writes, “Certainly, tea was regarded as a “drink for nourishing life” 

(yangsheng yinliao) in the Buddhist monastery and elsewhere from the mid-Tang. This 
claim for the properties of tea needs to be understood in the larger context of the ideals 
and practices of “nourishing life” (yangsheng) – that is promoting health rather than 
counteracting illness. To offer a mundane example of the medicinal uses of tea, it was 
employed as a mouthwash – a custom already noted by the poet Su Shi (1037-1101).” 
Ibid, 11. 

 
75 Ibid, 141. 
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Benn provides solid textual evidence that chayao did not refer to snacks or confections, 

and in Jōjin’s case it is clear that the chayao were consumed during times of fasting. The 

chaoyao administered at these times were therefore most likely provided to suppress 

hunger and maintain health and alertness. The association between chayao and snacks or 

confections can also relate to the verb used with cha and chayao in the diary. While Jōjin 

uses the phrase “served” tea (點茶) 109 times in the diary, the next most frequent verb 

used with tea is “to consume” or “to eat” (吃茶). This phrase occurs forty-four times in 

his diary, followed by his use of the phrase “have” tea (有茶), which occurs twenty-eight 

times. Meanwhile, the phrase, “drink” tea (飲茶) only appears one time in the diary in the 

above translated passage. This suggests that the tea Jōjin was offered was usually not in a 

particularly liquid form that required drinking, or at the very least that it was a 

consistency that was more suited for eating or consuming than drinking. These types of 

everyday practices in use are prevalent in Jōjin’s diary and offer modern readers valuable 

perspectives into Song dynasty life outside of histories and religious texts. 

 Another seemingly inconsequential line in Jōjin’s description of the Hangzhou 

night market regards the palanquin chairs he sees. He notes that, “men and women rode 

in these.” While this appears to be a matter-of-fact note, it actually gestures to the 

normative of gendered space in public areas. It must have been of interest to see women 

riding in the palanquin chairs because he took the time to note this in his description of 

the bustling streets. The other women Jōjin sees are working performers, playing the reed 

mouth pipes and not out purely to enjoy the city night life. It would appear that the 

consumption of this urban space was primarily for men, but his sighting of women in 
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palanquin chairs suggests that Northern Song women also had the opportunity to leave 

the home and go out sightseeing.  

 Man Xu describes the palanquin chair as its own social space within the outer 

public realm that allowed women to travel freely. 

In fact, the Song male elite endorsed women’s use of sedan chairs as a vehicle of 
gender segregation, for a sedan chair could function as a house in motion, 
sheltering the traveling women from public sight…The physical structure of 
sedan chairs made the rider inside feel as if he or she were still ensconced at home 
while being on the road. This illusive impression not only served to diminish 
women’s possible confusion and anxiety caused by their entry into the unfamiliar 
male-dominant outer space, but also satisfied elite males’ expectation that a 
woman should remain unseen in public. Women’s use of sedan chairs was widely 
accepted by their male contemporaries throughout the Song period even while 
most men were not privileged to travel in this fashion in the Northern Song. 
Theoretically speaking, the house-like sedan chairs could function as a powerful 
material medium cultivating and enhancing the female users’ consciousness of 
gender segregation.76 

 
Xu is careful to emphasize that the palanquin chairs were certainly not designed to 

enforce the seclusion of women. Nonetheless, they became a segregated space in which it 

was socially acceptable even by the staunchest Confucian idealists for women to spend 

their leisure time in the public sphere.  

 As Jōjin endeavors to preserve the scene of Hangzhou’s night market as a 

composite lived experience in his diary, he is faced with the challenge of turning his lived 

experience from what he sees before his eyes to words on paper. It is useful here to 

consider this barrier in terms of Claude Lefort’s interpretation of Maurice Merleau-

Ponty’s tacit cogito of “I think” in its opposition between perception and expression. 

                                                        
76 Man Xu, Crossing the Gate : Everyday Lives of Women in Song Fujian (960-

1279) (Ithaca: State University of New York Press, 2016) 5-6. 
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This tacit cogito is to be a cogito that is not alien to language, but that is prior to 
its actual operation, an “I think” buried in the very first perception, a pure 
“experience from me to myself” where no thought is yet confirmed, where the 
distinction between the true and the false has not yet appeared, but that sustains 
our entire human life and announces – beneath all of the modalities of presence 
and absence to self and to the world – the “indeclinable subjectivity.” Such a 
cogito, despite the care shown elsewhere to exclude the opposition between lived 
experience and thought, between perception and expression, reestablishes this 
very opposition.77  

 
The means by which Jōjin comes to terms with this opposition between his subjective 

perception of experience and the need to put it into linguistic expression manifests in his 

use of the stock phrases, “unimaginable” (不可思議) and “inexpressible” (不可宣盡), 

that specifically call to mind the faculty of thinking (思) in terms of the self, and the 

action of displaying or announcing (宣) for others. By putting these words into his diary, 

Jōjin both accepts his inability to express the truth of the lived space before his eyes, 

while also imploring his reader to create a vision of the space from within the mind 

instead of from visual cues. The moment the space is described as unimaginable, the 

reader cannot help but try to do just that and imagine the space. The futility of exhausting 

language in an attempt to create an envisioned space is especially evident when Jōjin later 

approaches religious sites.  

 

 

 

 

                                                        
77 Claude Lefort, “Maruice Merleau-Ponty," Donald A. Landes, trans., In 

Merleau-Ponty, Maurice. The Phenomenology of Perception, trans. Donald A. Landes 
(New York: Routledge, 2012), xxvii. 
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Traveling Along the Canals 

 

After arriving in Hangzhou, Jōjin and his disciples completed the majority of their 

travels by means of China’s advanced canal systems. In Jōjin’s case, he traveled along 

the Bian Canal to the Northern Song capital of Kaifeng, and also followed a small portion 

of the canal separated by the Qiantang River down toward the Tiantai Mountains. 

Because the Bian Canal functioned as the primary tax-grain transport between the north 

and south, it was constructed and maintained over the years to allow for heavy use by 

innumerable vessels of varying sizes and loads.78  

As a major route, descriptions of travel along the canal fill a number of travel 

diaries by foreigners and natives alike. While Jōjin was interested in the operation of the 

canals and other manmade waterways, he had little sense of their historical presence in 

China. Thus, unlike contemporaneous Chinese writers, Jōjin wrote of his travels on the 

canals like a scientific observer paying more attention to the different mechanics and 

engineering rather than the poetics of the landscape around him. On the fourteenth day of 

the fourth month of 1072, Jōjin writes about entering into the river amongst a multitude 

of other ships.    

On the fourteenth day, the mizunotoi day, during the horse hours, the tide was full 
and all kinds of people kept coming. They opened the gate in the river and sent 
our boat in. We went up the river for several li. Again, the gate was opened and 
our boat was sent in. There were two large bridges, and each used stone for their 
pillars. In addition, they were replete with a multitude of things drawn in a 

                                                        
78 For further background on the construction and maintenance of the Bian Canal, 

see Joseph Needham, et al., The Shorter Science and Civilization in China, vol. 5 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995).  
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particularly spectacular manner, using valuable cinnabar. During the monkey 
hours, we reached the front of the gate of the Interrogation Office. We saw the 
Gate to the Provincial Governor. It was like Japan's Vermillion Gate. On the left 
and right there were towers of three spans. In front there was a corridor and also a 
large covered moorage with a screen that hung toward the river. It was in this 
covered moorage where the provincial governor would go to board his ship. The 
officials rode on palanquin chairs with about fifty or sixty attendants. Lots and 
lots of people went in and out of the large gate. 
 
十四日癸亥  午時，潮滿，人人多來。開河中門戸，入船。上河數里，又開

水門，入船。大橋兩處，皆以石為柱，幷具足物，以貴丹畫莊嚴。申時，著

問官門前。見都督門，如日本朱門。左右樓三間，前有廊幷大屋，向河懸

簾，都督乘船時屋也。官人乘輿，具五六十眷屬，出入大門多多也。79 

Here, he describes the architecture briefly and notes how the Provincial Governor’s Gate 

is similar to Japan’s Vermilion Gate. He also takes time to note the bureaucratic 

procedures that are required to facilitate travel. Below, he has his interpreter, Chen Yong, 

ask the prefect to have the gate opened so their ship can pass through.  

On the fifth day, the kanoesaru day, the skies were clear. During the hare hours, 
Chen Yong made a request to the Hangzhou prefect that the water gate be opened. 
The envoy came and opened the watergate. We launched our ship. There were 
thirty or forty other vessels. We were all greatly pleased. During the mi hour, we 
stopped our ship down river because the tide was not yet full. During the monkey 
hours, the tide was full so we set out our ship. We caught a following wind and 
put up our sails. 
 
五日甲申  天晴。卯時，陳咏參府，申可開水門由。使者來，開水門，出

船。他船三四十隻太以為悅。巳時，江下止船，依潮未滿也。申時，潮滿，

出船。得順風，上帆。80 

Jōjin estimates thirty to forty other vessels on the waterway, and all are able to pass after 

the envoy comes to open the gate, but once the tide is too low, they have to stop again. 

This shows how his movements are regulated by procedure, the natural landscape, and 

                                                        
79 Wang, Xinjiao San Tendai Godaisan ki, 21-2. 
 
80 Ibid, 39. 
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the engineering of the waterways; however, it is not until the next passage that the reader 

is finally given details about his surroundings outside of the functions of the canal and 

dam systems.  

On the seventh day, the hinoeinu day, the skies were clear. During the hare hours 
we took our documents from Hangzhou to be presented to an official. The official 
ordered the water gate open and our ship entered. East of the river, there was a 
large Buddhist building (samgha-arama). There were markets on the left and right 
of the river. We purchased five pecks of rice for four hundred coins. I saw 
numerous white-necked birds. I listened to the voice of a small bird that sounded 
like the striking of a metal drum. These were birds raised by people. I saw a 
Daoist. His outer garments were like the robes donned by monks in Japan. 
Ying'en Gate was like Japan's Vermillion Bird Gate. It was as large as thirty feet 
and to the left and right there were verandas. There was a gap at the door of the 
gate. Could it be there to allow water runoff to pass through? 
七日丙戌  天晴。卯時，以杭州牒令見官人，令開門，入船。河東有大伽

藍，河左右有市，以錢四百文買米五斗。見頸白烏數鳥，聞小鳥聲，如打金

鼓，人飼鳥云々。見道士表衣，如日本付衣。迎恩門如日本朱雀門，大五

間，左右有廊，扉有間隙，通水料歟。81 
 

Here, he sees markets lining the banks, white-necked birds, and a Daoist. Again, Jōjin 

makes comparisons to what he is reminded of from Japan, but he also includes one of the 

few descriptions that provides a stylistic auditory cue. Based on his tendency to provide 

Japanese comparisons when possible, the bird with the voice that sounds like “the 

striking of a metal drum” may not exist in Japan. He does not offer any Japanese bird that 

looks or sounds like it, and instead simply provides a simile for the reader to create in his 

or her mind the sounds of the bird’s cry.  

Later in the third fascicle of the diary, he includes the precise number of water 

oxen used to pull the ships, as well as the distances they travel between the hours of the 

day.   

                                                        
81 Ibid, 41. 
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On the ninth day, the mizunotoushi day, the skies were clear. At the hare hours, 
we crossed the weir. On the left and on the right were five windlasses. With 
sixteen heads of water oxen, there were eight heads each on the left and right. 
During the dragon hours, we covered eighteen li and arrived at the temporary 
docking station of Cai county. In the second half of the hour, our boat set out. At 
the mi hour, we had covered fifty-four li and passed through Danyang county’s 
docking station.    
 
九日 癸丑 天晴。卯時，越堰，左右各有轆轤五，以水牛十六頭，左右各八
頭。辰時，過十八里，至蔡縣暫駐船。同二點，出船。未時，過五十四里，

經丹陽縣駐船。82 
 
 In these examples from Jōjin’s diary, the reader senses that there is no personal 

connection to the canal itself as a place. While Jōjin finds certain spaces in China already 

have collective memories and meanings attached to them, he treats the canals as merely a 

means for physical movement. He travels along making notes of the types of hydraulic 

technology used, the process of obtaining permission to pass through different gates and 

prefectures, and the weather and water conditions, but he does not tie in his descriptions 

of the space with a literary history or cultural context. This is because Jōjin is unable to 

enact the collective memory of these spaces insomuch as he did not have a role within the 

group memory of China’s waterways. Jōjin’s inability to access the collective memories 

of these spaces stops his process of remembrance with the internal personal memory of 

what lies before his eyes.  

...the individual creates some kind of artificial milieu, external to every one of 
these personal thoughts, though encompassing them all – a collective space and 
time, a collective history. The thoughts of all persons come together within such 
frameworks, which assume that each has momentarily ceased to be himself. Each 
person soon returns into himself, introducing into his memory the ready-made 
reference points and demarcations brought from without. We connect our 
remembrances to these reference points, without any sharing of substance or 
closer relationship occurring between them. That is why these general and 
historical conceptions play only a secondary role: they actually presuppose the 

                                                        
82 Ibid, 223. 
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prior and autonomous existence of the personal memory. Collective 
remembrances might be laid on individual remembrances, providing a handier 
and surer grip on them. First, however, individual remembrances must be present, 
lest memory function without content.83  

 
While Jōjin’s descriptions lack these external ready-made reference points and 

demarcations, a glimpse of this process connecting personal memories with the collective 

history is present in Ennin’s description of the canal. Although his account is still 

relatively lacking in historical markers and cultural contexts, Ennin does include a single 

historical detail that situates the canal within a shared history of the place. 

18th DAY Early in the morning they moved the official and private property 
on board the craft. At 10 A.M.  all of us, from the Secretary down to the sailors, 
started for the prefectural [capital] by water. Two water buffalo were tied to over 
forty boats, with either two or three of the latter joined to form a single craft and 
with these connected in a line by hawsers. Since it was difficult to hear from the 
front to the rear [of the train of boats], there was much shouting back and forth. 
Our progress was rather swift. The dug canal is over twenty feet wide and is 
straight, without bends. It was dug by Yang-ti of the Sui [dynasty]. We suffered in 
the rain. After floating along for over thirty li, we arrived at Kuo-pu-ts’un 郭補 at 
4 P.M. and stopped for the night.84  

 
Ennin contextualizes the canal within the known history of its provenance in the Sui 

dynasty. However, he still does not have access to any further markers of significance 

and meaning that are present in the collective memory. Instead, it is necessary to turn to 

Chinese accounts that focus on the cultural and historical veins running through the 

canals as the ultimate manifestations of the interaction between the individual’s internal 

personal memory and external collective historical memory.  

                                                        
83 Maurice Halbwachs, The Collective Memory, ed. and trans. Mary Douglas 

(New York: Harper and Row, 1980), 59. 
 
84 Reischauer, trans., Ennin’s Diary, 16. 
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The canal system was highly familiar to those who held bureaucratic positions in 

China, and these same men found themselves much more concerned with placing their 

accounts within the historical context of the past and the political climate of their time 

rather than with explaining to their contemporaries the various types of locks and gates 

along the way. For example, where Jōjin mentions passing through the Danyang docking 

station in his diary, there is a much richer description found in Lu You’s 陆游 (1125-

1210) account of his travel along the canal undertaken almost a century later in the year 

1170. In his Record of Entering into Shu (Ru Shu ji 入蜀記), Lu You provides a historical 

context complete with a personal anecdote leading up to his arrival in Danyang on the 

fifteenth day of the sixth month of 1170.  

On the side is Huangyesi, the so-called Huangjisi of the Histories. I suspect the 
name was changed to avoid the Tang taboo character. The two tumuli are both in 
Danyang, a distance of about thirty li from the county. The commandery minister 
Jiang Yuanlong (Ziyun) told me, “When Mao Dake served as protectorate, there 
was someone selling golden pomegranates and crabapples. He was suspected of 
stealing and seized. In fact, it came out that they were taken from the Liang 
tumuli.” At night, we arrived at Danyang, in olden days called Qu’a or Yunyang. 
The poem of Xie Kangle says, “At the morning sunrise setting out from Yunyang, 
At the setting sun arriving in Zhufang.” It seems to speak of this.85  
 
其旁有皇業寺，蓋史所謂皇基寺也，疑避唐諱所改。二陵皆在丹陽，距縣三

十餘里。郡士蔣元龍子雲謂予曰：「毛達可作守時，有賣黃金石榴來禽者，

疑其盜，捕得之，果發梁陵所得。」夜抵丹陽，古所謂曲阿，或曰雲陽。謝

康樂詩云：「朝日發雲陽，落日到朱方。」蓋謂此也。86 
 

                                                        
85 Translation is my own. For an alternate translation with notes and illustrations, 

see Grand Canal, Great River: The Travel Diary of a Twelfth-Century Chinese Poet, 
Trans. Philip Watson (London: Frances Lincoln Limited, 2007), 39-40. 

 
86 Primary text is from Lu You 陆游, Ru Shuji jiao zhu入蜀记校注, Ed. Qiang 

Fang 蒋方 (Hubei: Hubei renmin chubanshe, 2004).  
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Many of Lu You’s entries read like the one above. This reflects the nature of diarists to 

make general notes of their travels – such as the date, weather, and place – and go back to 

fill in appropriate material after their journey is already completed. Lu You himself was a 

renowned poet of his time, but for the number of poems that he quotes throughout his 

diary, he most likely went back over his notes and added citations like the one above 

where they best fit rather than writing in the moment. He includes his own experiences 

and hearsay into the entry, and unlike Jōjin, he has a far more exhaustive repertoire of 

literature and historical accounts related to the places he visits along the canal. For Lu 

You, meaning has already been imprinted upon this space and exists as a constant in the 

collective historical memory. His task in writing about the canal thus rests in reaffirming 

the historical significance already associated with it, as well as showing his own 

awareness of the literary repertoire surrounding such a well-known site. The result is a 

remembrance of place that is both informed by the collective memory and at once also 

assimilated into it. 

In particular, the individual memory, in order to corroborate and make precise and 
even to cover the gaps in its remembrances, relies upon, relocates itself within, 
momentarily merges with, the collective memory...The collective memory, for its 
part, encompasses the individual memories while remaining distinct from them. It 
evolves according to its own laws, and any individual remembrance’s that may 
penetrate are transformed within a totality having no personal consciousness.87 
 
Another Northern Song traveler and poet, Lou Yue樓鑰 (1137-1213) further 

fleshes out the layers of meaning and memory imprinted on the places he visits along the 

canal in passages like the following poem during his time in Henan 河南. Like Lu You, 

                                                        
87 Maurice Halbwachs, The Collective Memory, ed. and trans. Mary Douglas 

(New York: Harper and Row, 1980), 50-1. 
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the descriptions take from and contribute to the collective Chinese memory of the canal 

as a place of significance and function to both the past and lived present. 

“On the Road to Sizhou”       〈泗州道中〉 
Last night’s snow bolsters the aspect of cold,    宿雪助寒色， 
As I look over at the bank of the Bian;     相看汴水濱； 
Light war carts sever the remnant dream,     輕車兀殘夢， 
Herds of horse spatter flying dust.      群馬濺飛塵。 
Serving on this mission, we pass the lands of the Zhou,   行役過周地， 
Carrying out official ritual, we weep for the people of Han.   官儀泣漢民； 
The Central Plain has long been land submerged—   中原陸沈久， 
How can there be no one to bear the blame?88    任責豈無人。 
 

Poetry often provides an important medium for expressing the traveler’s feelings about a 

place in the types of nuanced and allusive language that is not present in the formulaic 

daily logs of a travel diary. In the above poem, Lou Yue describes what he sees as he 

looks along the banks of the Bian River, but this is what he sees in his mind’s eye and 

what is informed by a collective memory, not what is actually in front of him. He pulls 

his audience into a former time, appealing to a cultural history that is embedded along the 

physical landscape and visible only to those who are cognizant of its turbulent past. The 

types of emotions stirred by connecting a contentious political climate with the suffering 

of those who cycled through the same sorrows of ancient dynasties past bring the reader 

to a liminal space that occupies the land irrespective of time. It is a connection that Jōjin 

and Ennin cannot access.  

                                                        
88 Original text and translation are from Stephen H. West, “Discarded Treasure: 

The Wondrous Rocks of Lingbi,” International Conference on the Cultural 
Interpretations of Mobility (Taibei: Hanxue yanjiu zhongxin deng, 2008), 212. This 
article also provides a detailed analysis of this poem.  
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 In addition to his poetry, Lou Yue’s prose entries also add historical data to the 

geography. On the twelfth day of his trip, he records the changes in name and territory of 

the Eastern Capital, as well as the provenance of the new canal channel that draws from 

the Bian River. 

My comment: The Eastern Capital was in the ambit of the three states of Wei, 
Chen, and Zheng in the Spring and Autumn period, belonged to Wei during the 
Warring States, and Eastern Wei established the city of Liangzhou there; the 
Latter Zhou changed it to Bianzhou. In the Xingyuan reign (of Tang) it was the 
headquarters for the Regional Governor of the Army of Might Displayed. Latter 
Liang founded their state at this prefecture and it was elevated to Kaifeng 
Superior Prefecture, the Eastern Capital. Latter Tang turned it back into Bianzhou, 
and the [Latter] Jin, Han, and Zhou as well as our Song followed the precedent of 
Liang. The Bian Canal is the old Changdang Canal, which received water from 
the Yellow River at its inlet. Emperor Yang of the Sui dredged a new channel and 
drew on the Bian River.89  
 
按東京春秋衛、陳、鄭三國 之境,戰國屬魏,東魏立梁州,後周改汴州,興元為

宣武軍節度使。 後梁以州建國,升為東京開封府。後唐復為汴州,晉、漢、
周、本朝 因梁舊。汴河古萇蕩渠,首受 河水,隋煬帝開浚兼引汴水。90 
 

This excerpt places the Bian Canal into a dynastic history of the state. Phrases like “our 

dynasty” (benchao 本朝), translated as “our Song” above, speak to an audience of fellow 

compatriots who might not already know the history clearly, but who can surely relate 

and feel as though they are part of the lineage. This is a history that Japanese audiences 

are not a part of and it exists as a space simultaneous to the spaces that Jōjin and Ennin 

describe in their entries on the same physical landscape. 

 While the sights and sounds of the Hangzhou night market, and the workings of 

the advanced canal systems inspired Jōjin to write in great descriptive detail, they did not 

                                                        
89 Ibid, 243-4. 
 
90 Ibid, 247. 
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carry the deeply personal significance of the sites that were sacred to the Tendai sect. In 

the following chapter, Jōjin’s impressions from his travel through the Tiantai Mountains 

reveal his desire to connect with these spaces, both through his physical presence and 

through incorporating himself into the textual milieu of those before him.     
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Chapter 3: Tiantai 

 

 Tiantai Mountain is imbued with sacred meanings and religious practices that 

have been projected onto it for hundreds of years. Its power as a sacred space is revealed 

through its retention of meaning through mythological folk tales, Daoist practices, and 

Buddhist traditions that exist simultaneously across the temporal plane. From the lore that 

connects Mount Tiantai to Nüwa repairing the heavens, to the Shenxian Daoist practices 

and Tang dynasty Daoist poems on Tiantai, to the founding of the Tiantai sect of 

Buddhism, Mount Tiantai is a monumental geographic feature that provides a stable 

physical space for the eclectic sacred meanings cast upon it.   

Sacred space is a magical one. The landscape of every old nation is saturated with 
representation of sacredness, there are centres of religious practice on local and 
national scale, and landscapes are saturated with places, routes to the sacred 
places. Place is understood as the necessary context for religious actions; through 
such places the people are related to milieu and to self. The relation to self 
extends the meaning of place, includes religious, aesthetic, moral and 
transcendental aspects, it helps in the formation of solidarity ties and the 
construction of religious community.91 

 
Tiantai is indeed a magical space that evokes tremendous feelings of awe for those who 

visit its imposing peaks. Furthermore, it reflects the characteristics of sacred space as 

described by Anelė Vosyliūtė above. Tiantai serves as the necessary context for religious 

actions to be bound to, and moreover concurrently preserves the religious history of 

various practitioners, allowing them to connect with and participate in the related milieu. 

For Jōjin, making a pilgrimage to Mount Tiantai meant becoming a part of its religious 

                                                        
91 Anelė Vosyliūtė, “Thinking about Religious Space,” Filosofija – Sociologija 

18, no.4 (2007), 98. 
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landscape and contributing to the cultural and historical meanings constantly 

transforming Tiantai from a space into a place. While Tiantai was physically accessible to 

Jōjin, his ability to travel there was controlled by the will of the court and his capacity to 

navigate through its bureaucratic avenues.  

The issue of access is particularly nuanced when applied to religion. On the one 

hand, religion as a system of beliefs and expressions of these beliefs should be accessible 

to anyone at any place and any point in time. However, in practice religion is not only 

restricted by human intervention – for reasons as broad as politics and as narrow as 

personal biases, but also by the metaphysical shortcomings of the adherent. If the 

adherent does not have the virtuous nature or worthiness to receive teachings and visions, 

then he or she is further restricted from accessing these aspects of the religion. In Jōjin’s 

case, his identity as a foreigner is one of the major deterrents that prevents him from 

freely visiting Song China’s sacred religious sites, just as it was a deterrent for many 

foreign monks before him. Despite his esteemed position within the Tendai sect in Japan, 

it is only through his association with the Chinese members of his party that he is able to 

access the sacred Tiantai sites in China. In order to make his trip to Tiantai, Jōjin had to 

submit official documents to the prefectural offices and receive written approval that he 

could present upon request to legitimate his movements. This process was even more 

complicated and tightly regulated during the ninth century when Ennin made his 

pilgrimage to Tang China as part of an official envoy mission. The process of obtaining 

proper documents and imperial approval proved to be an indomitable impediment to 

Ennin, who earnestly tried to get court permission to visit Tiantai only to be rejected time 

and again.  
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Ennin began his request to travel to Taizhou so he could visit the sacred sites of 

Mount Tiantai on the first day of the eight month of 838. The following timeline shows 

the process Ennin went through according to the proper bureaucratic procedure of making 

a formal imperial petition for travel.  

1st Day of the 8th Month of 838:  

Ennin makes his first official request to go to Guoqing Temple in Taizhou.  

After the maigre feast, we put out a petition to the provincial governor requesting 
to go to Taizhou’s Guoqing Temple. 
 
齋後請益留學兩僧。出牒於使衙。請向台州國清寺。92 

10th Day of the 8th Month of 838: 

Ennin is told that Grand Councilor has already petitioned the emperor on his behalf, but 

he is to remain in Yang prefecture and not proceed toward Taizhou. 

During the horse hours, Grand Envoy Wang came. The Grand Councilor had 
already sent a petition up to the emperor. We had to wait for an imperial decree to 
come before we could set out to visit Taizhou. The Grand Envoy further 
dispatched a petition to the Grand Councilor [saying that] we monks were 
temporarily residing in Yang prefecture and requested that we not should not have 
to wait for the imperial decree. Moreover, he ordered that the request to go to 
Taizhou be sent to the Grand Councilor. Two or three days later, the Grand 
Councilor’s response was that we would not be allowed to set out yet. 
 
午時王大使來噵。相公奏上既了。須待勅來可發赴台州去。大使更留學僧暫

住揚府。請益僧不待勅符。且令向台州之狀牒送相公。二三日後。相公報牒

偁。不許且發。93 
 

 

                                                        
92 Supplement to the Dazangjing [Dazangjing bubian 大藏經補編], ed. Lan Jifu 

藍吉富, 37 vols. (Taibei: Huayu chubanshe 華宇出版社, 1984–1986). Accessed from 
CBETA: (B18, no. 95, p. 10, a 03). 

 
93 Ibid, (B18, no. 95, p. 11, a 05). 
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20th Day of the 9th Month of 838: 

Ennin records the letter he receives in response to his request to go to Taizhou. He is told 

that he must wait for the envoys presenting tribute to the emperor to arrive in the capital. 

The monks Ennin and seven others as part of the Japanese state’s tributary envoy 
request to travel to Taizhou’s Guoqing Temple to seek out [traces of] our master. 
On the right is the edict as received: The envoys should enter the capital, the 
monks and others should wait to proceed to Taizhou.94  
 
日本國朝貢使數內僧圓仁等七人。請往台州國清寺尋師。右奉詔。朝貢使來

入京。僧等發赴台州。95 
 

17th Day of the 1st Month of 839: 

Ennin records the reply from the Grand Councilor regarding their request to travel 

without having yet received the imperial decree.  

You need to present a memorial to the emperor. With an imperial decree, you can 
[go to Taizhou]. Without it, you cannot. With the Grand Councilor’s official 
documents, you could come and go as you please in the eight prefectures 
governed by the Grand Councilor. As for Runzhou and Taizhou, they do not have 
[the same] Grand Councilor. Each has a Director of the Pass. Our jurisdiction 
does not extend into each other’s territory. I’m afraid you won’t have the 
authority to travel as you wish without an imperial edict.   
 
須得聞奏。勑下即得。餘不得。又相公所管八州。以相公牒。便得往還。其

潤州。台州。別有相公。各有管領。彼此守職不相交。恐若非勑詔。无以順

行矣。96 
 

 

 

                                                        
94 This line could also be read as, “The envoys should enter the capital, the monks 

and others should proceed to Taizhou.” I have decided to follow Reischauer’s reading 
here of 等 as meaning “to wait” according to the context of Ennin’s requests being 
denied. 
  

95 Ibid, (B18, no. 95, p. 13, a 08). 
 

96 Ibid, (B18, no. 95, p. 21, a 01). 
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8th Day of the 2nd Month of 839: 

Ennin reads in a letter that despite an ardent plea by the Grand Councilor, his request to 

travel to Mount Tiantai was rejected. 

On the day I met with the Son of Heaven, I repeatedly pleaded with him face to 
face, but even then permission was not forthcoming, and I was still in deep 
despair. 
 
對見天子之日。殊重面陳。亦不蒙許。仍深憂悵者。97 
 

24th Day of the Second Month of 839: 

Ennin records the imperial response he receives to his petition to travel to Taizhou. Not 

only is Ennin denied permission to travel to Taizhou once more, but he is also told that 

while he must stay behind, Ensai will be allowed to go to Taizhou and stay there for five 

years under imperial subsidy.  

We are not permitted to be dispatched to Taizhou. We received the [following] 
imperial announcement, “The day draws near when the envoys will be returning 
to their country. The road from Yangzhou to Taizhou is far and remote. The time 
needed for the monks to go and return is insufficient. How can they return to their 
country on the day that the envoys disembark? They are still not allowed to go to 
Taizhou, but the one traveling novice monk is permitted to go to Taizhou and it is 
proper for us to provide provisions for up to five years.” 
 
不許遣台州。蒙勑報偁。使者等歸國之日近。自揚州至台州。路程遙遠。僧

到彼求歸期。計不得逢。使等解纜之日。何以可得還歸本國。仍不許向台

州。但其留學僧一人許向台州.五年之內,宜終給食粮者。98  
 

After almost six months of sending up petitions through the appropriate bureaucratic 

channels, Ennin is still denied access to Tiantai. Ennin’s denial of permission to visit the 

sacred sites of Tiantai are a further denial of his ingress into the space that generates the 

                                                        
97 Ibid, (B18, no. 95, p. 23, a 12). 
 
98 Ibid, (B18, no. 95, p. 23, b 15). 
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experiences and meanings shared through the common remembrance formed by his 

religious community. This is not just a denial of physical access to a geographic location, 

but also a denial of access to joining a tradition of coming face to face with sacred sites. 

Religious groups may recall certain remembrances on viewing specific locations, 
buildings, or objects. This should be no surprise, for the basic separation between 
the sacred and the profane made by such groups is realized materially in space. 
The believer entering a church, cemetery, or other consecration place knows he 
will recover a mental state he has experienced many times. Together with fellow 
believers he will re-establish, in addition to their visible community, a common 
thought and remembrance formed and maintained there through the ages.99 

 
For Jōjin, the action of viewing the sacred sites of Tiantai is vital to his experience of 

pilgrimage and his place within his religious community that extends to its origins in 

Southern China. Like Ennin, however, he is not personally allowed this access and only 

receives permission through the backing of his hired translator.   

In Jōjin’s diary, the reader learns that he is granted the documents that allow him 

access to travel to Mount Tiantai, but only indirectly through his Chinese interpreter, 

Chen Yong. This brings Chen Yong’s original promise on the nineteenth day of the 

fourth month of 1072 full circle. He initially convinced Jōjin to hire him as his interpreter 

because he claimed that with him at his service, Jōjin would be able to go to Mount 

Tiantai.  

On the nineteenth day, the tsuchinoetatsu day, it rained. The mantra of the 
Akṣobhya Buddha hung on the wall of the ward where I was residing.100 I had 

                                                        
99 Maurice Halbwachs, “Space and Collective Memory,” in The Collective 

Memory, ed. and trans. Mary Douglas (New York: Harper and Row, 1980), 151. 
 
100 The Akṣobhya Buddha is also known as the “Immovable,” and is the subject of 

a long sutra in which he vows as a monk to show no anger or malice to others in his 
pursuit to become a bodhisattva. For a study on the Akṣobhya sutra, see Jan Nattier, “The 
Realm of Akṣobhya: A Missing Piece in the History of Pure Land Buddhism,” in Journal 
of the International Association of Buddhist Studies, Vol. 23 No. 1 (2000), 71-102. See 
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Seishū take it down and record it in writing. Because its appearance transformed 
into a woman’s body, this was how it was transmitted to Japan. Chen One came 
over.101 He had traveled to Japan five times. He knew Japanese very well. He 
stated: "If you use me as your interpreter, you can visit Tiantai." We happily made 
this arrangement. The innkeeper Zhang Three bought me a bamboo hat. The price 
was 550 coins. The hat for Inner Offerer Rai’en was 300 coins. I performed the 
seventh double hour Buddha worship.  

十九日戊辰  雨下。宿坊壁上，懸阿閦佛眞言，以聖秀令取,書取了。現轉女

身因縁為渡日本也。陳一郎來向，五度渡日本人也。善知日本語。申云：

「以陳詠為通事，可參天臺者。」乍悅約束了。家主張三買送予料笠，直五

百五十文；頼縁供奉笠直三百文者。七時行法了。102 
 

Jōjin includes the quote from Chen Yong claiming that he and the other Japanese monks 

will be able to visit Tiantai if they use him as their interpreter, but there is nothing 

particularly persuasive about Chen Yong’s proposition. Furthermore, Chen Yong was a 

lay person without any ties to the religious communities of these sacred sites. It seems 

that his primary attribute was simply that he was a Chinese national who was able to 

speak Japanese. Although Jōjin himself was treated with reverence as a great teacher in 

the Buddhist temples and cloisters he visited, and even eventually given the title of Great 

Master (J. Daishi Ch. Dashi 大師) by the Northern Song court, he was still first and 

foremost seen as a foreigner who had to be dealt with according to bureaucratic 

procedure. For this reason, it was especially pertinent for him to have a Chinese national 

with him who spoke Japanese well for times when communicating through brush writing 

may have been inconvenient or inaccurate. Unlike Ennin, who primarily communicated 

                                                        
also Tai-Wo Kwan, “A Study of the Teaching Regarding the Pure Land of Aksobhya 
Buddha in early Mahayana” (PhD diss., University of California Los Angeles, 1985). 

 
101 This is Chen Yong. 
 
102 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 24-5. 
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while in Tang China through brush writing, Jōjin’s diary mentions using brush writing 

much less frequently, and it seems he only utilized communicating through written 

characters when Chen Yong was unavailable to translate for him verbally or when he had 

received official documents and was speaking with high ranking members of the temples. 

Before he hired Chen Yong, Jōjin wrote that he communicated with the people in 

Yuezhou through writing. Then, due to their inebriation he witnessed a fight break out 

which he did not stay to watch.  

On the eighth day [of the fourth month], the hinotomi day, the skies were clear. 
During the ram hours, the people of Yuezhou chatted with us by writing down 
their words. After this, due to the wine things became chaotic. Two of the guests 
exchanged blows. I closed up the hold and did not watch. I performed the seventh 
double hour Buddha worship. 
 
八日丁巳  天晴。未時，越州人以書通言談話。其後，依酒亂，客人二人鬪

亂，閉室不見。七時行法了。103 
 
After spending the majority of his life in a monastic environment and amongst powerful 

patrons in the Japanese court, this is an example of him encountering the secular realm 

and being out of place geographically and culturally. After Jōjin employs Chen Yong as 

his translator, his sense of being out of place is far less of an issue since Chen Yong is 

often able to serve as a surrogate, speaking with local people and even attending to 

official matters regarding his travel. On the twenty-sixth day of the same month, Chen 

Yong accompanies Jōjin to the prefectural office so they can submit the necessary 

documents to request passage to Mount Tiantai.  

On the twenty-sixth day, the kinotoi day, during the dragon hours I went together 
with Chen Yong to the prefectural office. We submitted the official written 
request to visit Mount Tiantai. Because there was an official notice that tea would 
be served in the veranda, we immediately went and received tea. Next, from 

                                                        
103 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 19. 
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within the governor’s office, we were given a fragrant infusion on a silver floral 
plate that was newly sent out by the tea storehouse. We drank it. There were lots 
of onlookers, so we withdrew. I performed the seventh double hour Buddha 
worship. I ordered that a strand of prayer beads of Indian Soapberry seeds and 
decorative Roman glass be given to the innkeeper.  

 
廿六日乙亥  辰時，詠共參府，獻參天臺山由申文。于廊可點茶，由有命，

即向廊，喫茶。次從都督內，以新去茶院，銀花盤送香湯，飮了。見物之人

濟々也。退出了。七時行法了。木患子琉璃裝束念珠一串志與家主了。104 

This visit to the prefectural office was mediated by Chen Yong who most likely 

communicated for Jōjin with the officials as they submitted their documents and attended 

the tea service. Although Ennin had the explicit support of Japan’s court, it did not assist 

him in reaching the religious spaces he wished to pay homage to. Meanwhile, Jōjin’s 

employment of Chen Yong proved to be more valuable than any Japanese court 

documents or associations with official embassies could have been.   

 

Guoqing Temple 

 

On the thirteenth day of the fifth month of 1072, Jōjin finally reached one of the 

major religious sites he set out to pay homage to – Guoqing Temple (Guoqingsi 國清寺) 

in the Tiantai mountains. This is identified as the site where the patriarch Zhiyi 智顗 

(538-97) founded Tiantai Buddhism, and it was also the place where Zhiyi’s human body 

achieved extinction when he passed away in 597. Zhiyi specified that he wanted his 

remains on the southwest peak of Tiantai with stones piled around his body, pine 

                                                        
104 Ibid, 31. 
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covering the tomb, and two white stupas that may be seen to give rise to the bodhi-

mind.105  

 
 
Figure 7. The pagoda in which Zhiyi’s bodily remains are said to be preserved. Photo 
accessed from http://www.artx.cn/artx/keji/39192.html.  
 

Because of the magnitude of meaning attached to this site, documenting his 

pilgrimage to the Tiantai mountains was a particularly significant act for Jōjin. After 

reading about it in the travel accounts of the Tendai masters who made pilgrimages 

before him, Jōjin recounted the site in his own diary, joining the literary tradition and 

writing himself into the religious landscape of the Tendai school.  

                                                        
105 From (T50, 2050: 196c2-6) and (T50, 2050: 195c23-5). For this treatment of 

Zhiyi’s remains post-mortem and sources regarding his end of life wishes, see Justin 
Ritzinger and Marcus Bingenheimer, “Whole-body relics in Chinese Buddhism – 
Previous Research and Historical Overview,” in The Indian International Journal for 
Buddhist Studies (2006), 62. 
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Jōjin begins this passage on the Tiantai mountains with the conventional log of 

the date, weather, and time, and then goes on to record the distances he travels between 

signposts. He makes notes of his stops and includes the names of the homes that host him 

and his disciples for tea. After reaching the main entrance to Guoqing temple, he 

describes the view in poetic language. Then, he details the various buildings and halls of 

the temple in the order he is shown by the Chinese monks. This is followed by a 

historical narrative of the construction, abolishment, and rebuild of Guoqing temple. 

Finally, his entry for the thirteenth day ends with him returning to his quarters and 

performing his nightly rites before having an evening bath. Throughout this passage, 

Jōjin’s interactions with the sacred spaces and his gestures toward the literary tradition 

built around these spaces demonstrate his active engagement in placemaking.  

On the thirteenth day, the mizunoetatsu day, the skies were clear. During the hare 
hours we left our lodging. We traveled five li and rested at Min Thirteen's house 
in Yongbao village.106 Next, we traveled five li and rested at the mouth of 
Feiquankou. Next, we traveled five li and rested at Seventh Uncle Chen's House. 
We all consumed tea, and although we offered him money, he would not take it. 
Next, we travelled three li and rested at Jingfu monastery. We paid obeisance to 
the 2.4-meter-tall Śākyamuni Buddha image in the Gold Hall. Shinken selected 
from the old scriptures the Sutra for Curing Piles, Sutra of Eight Yang, and Sutra 
of Kṣitigarbha and the Ten Kings.107 Next, we traveled two li and rested at the Yi 
Family Bridge. There was a signpost that said, “Twenty li to Tiantai county. 

                                                        
106 The li unit of distance is approximately equivalent to half a kilometer or about 

a third of a mile. A distance of five li is thus about 2.5km.  
 

107 The Sutra of Eight Yang may refer to the Sutra of Incantations of the Eight 
Yang Spirits (Bayang shenzhou jing 八楊神咒經). See Christine Mollier, Buddhism and 
Taoism Face to Face: Scripture, Ritual, and Iconographic Exchange in Medieval China 
(Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2008), 14-15. Robert Borgen has translated this 
title together with the last scripture as The Eight Brilliant Kṣitigarbha and Ten Kings 
Sutra. Robert Borgen, “The Case of the Plagiaristic Journal,” New Leaves: Studies and 
Translations of Japanese Literature in Honor of Edward Seidensticker, Ed. Aileen Gatten 
and Anthony Hood Chambers (Ann Arbor: Center for Japanese Studies, 1993), 75. 
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Twenty li past Guangling.” Next, we traveled five li and a stone pagoda came into 
view. It was about 16.5 meters tall and its name was Hefangyang Pagoda. Next, 
we traveled five li and during the horse hours, we saw Chicheng Mountain. There 
was a pagoda at its apex. We paid obeisance from afar. This is the place where the 
Great Master of Wisdom (Zhizhe) entered extinction.108 It was the first time 
seeing it to pay obeisance and I was moved to tears that were difficult to suppress. 
Next, we traveled five li, and during the first eighth of the hours of the sheep, we 
reached Qing House and rested. Raien put out an offering of 158 coins allowing 
thirteen of us to have wine. A signpost said, “Ten li to arrive at Guoqing Temple 
eastward from Daping Village.109 Five li to Jing county.” The master of the house 
was of a Buddhist mind and had us drink tea. The south side of Chicheng 
Mountain gradually came into view. It was like a wall built of red stones. Next, 
we traveled five li and entered the Guoqing Temple mountains. We saw a stone 
treasure tower 16.5 meters high. It was a five-story pagoda. We traveled five li 
through the mountains and during the first fifth of the sheep hours, we arrived in 
front of the main gate to Guoqing Temple. The bridge and palace hall gradually 
came into view. The pine trees surrounding the body of the temple were lush and 
deep. Lining the road for ten li, fine jade trees gleaming and glittering. The five 
peaks cradled the temple, and a pair of mountain streams converged together. It 
bears the marvels of the four perfections. The head of the temple who was 
bestowed the purple robe, Dong Fang, the assistant head of the temple who was 
bestowed the purple robe, Li Xuan, and the temple supervisor who was bestowed 
the purple robe, Zhong Wen, headed a huge throng of dozens coming to welcome 
us. We then all entered the main gate together, sat down on chairs, and were given 
tea. Next, we entered the lodging quarters. We were attentively treated as though 
we were intimate friends for quite some time. Again, we were given tea. The great 
master head of the temple took a Chinese calendar to see if today was propitious 
or not. Mizunoetatsu is a propitious day, so we at once burned incense in the main 
hall. First, we entered the Imperial Arhats Gallery. The sixteen arhats were 
wooden figures proportionate to our bodies. The five hundred arhats were 1-

                                                        
108 Zhizhe refers to Zhiyi 智顗 (538-97), the founder of the Tiantai school of 

Buddhism in China. Usually the term “enter extinction” (ru mie 入滅) refers to reaching 
enlightenment or nirvana, but when referring to Buddhist masters, it applies to their 
physical body leaving the earth after their death. Here, Jōjin refers to the place where 
Zhizhe passed away.  

 
109 This should be Taiping Village but the character 大 (da) seems to be 

mistakenly used for 太 (tai).  
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meter-high figures. Each of them had a tea utensil in front of them. With the head 
of the temple as our guide, one by one we burned incense and paid obeisance. I 
was moved to endless tears. Next, we entered the dining hall. We paid obeisance 
to Qilangtian and burned incense.110 The ceremonies performed in the dining hall 
cannot be completely recorded here. It was unimaginable. Next, we attended the 
Great Master’s hall. The plaque said: “The Court of the Great Master of 
Emptiness of the Method of True Awakening.” The true appearance of Zhizhe 
was that of being seated peacefully atop a meditation bed. There was a statue of 
Dīpaṃkara seated atop his throne with the various heavenly masters of Tiantai 
seated in rows on three sides. We burned incense and paid obeisance. Sorrowful 
tears were hard to suppress. In the past I heard of it, now I see it, and it is exactly 
in accordance.111 Next, we attended the Great Buddha Palace Hall. There was a 5-
meter-tall likeness of a Golden Śākyamuni Buddha. To the right and left sat 5-
meter-tall Amitābha and Maitreya statues. We burned incense and paid obeisance. 
Next, we attended the gallery of the ordination platform. It was imposing and 
wonderful. I am unable to record it in detail. We burned incense and paid 
obeisance. As for the other courtyards and galleries, we can visit them on a later 
day to burn incense and pay obeisance. In the eighteenth year of the Kaihuang era 
of the Sui dynasty (581-618), on the twenty-ninth day of the first month of the 
uchinoeuma year (598), Sima Wanghong received a rescript to establish Guoqing 
Temple at the bequeathed directives left behind by the Great Master of Wisdom. 
In the fifth year of the Huichang era of the great Tang (618-907) Emperor 
Wuzong (r. 841-7), in the third month of the kinotoushi year (845), the temple 
was abolished. In the fifth year of the Dazhong era of Emperor Xuanzong (r. 846-
59), in the first month of the kanotohitsuji year (851), an imperial order was sent 
down and from this it would be rebuilt. The palace halls and rooms collectively 
numbered eight hundred. The temple was ten li north of Tiantai county. Next, we 
withdrew and returned to our lodging to rest. During the monkey hours, the 
master of the temple offered wonderful food and drinks to us. The spread was 
unimaginably wonderful. I performed the seventh double hour Buddha worship. I 
added onto that the recitation of the sixth fascicle of the [Lotus] sutra while I rode 

                                                        
110 Qilangtian is a local deity worshipped as a sea god. For a study on textual 

sources in which this deity appears and other names for this god, see Yoshihiro Nikaido, 
Asian Folk Religion and Cultural Interaction (Taipei: National Taiwan University Press, 
2015), 22-4. 

 
111 Wanru fu qi 宛如符契: Literally, it is like two halves of a contract. In other 

words, a perfect fit.  
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the palanquin chair. During the rooster hours, we entered the bath house and 
bathed. It is said that there is hot water every day.112  

十三日壬辰天晴。卯時，出宿。過五里，永保郷內旻十三家休息。次過五

里，至飛泉口休息。次過五里，至陳七叔家休息，諸人吃茶，雖與錢，家主

不取。次過三里，到景福院休息，禮金堂半丈六釋迦像，心賢撰取古經中療

痔病經、八陽、地藏十王經。次過二里，至萓家橋休息。立牓：至天臺縣廿

里，過關嶺廿里者。次過五里，見石塔，高五丈許，名何方洋塔。次過五

里，午時，見赤城山，々頂有塔，遙以禮拜。智者大師入滅之處，始以拜

見，感涙難抑。次過五里，未刻，至清家休息，頼縁供奉出錢百五十八文，

十三人令吃酒。榜云：大平郷東至國清寺一十里，至京縣五里。家主有道

心，令吃茶了。漸見赤城山南面，如以赤石造城。次過五里，入國清寺山，

見石大塔，高五丈，五重塔也。行山過五里，未一點，至國清寺大門前，橋

殿漸見。迴寺體松鬱茂，十里扶路，琪樹璀璨，五嶺抱寺，雙澗合流，四絶

標奇。寺主賜紫仲方、副寺主賜紫利宣、監寺賜紫仲文為首大衆數十人來

迎，即共入大門，坐寄子喫茶。次諸共入宿房，殷勤數刻，宛如知己。又次

喫茶，寺主大師取遣唐暦，見日吉凶，壬辰，吉日者，即參堂燒香。先入勅

羅漢院，十六羅漢等身木像、五百羅漢三尺像，毎前有茶器，以寺主為引導

人，一々燒香禮拜，感涙無極。次入食堂，禮七郎天燒香，食堂作法，不可

記盡，不思議也。次參大師堂，額云眞覺法空大師院，智者眞容安坐禪床，

定光影像坐寶座上，三方天臺諸天師，皆以幷坐。燒香禮拜，悲涙難禁。昔

聞今見，宛如符契。次參大佛殿，丈六金色釋迦像，左右坐丈六彌陀、彌勒

像，燒香禮拜。次參戒壇院，莊嚴甚妙，不可記盡，燒香禮拜。他院々以後

日可參禮燒香。國清寺，隋朝開皇十八年戊午歳正月廿九日，奉勅差司馬王

弘，依智者大師遺旨建立。至大唐武宗皇帝，會昌五年乙丑三澄廢。至宣宗

皇帝，大中五年辛未正月，敕下從此重建，殿堂屋惣八百間厦，寺在天臺縣

北一十里。次退歸宿房休息。申時，寺主儲饗膳甚妙，食床莊嚴，不思議

也。七時行法了。加誦經六巻，轎間所作也。酉時，入浴院沐浴，毎日湯云

々。113 

                                                        
112 This passage has also been translated into English by Robert Borgen, “The 

Case of the Plagiaristic Journal,” in New Leaves, ed. Aileen Gatten and Anthony H. 
Chambers (University of Michigan, 1993), 75-7, and into French by Charlotte von 
Verschuer, “Le voyage de Jōjin au mont Tiantai,” in T'oung Pao, Second Series, Vol. 77 
(1991), 8-15. 

 
113 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 47-9. 
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 In order to understand how the above passage demonstrates processes of 

placemaking, it is necessary to look again at Jōjin’s role within this narrative. Jōjin’s 

learning is steeped in the traditions of Tiantai, but he is approaching Tiantai as a foreign 

master of Tendai in Japan. Yet, the notion of being foreign is already problematic 

because it suggests a delineation between the outsider and the insider – the foreigner and 

the native – that was much more nuanced in the case of Jōjin and other Japanese monks 

like him.  

At this point, it is important to remember that Ennin’s 圓仁 (793-864) and 

Enchin’s 円珍 (814-91) diaries had already provided Japanese monastics with detailed 

accounts of Buddhist practices and the bureaucratic mores of ninth-century Tang China. 

Multiple envoys, merchants, and monks had travelled back and forth to learn about 

current government practices, present gifts, exchange goods, and complete religious 

retreats with official envoy missions carefully recorded since the latter years of Yamato 

(ca. 250-710) Japan. Furthermore, Heian Japan had implemented a government system 

based on the Tang court and maintained an interest in China’s popular and classical 

literature, art, and handicrafts consistently through the time of Jōjin’s pilgrimage. Thus, 

Jōjin found himself traveling to China at a time when Japan positioned China as both a 

progenitor and a compeer, and its culture as both disparate and familiar. It was in this 

unheimlich space that Jōjin navigated the religious landscape established by his 

predecessors.  
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In the above passage, there are instances in which Jōjin employs the language of 

others in order to describe a particularly important site or historical narrative.114 Jōjin 

inserts these parts into his diary piecemeal and in turn inserts himself into a literary 

tradition. He sees what he is supposed to see and he records what he is supposed to record 

so that the place he visits fits the place that is already a part of the collective cultural 

memory. The culture here is that of Buddhism, and the community exists across 

territories and through language: 

The great sacral cultures (and for our purposes here it may be permissible to 
include ‘Confucianism’) incorporated conceptions of immense communities. But 
Christendom, the Islamic Ummah, and even the Middle Kingdom – which, though 
we think of it today as Chinese, imagined itself not as Chinese, but as central – 
were imaginable largely through the medium of a sacred language and written 
script…All the great classical communities conceived of themselves as 
cosmically central, through the medium of a sacred language linked to a 
superterrestrial order of power.115 
 

Because Jōjin is a part of the immense religious community that creates this cultural 

memory, Jōjin again dances along the divide between the foreigner and the native 

observer when he is faced with the sight of the sacred Tiantai mountains and how to 

record it. His impressions and the way he expresses the site in writing further reveal his 

role as a visitor who approaches the space with the complexities of a native. Yi-fu Tuan 

discusses the difference between the visitor and the native viewing an environment in 

terms of their foci: 

Visitor and native focus on very different aspects of the environment…Generally 
speaking, we may say that only the visitor (and particularly the tourist) has a 

                                                        
114 For a short essay highlighting several places that Jōjin lifts quotations from 

other sources, see Robert Borgen, “The Case of the Plagiaristic Journal,” 63-88. 
 
115 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and 

Spread of Nationalism (New York: Verso, 1991), 12-3.  
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viewpoint; his perception is often a matter of using his eyes to compose pictures. 
The native, by contrast, has a complex attitude of derived from his immersion in 
the totality of his environment. The visitor’s viewpoint, being simple, is easily 
stated. Confrontation with novelty may also prompt him to express himself. The 
complex attitude of the native, on the other hand, can be expressed by him only 
with difficulty and indirectly through behavior, local tradition, lore, and myth.116  
 

According to Tuan’s understanding of the dichotomy of visitor and native, Jōjin fits much 

more neatly into the role of the native. He is guided by expectations and he is indeed 

immersed in the totality of his environment. This totality is not the same as that of the 

Chinese Tiantai monk who has lived in the mountains since taking his tonsure, but it is a 

totality that is crafted from the portrayals of a place that exists through the accounts, lore, 

and tradition of his lineage. Jōjin does not describe the environment as he perceives it, 

but instead provides a stock image of what is already recorded in the Tiantai oeuvre. 

Although he has physically traveled to the site, he offers no new information or personal 

perspective. He confirms the portrayal of Guoqing Temple, but does not dare see 

anything that he is not meant to see. Following Tuan’s premise, this again suggests a 

native’s perspective from Jōjin: 

Obviously the visitor’s judgment is often valid. His main contribution is the fresh 
perspective. The human being is exceptionally adaptable. Beauty or ugliness – 
each tends to sink into his subconscious mind as he learns to live in his world. 
The visitor is often able to perceive merits and defects in an environment that are 
no longer visible to the resident.117 

 
Perhaps the merits and defects of the environment before him are perceivable to Jōjin, but 

like the resident, he nonetheless relies on what he knows to be true about the site from 

                                                        
116 Yifu Tuan, Topophilia: A Study of Environmental Perception, Attitudes, and 

Values (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1974), 63.  
 
117 Ibid., 65.  
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others rather than revealing any such judgment to his audience. The text itself is thus part 

of a spatial event that supersedes the journey and geographic space. Sheila Hones 

explains the novel as a spatial event in terms of the author and reader engaging with the 

dimension and space of the text connectively and communicatively, but the story of 

Jōjin’s travels also resonates with this notion of text as a spatial event. 

This means that ‘the lone reader’ is never really alone: he or she is spatially 
connected not only to a story, to a book, and to a text, but also to a narrator, an 
author, and a multitude of other readers, known and unknown, present and absent, 
near and far.118  

 
Although Hones is describing the spatial connections within the novel genre, the idea 

further applies to Jōjin’s diary as a constructed, often literary narrative work, as well. 

Jōjin does not write for himself, but rather an audience. In addition, he writes as a reader 

spatially connected to the pilgrims who wrote the diaries he so carefully read and drew 

from. This is the space that Jōjin first travels through and the one that he engages in when 

he records descriptions of places that exist and are shaped in the production of reading 

experiences. 

Interactions between readers, between texts, and between authors thus occur in 
complex ways in literary space-time, and as a result, texts, authors, and readers 
will always effectively be both internally multiple and reciprocally influential.119  
 

These spaces of interaction in the “literary space-time” are native spaces for Jōjin, 

familiar and full of meaning, and this is where his performative acts of making place 

occur.  

                                                        
118 Sheila Hones, “Literary Geography: The Novel as a Spatial Event,” 

Envisioning Landscapes, Making Worlds: Geography and the Humanities, Ed. Stephen 
Daniels, et al. (New York: Routledge, 2011), 247. 

 
119 Ibid., 252. 
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 Jōjin’s performance of the sacred space in the Tiantai mountains may first be 

approached as a response to the anxiety to fit into an established structure of religious 

connectivity. He not only repeats the journey of those before him, but he also rewrites 

their words in his account. These acts are not the result of a lack of creativity or 

individuality, but rather purposeful efforts to integrate himself into the tradition of a place 

that possesses fixed patterns of ceremony and ritual responses:  

The basic principle behind all connective structures is repetition. This guarantees 
that the lines of action will not branch out into infinite variations but instead will 
establish themselves in recognizable patterns immediately identifiable as elements 
of a shared culture…On the one hand, the internal, temporal, organization of the 
ceremony is fixed, and on the other, each celebration is linked to its predecessor. 
Because all such festivals follow the same ‘order,’ they entail repetition just like 
the patterns on wallpaper in the form of unending rapport. I call this principle 
‘ritual coherence.’120  
 

Jan Assmann’s “ritual coherence” is clearly present in Jōjin’s use of Enchin’s words 

when he describes first seeing Guoqing Temple. The characters that appear verbatim 

from Enchin’s diary are underlined.  

Jōjin: 
The pine trees surrounding the body of the temple were lush and deep. 
Lining the road for ten li, fine jade trees gleaming and glittering. The five 
peaks cradled the temple, and a pair of mountain streams converged 
together. It bears the marvels of the four perfections. 

 
迴寺體松[ ]鬱茂，十里扶路，琪樹璀璨，五嶺抱寺，雙澗合流，四絶

標奇。121 
 
Enchin: 
And the pine forest was lush and deep. Lining the road for ten li, fine jade 
trees gleaming and glittering. The five peaks cradled the temple, and a pair 

                                                        
120 Jan Assmann, Cultural Memory and Early Civilization: Writing, 

Remembrance, and Political Imagination (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2011), 3.  

 
121 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 48. 
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of mountain streams converged together. It bears the marvels of the four 
perfections. 
 
而松林鬱茂。十里扶路。琪樹璀璨。五嶺抱寺。雙澗合流。四絶標

奇。122 
 

 
 
Figure 8. Trees surrounding the entrance to Guoqing Temple today. Accessed from 2012 
blog post: http://ningrui0315.blog.163.com/blog/static/11719553620122308182539/.  
 
 
Jōjin claimed to have carried over six hundred fascicles of texts from Japan with him to 

China, including the diary of another Tendai monk, Enchin.123 Not only do the lines 

                                                        
122 Original text from Gunsho Ruijū 群書類従, Vol. 8, Hanawa Hokiichi 塙保己

一, ed. (Yagi shoten 八木書店, 1958), 705. 
 
123Although Enchin’s diary, “Notes on my Travel Itinerary” (Gyōrekishō行歴抄), 

is no longer extant in its complete form, it is a valuable source for both its continuation 
from Ennin’s diary of Tang monastic procedures and Enchin’s critical commentary on 
Ensai 圓載 (d. 877), who had travelled with the same official envoy as Ennin. Paul 
Groner translates and discusses several of his disapproving passages on Ensai in Ryōgen 
and Mt. Hiei: Japanese Tendai in the Tenth Century (Honolulu: University of Hawaii 
Press, 2002), 23-5. For an English translation of other excerpts from the diary, see Arthur 
Waley, The Real Tripitaka and Other Pieces (New York: Routledge, 1952). Original text 
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above appear in Enchin’s diary, but if they read more poetically than Jōjin’s usual kanbun 

composition, it is for good reason. The provenance of the four-character phrase, “fine 

jade trees gleaming and glittering,” is a fourth-century rhapsody by the Six Dynasties 

(220-589) poet, Sun Chuo 孫綽 (320-77), entitled “A Rhapsody on Roaming Tiantai 

Mountains” (You Tiantai shan fu 遊天台山賦).124 As a centuries-old phrase used to 

describe the scenery of Tiantai, one might expect Jōjin’s implementation of it into his 

personal account of Tiantai to appear hackneyed or even insincere, but the Tang poetry 

and prose that Jōjin would have been familiar with in Japan, routinely quoted from earlier 

classics and artistic acumen was praised in one’s ability to find a line or phrase from the 

past that fit the tenor of the current poem exquisitely. Therefore, using the line alone 

would not have strayed far from convention had his entire description of the natural 

surroundings approaching Guoqing Temple not been wholly comprised of the perceptions 

of others.  

Yet, here it must also be acknowledged that Jōjin’s incorporation and repetition of 

their descriptions captures his performance of the place. For Jōjin, seeing Guoqing 

Temple is a ritual, but it is not one that can be carried out by a singular self. Instead, it is 

                                                        
fragments can be found in The Collected Works of Japanese Buddhism (Dai Nihon 
bukkyō zensho 大日本佛教全書), vol. 72 (Tokyo: Bussho Kankokai, 1912-22). About 
forty-three days are covered in the Gyōrekishō and another six days can be found in “A 
Record in Tang” (Zaitōki 在唐記), including Enchin’s time at Tiantai. 

 
124 This rhapsody was included in the Selections of Fine Literature (Wen xuan 文

選), a major Chinese anthology available in Japan. Its poetry and prose were familiar to 
literate circles and often quoted. An English translation of the entire rhapsody is available 
from David Knechtges and Tong Xiao, eds. and trans., Wen Xuan or Selections of Refined 
Literature, Volume II: Rhapsodies on Sacrifices, Hunting, Travel, Sightseeing, Palaces 
and Halls, Rivers and Seas (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987), 243-53   
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completed by the community aggregate self that is made up of those who visited Tiantai 

before Jōjin, those who made the pilgrimage with Jōjin, and those who will see Tiantai 

after Jōjin. Victor Turner explains this in his discussion of ritual and drama: 

Ritual and drama involves selves, not self; yet the aggregate of selves in a 
given community or society is often thought of metaphorically, as a self. 
Nevertheless, in practice, the plural reflexivity involved allows freeplay to 
a greater variability of action: actors can be so subdivided as to allocate to 
some the roles of agents of transformation and to others those of persons 
undergoing transformation.125      

  
Jōjin undergoes a transformation when he witnesses the grandeur of Tiantai before his 

own eyes. He becomes a part of a community of religious travelers. But then, just as 

quickly as he had joined the community, he shifts roles in the ritual. He becomes the 

agent of transformation when he records the site in his diary using Enchin and Sun 

Chuo’s words. In his writing, he serves as the actor transforming the site into an 

established sacred place, and confirming its existence to the community aggregate self. 

After seeing the images of Zhiyi and the Tiantai masters and burning incense to pay 

obeisance to the iconography, Jōjin recounts that he could not hold back his tears.  

The true appearance of Zhizhe was that of being seated peacefully atop a 
meditation bed. There was a statue of Dīpaṃkara seated atop his throne with the 
various heavenly masters of Tiantai seated in rows on three sides. We burned 
incense and paid obeisance. Sorrowful tears were hard to suppress. In the past I 
heard of it, now I see it, and it is exactly in accordance.  
 
智者眞容安坐禪床，定光影像坐寶座上，三方天臺諸天師，皆以幷坐。燒香

禮拜，悲涙難禁。昔聞今見，宛如符契。126  

                                                        
125 Victor Turner, The Anthropology of Performance (New York: PAJ 

Publications, 1986), 25. 
 
126 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 49 
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In this statement, his intent has been realized and a performance completed. The legend 

of Tiantai becomes a reality of place, and that reality of place created by Jōjin becomes 

legend for the ones who will read his diary and verify the site after him.  

Ironically, this statement of realized intent was also taken directly out of Enchin’s 

diary in reference to a different sacred site on Mount Tiantai. Rather than at the moment 

of gazing at the masters of Tiantai, Enchin is struck with this feeling when he is outside 

Guoqing Temple gazing at the spring of the Chan master, Puming 普明禪師. The phrases 

Jōjin lifted from Enchin’s entry are underlined below. 

The spring conferred by Puming. The Hall of Cascading Falls was magnificent. In 
the past I heard of it, now I see it, and it is exactly in accordance. 
 
普明錫泉。瀑灑殿良。昔聞今見。宛如符契。127  
 

Jōjin interestingly does not lift this part of Enchin’s diary about Puming’s spring, but 

instead writes about it in different words. Furthermore, Jōjin actually provides more 

detail and description about the location of Puming’s spring than Enchin. He writes about 

Puming and other historical Tiantai figures on the following day. The first half of Jōjin’s 

diary entry through to his description of Puming’s spring is recorded below. 

On the fourteenth day, the mizunotomi day, during the dragon hours, the head of 
the temple came and sat with us to offer his greetings. I took out a strand of prayer 
beads of Indian Soapberry seeds and decorative Roman glass and offered it to the 
head of the temple. A congregation came together to offer their greetings and they 
looked at the official document of my ācārya title. During the first half of the 
snake hours, we had a meal at the head of the temple’s quarters. Seven people 
came to take part, and a novice monk stayed behind to take care of things. The 
head of the temple’s compound was Great Master Zhizhe’s Hall of Repentance. It 
was called the compound of the Traces of His Teachings. First we entered 
Zhizhe’s Hall of Repentance. We paid obeisance to the figures that the Great 
Master enshrined, several tens of Buddha statues including one meter-tall figures 

                                                        
127 Original text from Gunsho Ruijū 群書類従, Vol. 8, Hanawa Hokiichi 塙保己

一, ed. (Yagi shoten 八木書店, 1958), 705. 
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of Śākyamuni, Amitābha, and Avalokiteśvara. Next, we paid obeisance to and 
viewed the Great Master’s sutras for chanting. The seventh fascicle of the Lotus 
Sutra contained his excellency’s hand writing. The post scripts were dated and 
signed by the Great Master. My heartfelt tears were hard to suppress. The other 
fascicles had all been burned and lost. Looking up there was the picture of the 
master behind the Buddha, then the sixteen arhats, then the Tang monk who 
traveled to the Western regions, and so forth. Next, we were shown the dining 
hall. It was splendid and magnificent. The auxiliary abbot, supervisory director 
and others ate together with us. During the horse hours, we took part in a 
ceremony in the Courtyard of the Three Worthies. The Three Worthies were the 
Chan master Feng Gan, the bodhisattva Shide, and the bodhisattva Han Shan. 
They were avatars transformed into local manifestations of Amitābha Buddha of 
the Western Paradise, Samantabadhra the Buddhist Lord of Truth, and Mañjuśrī 
the Bodhisattva of keen awareness. Near the Chan Master, there was a tiger. The 
Two Great Masters were in their lay forms. During the middle of the Zhenguan 
reign of the Tang Emperor Taizong (617-49), they left their traces at Guoqing 
Temple one after another. The Chan Master Feng Gan first had a hermitage in the 
northwest corner of Guoqing Temple’s Great Storehouse of Sutras where he lived. 
Then, one day, he roamed along the path of pine trees where on the side of the 
road to Chicheng, he saw a child that could have been ten years old weeping. He 
asked the child [about his home and family name, only to find that] the child had 
no home and no surname. The Chan Master led the child back to the storehouse 
and took him in as an adopted child assuming the name Shide. After that, he again 
took in a destitute child, this one from Hanyan (Cold Cliffs), and thereupon called 
him the child of Hanshan (Cold Mountain). In the seventeenth year of the 
Zhenguan reign (643), the court sent the Grandee of the Court Local Magistrate, 
Deputy Regulating Military Affairs in Taizhou, the Envoy Legate, the Upright 
Pillar of the State, and Lu Qiuyin who had been bestowed the purple silk fish 
pouch to ask Feng Gan, “We have not yet examined this place. Is there a worthy 
person who is adequate to be a master?” The Master replied, “If you see him, you 
will not recognize him. If you recognize him, you do not see him. It would be a 
mistake to desire to see him. You must not seize upon his appearance. Only 
thereupon can you perceive him. Hanshan in the form of Mañjuśrī hid away to 
Guoqing [Temple]. Shide in the form of Samantabadhra looks like a destitute 
child.” The Envoy Legate proceeded to Guoqing Temple. In front of the stove in 
the center of the kitchen, he saw two people warming themselves and laughing 
heartily. The Envoy Legate paid his obeisance and one after another they rebuked 
him. They took each other’s hands and called out with roaring laughter. Then, 
they said, “Feng Gan is a glib Amitābha. You do not recognize him. How can you 
pay obeisance to us?” The two men then grasped hands and went out of the 
temple. They hurriedly ran away, and never returned. The Envoy Legate arrived 
at the Chan Master, Feng Gan’s, courtyard and upon opening his room all he saw 
were tiger tracks. Thereupon, he asked the monks, Shide and Daoqiao, “During 
the Chan Master’s days, what was his profession?” The monks answered, “During 
Feng Gan’s days, he would only grind and pound rice to supply offerings for the 
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Gods. During the nights, he would sing songs to amuse himself.” Feng Gan’s 
poem reads: “From the time I came to Tiantai, altogether, I passed through tens of 
thousands of reincarnations. My body is like clouds and mist. Long and leisurely, 
far and distant it comes and goes at its will.” The detailed account is passed on in 
his records.128 Hanshan is seventy li away west from Tiantai County. It is called 
Hanyan. If you go one machi out from the front of the main gate of Guoqing 
Temple then east of the pine forest is Shide’s Cliff.129 Next we paid obeisance to 
the Chan Master Puming. With his pewter monk’s staff, he pounded a well called 
the Spring of Puming. It is located at the northeast corner of the Great Buddha 
Hall. We burned incense in the northwest corner of the interior of the Hall of 
Shensha Dajiang.130 

十四日癸巳  辰時，寺主來坐慰問，取出木槵子琉璃裝束念珠一串，志奉寺

主。大衆同來慰問，見闍梨官符。巳二點，寺主坊有食，七人皆參向，以沙

彌一人為留守。寺主院是智者大師懺堂，名教迹院。先入智者懺堂，禮大師

持佛三尺釋迦、彌陀、觀音寺佛數十體。次禮見大師持經，法華經第七巻，

皆御筆，奧有日記、有師御筆名，感涙難抑，他巻皆燒失云々。抑佛後懸大

師影像、十六羅漢、泗州和尚影等。次著食堂，莊嚴甚妙，副寺、監寺等同

食。午時，參禮三賢院。三賢者，豐幹禪師、拾得菩薩、寒山菩薩，彌陀、

普賢、文殊化現。禪師傍有虎，二大士是俗形也。三賢，唐太宗貞觀年中，

相次垂迹于國清寺。豐幹禪師先泊于寺大藏西北隅庵居，乃一日游松徑，赤

城道側見一子而啼，可年十歳，問無家亦無姓，師引歸寺庫收養，號為拾

得。復有一貧子，從寒岩而來，遂號為寒山子。貞觀十七年，朝議大夫使節

台州諸軍事守刺史上柱國賜緋魚袋閭丘胤問豐于禪師曰：「未審彼地，當有

何賢堪為師仰？」師曰：「見之不識，識之不見，差欲見之，不得取相，乃

                                                        
128 Details from this story, including the entire poem is recorded with an English 

translation in The Poetry of Hanshan (Cold Mountain), Shide, and Fenggan, Christopher 
Nugent, ed. (Boston: De Gruyter, 2016), 336-9. 
 

129 One machi is about 109.09 meters.  
 
130 The Great General of Deep Sands (J. Jinja Taishō Ch. Shensha Dajiang 深沙

大將) refers to the Spirit of the Deep Sands (J. Jinjashin Ch. Shenshashen深沙神). The 
Japanese monk, Jōgyō 常暁 (d. 866) brought a statue of the figure back to Japan from his 
pilgrimage to Tang China. He described the deity as a manifestation Vaiśravaṇa who 
protected the Tang people and travelers, and had helped Xuanzang 玄奘 (600-64) when 
he was lost in the deserts of Central Asia. See Dorothy C. Wong, “The Making of a Saint: 
Images of Xuanzang in East Asia,” in Early Medieval China 8 (2002), 61. The entire 
diary entry is also translated by Robert Borgen in “The Case of the Plagiaristic Journal,” 
in New Leaves: Studies and Translations of Japanese Literature in Honor of Edward 
Seidensticker, Aileen Gatten and Anthony Hood Chambers, eds. (Ann Arbor: Center for 
Japanese Studies, 1993), 77-80. 
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可見之。寒山文殊，遁迹國清，拾得普賢，狀如貧子。」刺史遂至國清寺，

厨中竈前，見二人向火大笑，刺史禮拜，二人連聲替刺史，自相把手，呵々

大笑呌喚，乃云：「豐幹饒舌，饒舌彌陀。不識，禮我何為？」二人乃把手

出寺，急走而去，二人更不返寺。刺史至豐幹禪師院，乃開房，唯見虎迹，

乃問僧實德、道翹：「禪師在日，有何行業？」僧曰：「豐幹在日，唯切舂

米供養，夜乃唱歌自樂。」豐幹詩：「餘自來天臺，凡經幾萬迴。一身如雲

水，悠々任去來。」委旨在傳録。寒山在天臺縣西七十里，號為寒岩。國清

寺大門前過一町，松林東在拾得岩。次禮普明禪師，以錫杖築出井，名普明

泉，在大佛殿艮角，深沙大將堂內乾角，燒香了。131 

In his entry on the fourteenth day, he addresses the creation and location of the 

Samantaprabhāsa spring, but he does not have much else to say about its aesthetic 

features. Seeing this does not bring heartfelt tears to his eyes, and he does not mention 

how he read about this in Enchin’s diary only to see it now before his own eyes. Instead, 

the majority of this entry focuses on the legendary stories of the famous Tiantai masters 

who resided on Mount Tiantai. This shows both his awareness of the history of Tiantai, 

as well as his awareness of the need to maintain the power of Tiantai as a sacred site 

through its association with these historically preeminent masters. He follows this 

convention from the diaries he read and carried with him and recognizes his place in the 

textual milieu to continue the practice of performing meaning onto these sacred spaces by 

physically applying them from brush to paper. Not only does Jōjin then reveal his deep 

familiarity with the diaries of the forerunners of the Tiantai tradition, but this aspect of 

creating the connective structure is furthermore a part of his own performances of 

religious processes: 

Religion, like art, lives in so far as it is performed, that is in so far as its 
rituals are “going concerns.” If you wish to spay or geld religion first 
remove its rituals, its generative and regenerative processes. For religion is 
not a cognitive system, a set of dogmas, alone, it is meaningful experience 
and experienced meaning. In ritual one lives through events, or through 

                                                        
131 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 51-3. 
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the alchemy of its framings and symbolings relives semiogenetic events, 
the deeds and words of prophets and saints, or if these are absent, myths 
and sacred epics.132  
 

Jōjin’s inclusion of historical accounts and traditional lore are the generative and 

regenerative processes that brace the existence of his religion. Furthermore, the 

prevalence of specific ritual actions throughout Jōjin’s diary is so conspicuous that it 

easily gets glossed over when one mines Jōjin’s diary in search of dynamic events or 

illustrative descriptions of spaces. However, as Turner states above, these repetitive 

statements of rituals performed, obeisance paid, and incense burned are precisely what 

keeps the religion living through performance. They are not isolated actions either, but 

social actions carried out with others, with the aggregate self. In Jōjin’s diary, the 

mundane statements may initially appear inconsequential to the story of the journey, but 

they are in fact what create the world for the journey to take place in. Turner goes on to 

assert that major genres of cultural performance both originate and draw meaning and 

force from the social drama: 

In the human studies, force means the influence which any experience has 
in determining what other experiences shall succeed it. Thus a memory 
has force in so far as it affects our present experience and actions. All the 
factors which together lead up to a practical decision are forces, and the 
decision itself is a force in so far as it leads to action.133    
 

If these are the parameters for force, then Jōjin’s mundane references to such religious 

ritual actions are forces themselves, and likewise, these forces were affected by decisions 

to take action produced by the forces of a continual repertoire of ritual actions carried out 

                                                        
132 Victor Turner, The Anthropology of Performance, 48.  
 
133 Ibid., 94. 
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by his predecessors. The importance of these forces and actions rests in their contribution 

and influence on the social drama of religious performance. As for what triggers these 

forces and actions, one must look to the spaces.  

 The spaces are what foment a force, whether it be reflective or reactive. In Jōjin’s 

entries on the Tiantai mountains, movement between spaces stimulates writing in the 

diary. The in-betweens are not recorded unless they have some bearing on the ritual 

performance. For example, Jōjin mentions riding the palanquin chair at the end of the 

thirteenth day, but only because it was the space in which he was performing a ritual of 

reciting the sixth fascicle of his sūtra. In all other instances, a comment or note is 

precipitated with a distance marker, the arrival to or departure from a village or county, 

or a change in the natural surroundings, and in each of these cases, they are spaces until 

some form of meaning is assigned or revealed. This is in accord with Tim Cresswell’s 

fundamental definition of place. 

Place is how we make the world meaningful and the way we experience the 
world. Place, at a basic level, is a space invested with meaning in the context of 
power.134  

 
No more so than within the religious community do spaces amass meaning through the 

act of cultural memory, and it is useful to consider Jōjin’s diary as a synecdoche of this 

phenomenon. When Jōjin writes, it becomes memory the instant that he moves from an 

event or impression into the act of recording it onto paper, and from that memory 

recorded and preserved, meaning is inscribed to the space that the memory originated 

from and now occupies. The diary then functions as a physical mediator between space 

                                                        
134 Tim Cresswell, Place: A Short Introduction (Malden: Blackwell Publishing, 

2004), 12. 
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and place – a tool for creating meaning and place, and for preserving memory and 

experience. Like the object of the diary, the materiality of the place nurtures a sustained 

memory and protects the space as a place by serving as a repository of meaning. 

Memory appears to be a personal thing – we remember some things and 
forget others. But memory is also social. Some memories are allowed to 
fade – are not given any kind of support. Other memories are promoted as 
standing for this and that. One of the primary ways in which memories are 
constituted is through the production of places. Monuments, museums, the 
preservation of particular buildings (and not others), plaques, inscriptions 
and the promotion of whole urban neighborhoods as ‘heritage zones’ are 
all examples of the placing of memory. The very materiality of a place 
means that memory is not abandoned to the vagaries of mental processes 
and is instead inscribed in the landscape – as public memory.135  

 
Much of what is recorded in Jōjin’s diary is “public memory” in that it existed before 

Jōjin was aware of it, and it will continue to exist as part of the landscape. His act of 

writing it into his own diary, however, extends the memory and meaning beyond the 

physical place from which it first originated and allows it to exist in the collective 

memory of the community. Jōjin’s brief account of the pagoda on Chicheng Mountain 

provides an example of this process:  

Next, we traveled five li and during the horse hours, we saw Chicheng 
Mountain. There was a pagoda at its apex. We paid obeisance from afar. 
This is the place where the Great Master of Wisdom (Zhizhe) entered 
extinction. It was the first time seeing it to pay obeisance and I was moved 
to tears that were difficult to suppress. 
 

Although it may seem like a terse or even flat account of the place where the founder of 

the Tiantai sect passed away, this passage reveals itself to be quite rich. The most striking 

feature of the passage is that it does not contain any descriptive details about the space. 

Jōjin does not elaborate on the physical characteristics of the mountain, the pagoda, or the 

                                                        
135 Ibid., 85. 
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surrounding area. If one were to attempt to reconstruct the space based on Jōjin’s 

account, all that can be verified from this entry is the existence of a peak with a structure 

on top. Yet, the reader believes Jōjin. The reader believes that Jōjin passed by Chicheng 

Mountain, saw the pagoda at its peak, and was so affected by the experience that he was 

moved to tears.  

It is certainly possible that Jōjin did not see the pagoda atop Chicheng Mountain 

at all and merely added this to his diary later. Many diaries and travel accounts were no 

more than collections of notes that were only fleshed out and embellished long after the 

traveler had already returned from his sojourn. If Jōjin realized that on his way to 

Guoqing Temple his route would have taken him past Chicheng Mountain, then he would 

risk the serious impropriety of leaving the site out of his account if he did not make 

mention of it. Meanwhile, the veracity of Jōjin’s presence in the space is not actually of 

great impact when it comes to the process of placemaking. Instead, it is the action of 

putting the space in writing and ascribing to it the meaning that exists in the public 

memory. This is a cyclical act of affirming and reaffirming the place’s position within a 

history that belongs to the cultural memory of the community.  

However, if as Cresswell describes it, the memory is allowed to fade or is not 

promoted, then the meaning of the place is lost and it reverts into a vacant space once 

more until new meaning can be instilled upon it. This is because it is not enough for a 

space to possess meaning. In fact, it does not have the capacity to possess meaning 

without agents acting upon the space with force. As a result, the meaning must be known 

and shared. This meaning not only makes the place real, but the place gives the meaning 

a locus in which it can exist and be accessed by others. 
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The point is that place, by virtue of its unencompassability by anything 
other than itself, is at once the limit and the condition of all that exists. It is 
the limit inasmuch as there is nothing beyond the place of an actual 
occasion – except another place for another occasion…At the same time, 
place serves as the condition of all existing things. This means that, far 
from being merely locator or situational, place belongs to the very concept 
of existence. To be is to be bounded by place, limited by it.136  
 

Going back to Jōjin’s entry on Chicheng Mountain, Edward S. Casey’s understanding of 

the impossibility of occasion without place can be applied to the above discussion on 

meaning. Meaning derived from the memory of an occasion is undeniably bound by place 

and cannot exist without place. It is not the occasion of Zhizhe’s death that moves Jōjin 

to tears in the same way that it is not the pagoda atop Chicheng Mountain that causes him 

to be rushed with emotion. More precisely, it is confrontation with the place that binds 

the memory of Zhizhe and his legacy that causes such a response. This confrontation with 

meanings bound to places is fully realized when Jōjin arrives at Guoqing Temple.  

 After reaching the main gates of the temple and quoting Enchin’s diary about the 

scenery surrounding the building, Jōjin begins to write in finer detail. It is at this point in 

the log that he takes notice of the heights of the statues, the positions of the sacred figures 

and decorations, and the layout of the cloister. Many times, he includes the formulaic 

coda to his descriptions that what he sees is so magnificent that it cannot be adequately 

described in writing. 

The ceremonies performed in the dining hall cannot be completely 
recorded here. It was unimaginable…Next, we attended the gallery of the 
ordination platform. It was imposing and wonderful. I am unable to record 
it in detail. 
 

                                                        
136 Edward S. Casey, Getting Back into Place: Toward a Renewed Understanding 

of the Place-World (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993), 15.  
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食堂作法，不可記盡，不思議也。。。次參戒壇院，莊嚴甚妙，不可

記盡。137 
 

While it must have been an incredible experience to witness before his eyes what he 

previously only read about in the accounts of his masters, this type of hyperbolic phrasing 

also suggests an underlying desire to aggrandize the sacred sites of his sect in his records 

for posterity. This also leaves his readers to their own imaginations, possibly stirring 

them to create their own visions of grandeur greater than what Jōjin was capable of 

expressing in his writing considering his limitations in using kanbun.  

Even for Jōjin who is seeing what is in front of him, the act of seeing involved 

more than just ocular sight. In resonance with Yi-fu Tuan’s discussion on the socially 

influenced perspective of the viewer, Denis Cosgrove contributes to the understanding of 

the actions of the viewer with his explanation of the creative aspect of vision.  

But vision is more than the ability to see and the bodily sense of sight. 
Vision’s meaning incorporates imagination: the ability to create images in 
the mind’s eye, which exceed in various ways those registered on the 
retina of the physical eye by light from the external world. Vision has a 
creative capacity that can transcend both space and time: it can denote 
foreseeing as well as seeing.138  

 
Using Cosgrove’s interpretation of vision, we can go back to the passage Jōjin lifted from 

Enchin’s diary, and consider it in terms of Jōjin’s incorporation of imagination. Prior to 

visiting Tiantai, his only knowledge of the space was derived from the descriptions he 

found in other travel diaries. It is impossible not to envision when we read, and perhaps 

he foresaw the entrance to Guoqing Temple long before he ever arrived in China. With 

                                                        
137 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 49. 
 
138 Denis Cosgrove, Geography and Vision, Ed. Denis Cosgrove (New York: I.B. 

Tauris, 2012), 8.  
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that impression burned into his mind’s eye, it is conceivable that Jōjin did in fact see 

exactly what Enchin described in his diary, and that he projected this image of the place 

as an overlay to what was present in front of him. Going back a step further, perhaps 

Enchin himself read of the “fine jade trees glittering and gleaming” so often that he could 

not see past Sun Chuo’s words and felt compelled to reproduce them when he stood at the 

foot of Guoqing Temple over two hundred years before Jōjin. Regardless of the 

inspiration for depicting Guoqing Temple in this manner, the effect in both cases was the 

same. Meaning and tradition permeated the space occupied by Guoqing Temple and its 

position as a place of significance was upheld.  

 Up to this point, place has been discussed as a socially constructed and 

understood phenomenon, but Guoqing Temple’s physical location and attributes are also 

pertinent to its topographical appeal. Although it was a manmade construction, it was in 

harmony with its natural surroundings. Casey describes the effect of a structure that heeds 

the parameters of its natural setting as being in a balanced state with it. 

Building so as to reflect a region is not merely submitting to the obdurate 
materiality of that region but contending with it, entering into a 
constructive contest with the givens of a natural place. The ensuing 
contestation takes two different courses, which we can label “contentious” 
and “contented.” In a contentious confrontation a building stands up to the 
natural world and challenges it…In a contented connection, a building 
realizes an equipoise with its natural setting.139 

 
According to these definitions, Guoqing Temple is in a “contented” connection with the 

natural world around it. It does not challenge its surroundings, but rather utilizes the 

stateliness of the Tiantai mountains, the flow of the waters, and the tranquility of the lofty 

                                                        
139 Edward S. Casey, Getting Back into Place,149. 
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ridge upon which it is nestled by the verdure around it. This is illustrated by the 

description in Enchin’s diary that Jōjin lifted for his own diary entry on the surroundings 

of Guoqing Temple.   

The pine trees surrounding the body of the temple were lush and deep. 
Lining the road for ten li, fine jade trees gleaming and glittering. The five 
peaks cradled the temple, and a pair of mountain streams converged 
together.  
 
迴寺體松鬱茂，十里扶路，琪樹璀璨，五嶺抱寺，雙澗合流，四絶標

奇。140 
 

The image that is created by the above description is congruous with a structure that is 

integrated into to its environment. The temple is encircled by luxuriant foliage that does 

not overpower its stature but rather frames it. The constructed road goes on for five li, but 

all along it are viridescent trees making it as though the traveler is encompassed by the 

natural world rather than the space carved out by man. The perspective then zooms out 

and the view becomes the vast landscape as a totality. The temple up close is surrounded 

by pine trees, but from afar the temple is being cradled by the five mountain peaks with a 

pair of streams merging together. This seamless integration of a constructed place into a 

natural landscape classifies Guoqing Temple as the type of building Casey describes as 

attentive to its boundaries. 

Here we rejoin an earlier theme: every built place takes up a stand. Now 
we can add that the stand is taken toward a natural setting…When human 
beings inhabit (or travel between) built places that are contentiously or 
contentedly related to natural settings, their bodies adumbrate whole 
segments of the surrounding world.141  

 

                                                        
140 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 48. 
 
141 Edward S. Casey, Getting Back into Place, 152. 
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For Guoqing Temple, it takes its stand with scores of rooms, buildings, courtyards, and 

halls, but it does so in a way that is still congruous with the natural setting around it. The 

reader is first given a limited front view of the temple that later stretches into whole 

segments of the surrounding world. This in turn causes Jōjin to approach the temple first 

with a focused view of the space as a singular place and then with the general view of 

temple as part of the landscape. Jōjin later reveals that the temple went through many 

different phases, including non-existence: 

In the eighteenth year of the Kaihuang era of the Sui dynasty (581-618), 
on the twenty-ninth day of the first month of the uchinoeuma year (598), 
Sima Wanghong received a rescript to establish Guoqing Temple at the 
bequeathed directives left behind by the Great Master of Wisdom. In the 
fifth year of the Huichang era of the great Tang (618-907) Emperor 
Wuzong (r. 841-7), in the third month of the kinotoushi year (845), the 
temple was abolished. In the fifth year of the Dazhong era of Emperor 
Xuanzong (r. 846-59), in the first month of the kanotohitsuji year (851), an 
imperial order was sent down and from this it would be rebuilt. The palace 
halls and rooms collectively numbered eight hundred. The temple was ten 
li north of Tiantai county. 
 
國清寺，隋朝開皇十八年戊午歳正月廿九日，奉勅差司馬王弘，依智

者大師遺旨建立。至大唐武宗皇帝，會昌五年乙丑三澄廢。至宣宗皇

帝，大中五年辛未正月，敕下從此重建，殿堂屋惣八百間厦，寺在天

臺縣北一十里。142 
 
This part of Jōjin’s diary entry is disjointed from the language and voice of the parts 

preceding it and directly following it. It reads like an official history, and it probably was 

copied from a Chinese document preserved at Guoqing Temple. Jōjin transcribed many 

documents and texts throughout his diary, but in this case he does not cite his source or 

provide any clues as to where he obtained this information. In addition, there is no 

transition into this abrupt shift from his personal lived experience at Guoqing Temple to 

                                                        
142 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 49. 
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accounts of the past. As soon as the timeline is over, the diary reverts back to Jōjin’s 

quotidian remarks on resting, eating, and taking a bath. In the beginning of Jōjin’s diary 

entry, personal experience and occasion at the sacred site are used as markers of 

significance and placemaking. His account then moves to the shared cultural history that 

belongs to his religious community as an aggregate self, and finally ends with a return to 

the mundane repetitious routine that Jōjin completes almost every night.  

 As with many of Jōjin’s diary entries, his account of the Tiantai Mountains 

contains different voices, styles, and genres. Just as the diary as a whole does not meet 

the expectation of being written in a single voice that expresses the experiences of an 

individual author, Jōjin’s entries on Mount Tiantai may be better understood as 

synecdoche for the type of scrapbook-like material artifact that he creates with his diary. 

Pieced together from various sources, it contains poetry, lists, records of purchases, 

government documents, conversation transcripts, and the occasional description of a 

novel animal or food previously unbeknownst to Jōjin. The totality of the content forms 

the performance of the pilgrimage, and the diary as a material artifact exists as a collage 

of the cultural memory of Jōjin’s time. Moreover, it is a physical remnant of the action of 

creating place out of spaces.  

 In discussing space, place, and memory, the notion of identity also invariably 

comes up. One’s identity is constantly being affirmed and challenged by interactions and 

confrontations with spaces. While Jōjin’s identity is highly defined as he travels through 

and writes about sacred Tiantai sites, it is certainly not fixed throughout the diary. On a 

macro level Jōjin’s identity in Song China – regardless of the space he occupies – is that 

of a foreign monk. His appearance, clothing, language, and attitudes all bespeak this. 
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However, as the finer facets of his broad identity begin to get teased out, the reader 

becomes aware of the range of distinguishing characteristics that pertain to Jōjin. While 

Jōjin’s identity was fairly stable in Japan, it was fluid in Song China. Questions of his 

standing amongst others within the religious community, the power of others over his 

movements, and the political implications of his presence and interactions with the Song 

court led to Jōjin having to redefine himself within the context of a new cultural 

landscape. Even with direct movement from one geographical space to another, Jōjin 

traveled across multiple landscapes. When he is at Guoqing Temple, he is upon the 

historical landscape of the founding of the Tiantai sect, the religious landscape of the 

contemporaneous practices and rituals, and the literary landscape of the notion of a sacred 

place created by those writing before him. Meanwhile, all of these landscapes coexist 

layered upon one another, with different landscapes taking the foreground at different 

times. This conception of the layered landscape is described in terms of its role as a 

cultural construct by Eric Nelson and Jonathan Wright. 

This idea of layered landscape engages with recent work by geographers, 
archeologists and anthropologists who have conceptualized landscape as a 
cultural construct that conveys a community’s conception of its past in the lived 
environment. Philosophers, sociologists and urban planners also have come to 
understand lived space as a cultural construct through which members of a 
community create or challenge elements of their identity.143 

 
Jōjin’s interactions with the monastic community in the Tiantai Mountains reveal his 

desire to connect with a past time and history that exist within the sacred space. However, 

when Jōjin later is summoned to the capital for an imperial audience, he faces the 

                                                        
143 Eric Nelson and Jonathan Wright, eds., Layered Landscapes : Early Modern 

Religious Space across Faiths and Cultures. (New York: Routledge, 2017), 2. 
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challenge of occupying the correct role for this political space and has to come to terms 

with his identity as it is perceived by others in the Song court. Although he was 

thoroughly familiar with attending the Heian court, the Song Chinese court was a 

completely different territory for him. The following chapter will discuss how Jōjin 

approaches the layered landscape of Kaifeng as a cosmopolitan capital, and how this 

approach informs Jōjin’s identity in this space. 
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Chapter 4: Kaifeng 

 

Palace descriptions are prevalent in Japanese accounts of China since the court 

was an area of great interest for envoys reporting back to Yamato and Heian Japan. 

Although Jōjin was not part of an official envoy, his diary reveals that he was summoned 

twice during his pilgrimage for an imperial audience at the Northern Song capital, 

Bianjing 汴京 (modern Kaifeng 開封), and that he spent a great deal of time staying in 

the eastern capital while hosted at the Dharma Transmission Cloister (Zhuanfa yuan 傳法

院). In addition to writing about the process of having an imperial audience, Jōjin also 

described the layout of the palace, the festivities that took place in Kaifeng, and the 

people he met at the Dharma Transmission Cloister.  

Like Hangzhou, Kaifeng was a densely populated urban center that would have 

been unlike anything Jōjin was accustomed to in Japan. Although Jōjin was often 

summoned to the Heian court and also spent significant amounts of time in the capital to 

pray for his powerful benefactors, this did not prepare him for the staggering number of 

people he would encounter in Northern Song China’s urban cities. With a population 

estimate of nearly 1.5 million compared to the mere 150,000 of the Heian capital of 

Kyōto, it is not surprising that Jōjin’s impressions of the eastern capital often focused on 

the grandeur of such a crowded and bustling space.144  

                                                        
144 For population estimates and the construction of the eastern capital to 

accommodate its growing commerce, see Christian de Pee, “Purchase on Power: Imperial 
Space and Commercial Space in Song-Dynasty Kaifeng, 960-1127,” Journal of the 
Economic and Social History of the Orient, Vol. 53, No. 1/2, Empires and Emporia: The 
Orient in World Historical Space and Time (2010). 
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Entering the Palace 

 

Kaifeng was an imposing city to Jōjin and the palace was particularly impressive 

in its construction and splendor. However, compared to the Tang capital city of Chang’an 

長安, Kaifeng was considerably smaller and its palace city was only a tenth of the size of 

that of Chang’an. Heng Chye Kiang has explained that this is due to the fact that Kaifeng 

was not built specifically to serve as a capital city, but was rather expanded upon the 

earlier site of the Tang Kaifeng prefectural government. 

Not only was the city as a whole smaller than its Tang predecessors, but so was 
the Imperial City. In fact, there was hardly any basis for comparison since in 
Kaifeng the Imperial City not only held some governmental apparatus but also the 
palace complex. The remaining official bureaus and related services which could 
not fit into the much smaller Imperial City had to be located elsewhere throughout 
the city of Kaifeng. In both Chang’an and Luoyang the palace complex was 
housed separately in a clearly demarcated fortified Palace City. Chang’an’s 
Palace City alone had an area of about 4.2 km – ten times the size of Kaifeng’s 
Imperial City…Kaifeng’s Imperial City was smaller mainly because unlike the 
other two cities, the capital was not built from scratch. Instead its Imperial City 
was built on the foundations provided by that of the Later Zhou which was itself 
the site of the earlier Tang Kaifeng prefectural government.145 

 
In addition to Kaifeng being significantly smaller than the previous Tang capitals that 

Jōjin’s predecessors visited and discussed in their diaries, it was also part of a system of 

multiple capitals set up to create military strongholds around the otherwise vulnerable 

Kaifeng. This is probably in part what created some confusion for Jōjin who initially 

referred to Kaifeng as Luoyang in his diary. On the eleventh day of the tenth month of 

                                                        
145 Heng Chye Kiang, Cities of Aristocrats and Bureaucrats: The Development of 

Medieval Chinese Cityscapes (Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 1999), 138-9. 
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1072 he writes that his ship has reached Luoyang after sixty-five days of travel from 

Guoqing Temple.  

 

 

Figure 9. Map of multiple capitals set up during the Song as military strongholds with 
labels added. Original map copied from Heng Chye Kiang, Cities of Aristocrats and 
Bureaucrats, 137. 
 

I saw several hundred boats great and small pulled up along on the left and right 
banks of the river. The helmsman and soldiers all came around and were pleased 
because we would be able to reach the capital. Sixty-five days out of Guoqing 
Temple we reached Luoyang City. All the monks were overjoyed. What could be 
better than this? 
 
見數百大小船，并著河左右邊。梢工、兵士等各來悅，到著京助，出國清

寺，六十五日至洛城，諸僧喜悅何事如之。146 
                                                        

146 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 273-4. 
 

Eastern Capital 

Northern Capital 

Western Capital 

Southern Capital 
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Fujiyoshi Masumi notes that based on the distances Jōjin records having traveled along 

the Bian River and through the Eastern Water Gate and Rainbow Bridge (Hongqiao 虹

橋) that he should be in Kaifeng at this point, but most of his knowledge of China’s 

geography and infrastructure was based on Tang accounts.147 Nonetheless, Jōjin’s 

representation of the capital, even with his misnomer of the space, speak to his own sense 

of the capital as an established place. Tim Cresswell has presented three qualities of a 

space that are necessary for it to be considered a place. “As well as being located and 

having a material visual form, places must have some relationship to humans and the 

human capacity to produce and consume meaning.”148 Jōjin knows that he is in the space 

of the capital as he takes in its material form visually, but his only means of locating the 

capital is based on its relative position to other spaces that he can name from the 

signposts he sees. This means that he does not have a sense of the capital as a place 

located in Song China as a whole, but only through the myopic view of what is directly in 

front of him. He orients himself according to the spaces immediately around him, and is 

unable to position the space in any other relational terms as the rest of the landscape is 

unfamiliar to him. The confusion that leads to Jōjin’s misnomer of the eastern capital is 

furthermore a result of the mobility of place. The capital is not bound to a certain name or 

even geographic location, but rather to the meaning it possesses from the social and 

cultural functions it serves. Heian Japan’s capital of Kyōto had been the palace city since 

the end of the eighth century and remained the capital until the modern Imperial 

                                                        
147 See note 2 in Fujiyoshi Masumi, San Tendai Godaisan ki, 404.  
 
148 Tim Cresswell, Place: A Short Introduction (Malden: Blackwell Publishing, 

2004), 7. 
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Restoration in 1868. Thus, Jōjin’s notion of a capital as a place was based on his own 

impression of the immovable Heian stronghold modeled after Tang China’s Chang’an. 

The capital of Heian Japan, and all of the meanings it possessed as a place, were 

inseparable from the geographic point upon which it was located. However, going back 

to Tim Cresswell’s most straightforward definition of place as simply a space which 

people have made meaningful, it is clear that the physical location of such a space does 

not affect its ability to possess meaning. If the capital is a space that serves as the setting 

for certain social relations and interactions that create meaning for the people who 

frequent it, then its concrete form can be relocated to different geographic locations 

without losing its designation as a significant place. 

Jōjin’s descriptions of the palace city are not unlike those found in the Chinese 

account, The Record of Dreaming of Hua in the Eastern Capital (Dongjing meng Hua lu 

東京夢華錄) attributed to Meng Yuanlao 孟元老 (ca. 1090-1160). However, in contrast 

to Jōjin’s diary, which is meant to be read as his current day-to-day happenings, Meng 

Yuanlao’s nostalgic account of the Northern Song capital is written as a retrospective 

memoir that looks back at a bygone time. Dreaming of Hua was composed after Meng 

Yuanlao had already fled to the south following the Jurchen conquest of the north. 

Although he was likely quite close in age to Jōjin when he was writing, the memories that 

he recounts are from his youthful past. They are not the accounts of a man his age, but 

rather the impressions of a younger man living at the height of Kaifeng’s prosperity. The 

man he is at the time of writing his account never experienced the Kaifeng he is 

describing from his youth. Thus, while both Meng Yuanlao’s and Jōjin’s writings are 

removed from the moments they depict, Meng Yuanlao’s account has yet another layer of 
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separation in that the agent of memory production in his record is also one of a former 

time.  

The preface to Dreaming of Hua is dated 1148, but according to the timeline he 

provides, Meng Yuanlao was in Kaifeng from around 1103 to 1126. This places his 

descriptions of Kaifeng just thirty years after those of Jōjin.149 While the experiences of a 

young secular man with family money and a mediocre bureaucratic career indulging in 

the entertainment and revelry of city life reveal themselves to be quite different from 

those of a sexagenarian Japanese monk whose primary intention was to pay homage to 

his sect’s sacred Tiantai and Wutai mountains, this does not diminish the parallels 

between the two accounts.  

As for the layout of the city, both Meng Yuanlao and Jōjin describe the physical 

organization of the palace in great detail. Their writings about the palace include the 

names of the various gates and pavilions that one crosses through, the distances and 

relative positions from one major point to another, and physical descriptions of the 

architecture. By including these elements in their accounts, they create a composite view 

of the Grand Interior as an imagined map. This creates physical markers that bind 

festivities and rituals to a certain space that is recognizable as the palace. Although the 

capital and the court were themselves mobile – often relocated and reestablished with 

dynastic changes – the activities and practices that were fundamental to the recognition of 

                                                        
149 Stephen H. West discusses the origins and authorship of the text by evaluating 

bibliographical material and contemporary works. See Stephen H. West, “The 
Interpretation of a Dream: The Sources, Evaluation, and Influence of the Dongjing meng 
hua lu” (T’uong Pao LXXI 1985).  
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these places as powerful metonymies for the empire allowed them to exist as constant 

landmarks irrespective of the geographic space they occupied. 

 
Figure 10. Map of the Grand Interior of Northern Song Kaifeng with Tower of Virtue 
Displayed outlined in blue, and left and right ancillary gates outlined in green. Map 
accessed from https://img.91ddcc.com/14383210136243.jpg.  
 
 On the twenty-fourth day of the tenth month of 1072, Jōjin describes the palace as 

it comes into view, walking the reader through a visualization of the space as seen from 

the outside going in. Unlike his elaborate descriptions of the beauty and splendor of the 

architecture and surroundings on Mount Tiantai, his descriptions here focus solely on 

detailing the dimensions and structure of the gates and buildings. 
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After going a number of li, the south gate of the Imperial City came into view: 
The Gate of Virtue Displayed.150 It is a tower gate of seven-bay-wide gates. On 
the left and right, there are two towers. Each is about five shaku tall. 151 The 
height is very low. Facing the interior, the left and right tower corridors are built 
in pairs. On the outside, there are left and right entrances. It is like Japan’s 
Vermillion Bird Gate. This is the first eastern gate of the southern side. A distance 
of three-hundred steps east, there is the left ancillary gate. This is where people go 
in and out. There is a thirty-shaku major gate tower. Going to the south-east 
edges, there is a large tower without an opening. The lower part is one take and 
five shaku high with layers of tiles built up into the tower. 152 Next, going north, 
the Eastern Florescence Gate comes into view. This is the first southern gate of 
the eastern side. The great tower gate spans seven bays. There are three openings, 
and on the outside to the left and right there are buildings of more than ten bays. 
This is where government officials are stationed. On the day of an imperial 
audience, this is the first gate one enters.        
 
過數里，見皇城南門，宣徳之門，七間門樓門也。左右有二樓，各重々五尺

許，高頗下，內面左右樓廊造雙，外面有左右會，如日本朱雀門，是南面東

第一門也。東隔三百歩，有左掖門，人從此出入，五間大門樓也。漸過巽

角，有大樓，無門戶，下一丈五尺，重瓦上造樓也。次向北行，見東華門，

東面南第一門，大樓門七間，有三門戶，外面左右有十餘間舍，官人進居，

朝見之日，最初入門也。153 
 
This passage provides a basic layout of the ways in and out of the imperial city based on 

two well-known gates – the Gate of Virtue Displayed and the Eastern Florescence Gate. 

Jōjin states the height and width of the Gate of Virtue Displayed, but leaves out the 

colors, design details, and materials. Instead, he simply states that it is similar to Japan’s 

                                                        
150 This translation of the name 宣德之門 (Xuande zhi men) is based on Stephen 

H. West’s translation of 宣德門 (Xuande men) from the “Great Interior” (Da nei 大內) 
section of Meng Yuanlao’s Dreaming of Hua.  

 
151 A shaku is about 30.3 centimeters or one foot, so a length of five shaku is 

about 1.515 meters or five feet.   
 
152 A jō is about ten shaku, so the total height is about 4.545 meters or fifteen feet. 
 
153 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 329-30. 
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Vermillion Bird Gate. Compared to his vivid and even poetic descriptions of the sacred 

Tiantai sites he paid homage to, his depiction of the city architecture is rather prosaic. 

Moreover, by not associating this space with a particular event or meaning, it lacks a 

substantial identity as a distinct feature of Northern Song China. Once his Japanese 

readers are given the fixed familiar image of the Vermillion Bird Gate to envision as they 

read about the Gate of Virtue Displayed, it is impossible for them to dissociate one from 

the other, and the Gate of Virtue Displayed is further blurred together with a place that is 

far more well-known and meaningful to Heian Japanese readers. When Jōjin makes 

comparisons like this to what he knows of in Japan, it both removes the otherness of 

being in a foreign space and also prevents the reader from imagining distinct and 

remarkable qualities. In this case, it is not clear whether or not Jōjin means the gates are 

similar in regards to aesthetics, construction, function, or any combination thereof, but by 

not providing any other visual details the reader is left to equate Kaifeng’s Gate of Virtue 

Displayed and Japan’s Vermillion Bird Gate to one another. This is problematic since he 

has already described a different Chinese gate as resembling Japan’s Vermillion Bird 

Gate. On the seventh day of the fifth month of 1072, Jōjin writes that the Ying'en Gate is 

like Japan's Vermillion Bird Gate.  

On the seventh day, the hinoeinu day, the skies were clear. During the hare hours, 
we took our documents from Hangzhou to be presented to an official. The official 
ordered the gates opened and our ship went in. East of the river, there was a large 
Buddhist grove dwelling (saṁghārāma). There were markets on the left and right 
of the river. We purchased five pecks of rice for four hundred coins. I saw 
numerous white-necked crows. I listened to the voice of a small bird that sounded 
like the striking of a golden drum. These were birds raised by people. I saw a 
Daoist. His outer garments were like the robes donned by monks in Japan. 
Ying'en Gate was like Japan's Vermillion Bird Gate. It was as large as 5 bays and 
to the left and right there were verandas. There was a gap at the door of the gate, 
perhaps for water to flow through. 
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七日丙戌  天晴。卯時，以杭州牒令見官人，令開門，入船。河東有大伽

藍，河左右有市，以錢四百文買米五斗。見頸白烏數鳥，聞小鳥聲，如打金

鼓，人飼鳥云々。見道士表衣，如日本付衣。迎恩門如日本朱雀門，大五

間，左右有廊，扉有間隙，通水料歟。154 
 

 
Figure 11. 1998 reconstruction of Japan’s Vermillion Bird Gate (Suzakumon 朱雀門) at 
the Nara Palace Site (Heijōkyū 平城宮). Image accessed from http://heijo-
kyo.com/map/suzakumon/.  
 
This description of Ying’en Gate is different from that of the Gate of Virtue Displayed, 

suggesting that perhaps in both entries, the only gate of similar magnitude Jōjin could 

think of from Japan to compare to either of these two Chinese structures was the 

Vermillion Bird Gate. Furthermore, the 1998 reconstruction of the Vermillion Bird Gate 

in Japan illustrates how dissimilar it is in dimension and design to Jōjin’s descriptions of 

the Gate of Virtue Displayed and Ying’en Gate. Nonetheless, by comparing these two 

Chinese gates to Japan’s Vermillion Bird Gate, Jōjin links all three structures in the 

reader’s mind and both acknowledges their similarities while also explicitly recognizing 

                                                        
154 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 41. 
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that they are not the same structure or located in the same space with the same function. 

Their points of departure are not further elaborated upon, however, and Jōjin’s 

description is relatively wanting in this area.  

Beyond what Jōjin sees immediately before him in terms of directionality and 

distance, there is a lack of specific information regarding the use of these architectural 

spaces and their finer aesthetic details. Jōjin would have had the opportunity to record 

exactly how the gates looked directly in front of him, but his descriptions are instead terse 

and colorless. This is quite different from Meng who regularly saw these gates in his 

youth and has access in his memory to a composite image of their various details. 

Although Meng is writing from recollection, he is able to conjure up many more features 

of the Grand Interior in his description with an extreme degree of specificity. It is 

important to note here that specificity and accuracy are not analogous. Meng’s 

descriptions could be conflated by the years of memories he draws from, but his desire to 

include as much visual detail as possible reveals his anxiety to preserve an image of a 

space that is no longer as it once was and that has lost the functions that made it 

meaningful. Below in the Dreaming of Hua chapter on the Grand Interior, Meng provides 

aesthetically illustrative details in an impressive display that even includes the roles and 

duties of the people who once occupied these spaces within the palace city. 

The main gateway to the Great Inner City, the Tower of Virtue Displayed, has 
five gates abreast; each of the gates is lacquered in vermillion and studded with 
golden nails. The walls are entirely of fired brick and stone layered in alternating 
rows, and are carved with the figures of dragons, phoenixes, and flying clouds. 
The rafters are all carved, the roof beams all painted, the square risers and layered 
purlins are covered with glazed ceramic tiles. Small side pavilions bend off at 
ninety degrees, the balustrades are vermillion and the door frames are of many 
colors. Below [the tower] gateyard pylons face each other; the whole is blocked 
with vermillion chevaux-de-frisé. Enter the main gate of the Gate of Virtue 
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Displayed and one immediately encounters the Hall of Grand Felicity, in the 
courtyard of which are erected two towers like the bell tower of a monastery 
temple. On the upper floors is located the Director of Calendrical Calculations of 
the Astrological Service, who examines the clepsydra and reports, holding an 
ivory plaque, on the double-hour and sub-hour segments. Each ritual fast the 
emperor holds before going forth for the Great Celebration [of the Suburban 
Sacrifice] and every court assembly for the New Year’s are held in this hall. 
There are side gates on the left and right, outside of the hall, called the Left and 
Right Gates of Enduring Celebration. There are three gateways on the south wall 
of the Inner City, which are the routes to audience for the great court assemblies. 
On the left of The Gate of Virtue Displayed is the Left Ancillary Gate, and on the 
right it is called the Right Ancillary Gate. Just inside the Left Ancillary Gate is the 
Hall of Enlightenment. Inside and to the west of the Right Ancillary Gate are the 
Tienzhang and Baowen Galleries.155 
 
大內正門宣德樓列五門，門皆金釘朱漆，壁皆磚石間甃，鐫鏤龍鳳飛雲之

狀，莫非雕 甍畫棟，峻桷層榱，覆以琉璃瓦。曲尺朵樓，朱欄彩檻，下列

兩闕亭相對，悉用朱紅 杈子。入宣德樓正門，乃大慶殿，庭設兩樓，如寺

院鍾樓，上有太史局保章正測驗刻 漏，逐時刻執牙牌奏。每遇大禮，車駕

齋宿，及正朔朝會於此殿。殿外左右橫門曰左 右長慶門。內城南壁有門三

座，係大朝會趨朝路。宣德樓左曰左掖門，右曰右掖門。 左掖門裡乃明

堂，右掖門裡西去乃天章、寶文等閣。 
 
Unlike Jōjin’s passage, Meng describes the colors and materials of the architecture and 

gives his reader insight into how people occupied these spaces. Additionally, he includes 

the intricate carved designs of dragons, phoenixes, and flying clouds that cover the walls 

of the Tower of Virtue Displayed. One might expect that Jōjin would mention this kind of 

artistic craftsmanship, but instead these details are left out in favor of simply stating that 

there is a resemblance to Japan’s Vermillion Bird Gate. Meanwhile, as West points out in 

his paper accompanying this translation from Dreaming of Hua, there is also a lack of 

completeness in Meng’s account. Much like Jōjin’s diary, the reader is given only a 

                                                        
155 This translation and the original text that follows is from Stephen H. West, 

“The Pains of Pleasure: The Lanterns of Kaifeng,” Senses of the City: Perceptions of 
Hangzhou and Southern Song China, 1127-1279, Ed. Joseph S. C. Lam, et al. (Hong 
Kong: The Chinese University Press, 2017), 120-1.   
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partial view of what the imperial palace has to offer in its complete form.156 Part of this 

must stem from both writers’ ability to access only certain parts of the imperial city. 

Meng can grasp minute details of the superficially tangible objects, sights, and festivities 

that he associates with the imperial city. Jōjin, on the other hand, does not have years of 

memories to draw on or even conflate, and so his description leaves his audience with 

only the bare facets that he can take in while quickly passing through. Nevertheless, what 

Jōjin lacks in aesthetic detail, he makes up for later in his ability to retell the specific 

procedures involved in having an audience with the emperor. Unlike Meng, Jōjin can tell 

his future readers the complete process of controlled movements that takes one from the 

outside into the inner palace walls and eventually in front of the emperor. Once Jōjin 

begins to describe his presence in these spaces, their representations as performed places 

take form.  

Performance may be as much a reading onto – a projection of narrative onto the 
seemingly featureless terrain – as a reading from – the drawing of attention to 
extant details, animating that which is observable. There may indeed be a creative 
friction or tension between what is of the place and what is brought to the place. 
The presence of performance might even be inappropriate or anachronistic but in 
this also revealing: enabling the site to “speak for itself.” And in its ambivalence, 
in its refusal to re-enact all that might have happened here, resistant to closure of 
interpretation. In full acknowledgement of the interests of various communities, 
the various social and political constituencies, the various contradictory interests 
that might lay claim to a location and its past – performance might also challenge 
pervasive notions of landscape as simply an area of ground or as a purely visual 
construct.157 
 

                                                        
156 See Stephen H. West, “The Pains of Pleasure,” 124.  
 
157 Mike Pearson, “Deserted Places, Remote Voices: Performing Landscape,” in 

Envisioning Landscapes, Making Worlds: Geography and the Humanities, ed. Stephen 
Daniels, Dydia DeLyser, J. Nicholas Entrikin, and Douglas Richardson (New York: 
Routledge, 2011), 284. 
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While Jōjin’s descriptions of the gates going into the Grand Interior register as visual 

constructs, they do not further give way to the performance of Jōjin’s narrative onto these 

spaces. This performance onto space that informs the act of placemaking is not present 

until Jōjin begins to use the space of the capital as a setting for his imperial audience.  

 On the twenty-second day of the tenth month of 1072, Jōjin appears for his first 

imperial audience. During his time in the Grand Interior, the emperor bestows gifts upon 

him and the other seven monks in his retinue. After receiving these gifts, Jōjin is then 

informed that he will be allowed to proceed to the next leg of his pilgrimage, Mount 

Wutai. Lastly, he is hosted to a lavish maigre banquet before returning to his lodging at 

the Dharma Transmission Cloister.  

On the twenty-second day, the hinoesaru day, the skies were clear. During the 
tiger hours I performed the second double hour Buddha worship. During the first 
quarter of the hare hours, we borrowed nine horses for the eight of us together 
with the interpreter to visit the interior. First we entered through a large gate and 
dismounted beneath a roofed corridor. There was a place to rest and they dropped 
a curtain down. We remained here for a brief period. An official from the Visitors 
Inspection Office led us into the second gate. Hundreds of people rode horses in 
through the gate. There were people advancing to the palace hall to pay 
obeisance. Next we went through the third large gate. After going some li we 
rested at the southern roofed corridor of the Gate of Eastern Florescence. They 
dropped the curtains and bamboo screens and we were seated on chairs. For the 
short while we were hosted to a meal here, thousands of people come through to 
look at us. During the second quarter of the dragon hours, two officials from the 
Visitors Inspection Office arrived. They taught us how to stand in front of the 
emperor and the way to call out, “Ten thousand years!” During the third quarter 
of the dragon hours, with the officials from the Visitors Inspection Office together 
with the interpreter leading the way, we entered into the fourth gate and gradually 
made our way to the court. I saw two people paying obeisance. They 
enthusiastically threw themselves down in prostration, bowing three times. Again 
they bowed three times. And, again they bowed three times. From the eastside, a 
man came through and shouted something out and the guests bowed three times in 
accordance with each yell. They wore red tunics. Could they have been the 
Controller Generals of the various prefectures? The emperor was seated on the 
northern side of the Yanhe Palace Hall. There were hundreds lined up behind him 
to his left and right. Amongst them, there were dozens bearing quivers. The 
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emperor was seated on a silver chair with his feet on a silver footstool.158 He wore 
a red tunic. The Japanese party proceeded together standing in a row and on each 
side there were hundreds on the left and right standing in ranks with the emperor 
at the head. Next, we monks appeared before the court and stood in front of the 
southward facing emperor. Next, we eight stood in line [with the most senior 
monk] to the west. Next, someone called out, “Present yourselves for an 
audience.” Next, the interpreter paid his obeisance bowing and said, “May your 
imperial body have the ten thousand treasures!” Next, we monks lowered our 
heads and said, “Ten thousand years! Tens and tens of thousands of years!” Next, 
it was called out, “Bestow the gifts.” Next, passing in front of the monks from the 
west toward the east we were conferred garments and silks. At once, we monks 
called out as we had before. Next, someone called out, “Withdraw.” We monks 
called out as we had before. Next, the imperial apothecary was deputed out with 
an edict. By imperial decree, the monks can visit the various temples to burn 
incense. Next, an imperial edict came as before that we can visit Mount Wutai. At 
that point, we immediately withdrew and it was finished. Arriving at the resting 
place, we had a maigre feast of all kinds of delicacies, fruits, vegetables, and 
cooked dishes. I cannot record them to their fullest. A high-ranking imperial 
envoy came to sit and eat with us. The maigre feast was completed. We went out 
the second gate and rode the horses back to our cloister. 
 
廿二日 丙申 天晴。寅時行法，二時了。卯一點借馬九匹八人并通事參內，

先入一大門，至廊下馬，有安下所，懸幕，暫逗留。客省官人引入第二門

間，乘馬人數百入門，昇殿拜禮之人等也。次入第三大門，經數里，入東花

門南廊安下，懸幕簾，立倚子，且備饗膳間，數千人來見。辰二點，客省官

人二人來，教立御前，呼萬歲作法。辰三點，以客省官人并通事為前立，入

第四門，漸出庭，見拜人二人並舞倒三拜，次三拜，次三拜。東方一人進出

引聲呼，隨其各三拜也。共著赤衫，諸州通判歟。聖主居延和之殿北面後左

右數百人并立，其中有負胡籙人數十人，聖主坐銀倚子，蹈銀床，著赤衫。

日本一行庭中立，並人數百人左右，以御前為上列立，次僧等出庭中，向南

對御立，以西為上，並立八人，次有一人引聲云：「引見。」次通事進出敬

屈呼：「聖躬萬寶！」次諸僧低頭呼：「萬歲！萬萬歲！」次引聲云：「賜

例物。」次從西方經僧前，擔渡東方賜衣、絹等，即諸僧呼如前。次引聲稱

「卻祗候」，諸僧呼如前。次敕使御藥從御前來，仰參諸寺可燒香宣旨。次

他敕使從御前來，仰可參五台山了。即退出畢，至安下所吃齋，種々珍菓、

菜飯不可記盡。敕使上卿一人來，對坐同吃，齋畢，如本出二門，乘馬歸本

院。159 
 

                                                        
158 This “silver bed” (銀床) could also be an entire platform with the emperor’s 

throne on top. 
 
159 Wang, Xinjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 318. 
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Throughout this passage, Jōjin takes note of the various formalities he is asked to perform 

and records the repetitive processes of ritual and ceremony that take place in the palace. 

These processes are precisely what create the place of the palace. It is not just the 

presence of the emperor in the space, but the added existence of repeated performances of 

distinct rituals that maintains the space’s identity as the imperial palace. The palace is not 

confined to a single geographic space, but is rather tied to the repeated performances of 

court ritual regardless of where they occur. In discussing the creation of place as this 

constant and mobile process, Tim Cresswell suggests that the notion of a place is itself 

never a completed outcome, but rather the continual activity of practiced behaviors and 

operations upon a space. Place cannot be an absolute because it is always being formed, 

broken down, and recreated in different spaces.  

[But] it is important to remember that places are not like shoes or automobiles – 
they do not come out of a factory as finished products…Places are never finished 
but produced through the reiteration of practices – the repetition of seemingly 
mundane activities on a daily basis.160  

 
While an audience with the emperor is not a mundane activity, it is a recurrent activity 

that is comprised of the same actions being performed over and over again upon the same 

space. This is underlined in Jōjin’s description of his own audience and the others whom 

he observes having an audience before him. The two men ahead of him bow three times 

before the emperor, and further repeat this process three times. Jōjin himself records 

having to be shown the proper way to shout out, “ten thousand years,” before the 

emperor. Because he did not speak Chinese, he was also most likely taught how to say, 

“ten thousand treasures,” since this is what he records the interpreter Chen Yong shouting 

                                                        
160 Tim Cresswell, Place: A Short Introduction, 82.   
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out during their audience. He is taught these phrases so he can properly perform in the 

space and follow the ceremony that is expected of him. By correctly following this set of 

procedures, Jōjin contributes to the performance and creation of the court as a place that 

represents power and connections to the outside world irrespective of its physical locus 

within China.  

 Although Jōjin did not have a clear vision of what to expect in the capital or the 

palace outside of what he had read in existing Japanese travel accounts, he did have one 

of his former dreams come to fruition following his imperial audience. At the end of the 

twenty-second day, the gifts bestowed to Jōjin and his retinue are delivered to the 

Dharma Transmission Cloister from the imperial storehouse. As he looks at the purple 

robe, he recalls a dream that he had the previous year while he was still in Japan. 

On the thirteenth day of the twelfth month of the third year of Enkyū (1071), I had 
a dream in Japan’s Shinzan of Bichū Province [modern Okayama] that I was 
bestowed this purple monk’s cassock in the imperial palace. After I awoke, I 
immediately thought it appeared to be the purple robe bestowed in China. Now, it 
is just like my dream from last year. 

 
延久三年十二月十三日，於日本備中國新山，夢於大內賜此甲袈裟，覺後即

思於大唐國賜紫衣相也。今如去年夢。161 
 
Jōjin brought his dream journal with him to China and described some of his past dreams 

in his record of his pilgrimage when he came across the sights that matched what he 

previously could only envision in his unconscious state. When he couches experiences 

and places in China with a former dream, it is always at a significant juncture in his 

journey. The act of verifying visions and descriptions from his collection of dreams and 

texts is part of Jōjin’s active engagement with the spaces he travels across in China. They 

                                                        
161 Wang, Xianjiao Can Tiantai Wutaishan ji, 320. 
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act as performances of meaning projected onto the spaces he encounters. The bestowal of 

the purple robe that Jōjin dreamt about in Japan required Jōjin to be present in Kaifeng, 

and more specifically in the space of the Grand Interior. By attaching his personal dream, 

which occurred in the private internal realm, to the act of receiving the purple robe in the 

public external realm, Jōjin further assigns the importance of both the personal memory 

and the public event to the space in which the action occurred. For Jōjin, the Northern 

Song Palace was now more than just the space in which he had an imperial audience. 

Through the performance of ritual and the assignment of his dream upon this space, it 

became a place in which his identity as an esteemed master of Tendai was affirmed and 

celebrated.  

 

The Dharma Transmission Cloister  

 

Because there were so many official posts concerning Buddhism and religious 

institutions, the Northern Song government had an intense bureaucratic interest in what 

was going on at sacred sites and Buddhist establishments. The secular and monastic 

realms were constantly in contact with one another and Jōjin was often navigating across 

a religious landscape that was informed by the bureaucratic landscape overlaying it. The 

Dharma Transmission Cloister (Chuanfa yuan 傳法院) was a particularly dynamic space. 

It was at once both a sacred religious space in which monastics carried out translations of 

the dharma, and also a government space representing the extension of the emperor’s 

power across the realm and over religious institutions. In addition, it was a space for 

hosting foreign monks within the eastern capital of Kaifeng. 
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The creation of a space for bringing in and translating new sutras from the 

western regions began with Song Emperor Taizong’s 宋太宗 (r. 976-97) establishment of 

the Sutra Translation Cloister (Yijing yuan 譯經院) in 980. Huang Chi-Chiang notes that 

in that year alone, three Indian monks arrived in the capital for an imperial audience and 

became the first group of translators to be hosted in the ancillary office built next to the 

Taiping Xingguo Temple 太平興國寺 in 982. 

…the Indian monks T’ien-his-tsai 天息災 (Dharmabhadra or Fa-hsien 法賢, d. 
1000), Shih-hu 施護 (Danapala, fl. 970s), and Fa-hu 法護 (Dharmaraksha, 963-
1058) arrived at the capital and held an audience with the emperor at the court. 
These monks impressed the emperor with their bilingual ability and Buddhist 
scholarship and this contributed toward making the translation project a reality. 
The emperor ordered the building of a large structure next to the T’ai-p’ing hsing-
kuo Temple 太平興國寺. He then proceeded to make this the office of the 
Institute of Translation, where the three erudite monks directed a series of 
collaborative translations.162 

 
From Jōjin’s diary, it is evident that the Dharma Transmission Cloister continued to serve 

its initial purpose of encouraging the translation and circulation of new scriptures by 

seeking out foreign monks who could be of value to the project.163 In its institutional role, 

the cloister supported what Huang describes as the emperor’s position as “benefactor of 

the three jewels, expounder of the dharma, and patriarch of the sangha.”164 In Jōjin’s 

                                                        
162 Huang Chi-Chiang, “Imperial rulership and Buddhism,” in Imperial Rulership 

and Cultural Change in Traditional China, eds. Frederick P. Brandauer and Chun-Chieh 
Huang (Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1994), 151. 

 
163 The translation project lasted through 1082 and resulted in the completion of a 

large repertoire of new Buddhist scriptures inducted into the Imperial Library. In 
particular, the project sought out monks who were able to teach and translate in Sanskrit. 
Ibid, 152. 
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entry on the thirteenth day of the tenth month, the reader learns that the high official of 

the cloister during Jōjin’s stay in 1072 was an Indian monk who had already been in 

China for twenty-five years and received the title of state teacher. Thus, the highest 

position within the monastery, as chosen by the emperor, was given to a foreign monk 

rather than a Chinese master. All of the other monasteries and cloisters Jōjin had visited 

up to this point were run and directed by Chinese monks, so this was a novel departure 

from that norm. Furthermore, although the day-to-day matters of the Dharma 

Transmission Cloister were overseen by the Buddhist clergy, it was primarily a 

government institution that developed in response to the political interests of the emperor. 

As such, Jōjin did not write about the cloister as a sacred religious site that evoked 

feelings of awe and heartfelt tears, but simply as a government building that served as an 

extension of the court.  

On the thirteenth day, the tsuchinoene day the skies were clear. At dawn I 
received the following announcement from the Dharma Transmission Cloister of 
Taiping Xingguo Temple: [As for your request on the] fourth day of the eighth 
month, an imperial decree was sent down that lodging will be provided. You may 
come right away to stay. During the snake hours, we went to the Dharma 
Transmission Cloister. I rode on horseback with inner offerers Rai’en and Kaisō, 
and the remaining five walked. The fourteen soldiers from the boat together 
transported our sacred dharmic items, various odds and ends, money, and such 
things. There were 146 strings of cash leftover from the deposit. Because there 
was so much money leftover from the deposit, we were not asked to pay the 200 
[strings of cash] each  at Yuezhou, Hangzhou, or Yangzhou. According to the 
logbook, the emperor sent down 800 strings of cash as payment by imperial order. 
This was exceptionally kind. The military escort came with horses for me to ride 
[to the Dharma Transmission Cloister], and the minor envoy and translator came 
along with him. The cloister’s vice director of the monastery is called the vice 
minister. He came to welcome us. There were numerous monks and we entered 
the lecture hall where we were served tea. It was a four-storied gallery. West of 

                                                        
164 Huang argues that early Song emperors developed a coherent pattern of 

rulership in their dealing with the Buddhist institution, and that their Buddhist mission 
enabled them to create for themselves the image of a universal king. Ibid, 165.  
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the central gate was where our quarters were set up. It was a large room of three 
bays. I lodged here together with five junior monks. To the east of the central gate 
was a small room of one bay. This is where the inner offerers Rai’en and Kaisō 
were set up. Although the vice minister had prepared for a maigre feast, because 
we had eaten in our boat, we did not partake. During the horse hours, the imperial 
herbalist came and sat. Through an interpreter there was an exchange of questions 
and answers about various things. The court had our living expenses covered at 
the Dharma Transmission Cloister for our eight Japanese monks and interpreter. 
For these official documents, I gave three coins to each inspector and pressed 
down my seal. The formalities were superb. By means of the eunuch’s feminine 
voice, his summoning of the monks he was in charge of and various procedures 
were done with the utmost cordiality and decorum. The military escort announced 
to the holder of our remaining balance through the interpreter: “The state cannot 
be encumbered with having to know how the monks will need to use the money, 
so it is best that they use it at their will.” We did not use it to augment the daily 
lodging expenses, because there could be something unexpected. He requested to 
see my official seal and I immediately ordered it taken out to show him. The 
reason we had it taken out was because the monk bestowed the purple robe [of the 
Dharma Transmission Cloister] had finished writing out a list of the doctrines that 
would be presented to the emperor. We entrusted these documents with the palace 
attendant as a list of the implements we would present. In the span of several 
double hours we had tea three times. When it reached the monkey hours, I 
returned to the interior. As I looked at the utensils of the five groups and the 
imperial sutra of the empress dowager, I wondered, should I present these to the 
emperor? I also looked over the censer and prayer breads that would be presented 
to the emperor. The high official of the Dharma Transmission Cloister returned to 
the lodgings here riding on horseback. I immediately accompanied the military 
escort to make a visit. The high official was an Indian. He said he was fifty-six 
years old, and he had set out from the western paradise for three years and arrived 
in the Song where he had already been for twenty-five years now. He was called 
Richeng Tripitaka and was as black as an ink stick. It is said that because he 
possessed virtuous behavior the emperor made him the state teacher and director 
of this cloister. We had tea and then returned to our quarters. We had an afternoon 
meal (outside the proper time) of cooked rice, sauce, and salted paste. The 
military escort came to our quarters to check on our lodging and he looked for a 
separate room for himself to lodge. The minor attendant returned to the boat. The 
interpreter stayed with me overnight. I performed the seventh double hour Buddha 
worship. During the bird hours, the imperial herbalist was permitted to bring us 
ten stacks of woolen fleece futons dyed blue-green that were one-shaku long, 
three-shaku and five-sun wide, and one-sun thick. This was done by imperial 
decree. The eight Japanese monks and translator each got one and the remaining 
one was given to the head cook. [I completed] the first, second, and third fascicles 
[of the Lotus Sutra]. 
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十三日 丁亥 天晴。早旦，從大平興國寺傳法院告送：八月四日，安下處宣

旨下了，早可來入者。巳時，向傳法院，餘并頼緣、快宗兩供奉乘馬，殘五

人歩行，以船兵士十四人合運法門、雜物、錢等，所殘一百四十六貫運置既

了。依殘可多，不請取越州、杭州、楊州各二百貫，如案多有殘，被下八百

貫宣旨， 可雲殊恩。崇斑為送乘馬同來，小使、通事同來。院少卿 副寺

主，名少卿 來迎，諸僧有其數，入講堂點茶，四重閣也。中門西僧房為安

下所，三間大房也。老僧并小師五人同宿，中門東一間小房，安下頼、快兩

供奉。少卿雖備儲齋，依於船吃了，不吃。午時，敕使侍中御藥 官名也。

來坐，以通事種々事問答，公家被下寺家，日本僧八人、通事日飡，文書三

枚送客省，即捺印，儀式優義也。依黃門女聲召勾當僧，數克沙汰， 丁寧

也。崇斑告錢殘員，以通事示云：「公家不可被知品，任意可用者。」不充

安下盤纏，希有事也。是見闍梨官符，即令出見，以出見以寺賜紫僧，為天

覽書寫印了。為進奏法門目録付侍中了。數克之間，點茶三度，及申克，還

參內了。五部道具、皇太后宮御經見了。計也。委奏歟。進奉 皇帝香爐、

念珠等見了。院大卿乘馬還房，即崇斑相共參向。中天竺人也。年五十六云

々。出西天三個年，來當朝，已經二十五年，名日稱三藏，色黑如墨。依有

徳行，公家為國師并院司云々。點茶。還安下所，有非時食，飯汁鹽醋也。

崇斑為宿直來宿，別求一房宿。小使還船，通事同留宿。七時行法了。酉

時，從御藥許送羊毛疊十枚，染青色，長尺，廣三尺五寸，厚一寸。依宣旨

也。八人、通事各一枚，殘一枚典座取了。一、二、三。165 
 

At this point in Jōjin’s travels, his lodging and expenses were subsidized by the 

government. The court conveniently hosted him in the imperially run Dharma 

Transmission Cloister and provided additional funds for Jōjin and his party to use while 

in the capital. While Jōjin was able to view the landscape of Tiantai through his readings 

of Enchin’s diary, he approached the Dharma Transmission Cloister as what Yi-fu Tuan 

has described as the foreign visitor, who is primarily prompted to express himself when 

confronted with novelty.166 There is no textual milieu for Jōjin to draw from and certainly 

no collective memory for him to access. He is instead faced with finding his own words 
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and determinations of what should be recorded for posterity in his diary. This results in 

him choosing to write about what he finds the most surprising or unfamiliar. Upon 

meeting the eunuch who assists in the official procedures of the cloister, Jōjin writes that 

he has the voice of a woman. On the following day, he again points out that due to the 

eunuch having a feminine voice, his summoning of the other monks in the cloister was all 

the more delicate and genteel. Eunuchs did not have a role in the Japanese court the way 

they did in Northern Song China, so meeting a man with a high-pitched voice at the 

Dharma Transmission Cloister must have been an unusual experience for Jōjin. In this 

entry, he also warrants the story of the foreign director’s arrival at the Dharma 

Transmission Cloister worth mentioning. While he wrote about meeting various other 

officials and monastics throughout his diary prior to encountering Richeng Tripitaka, he 

did not include physical descriptions of them beyond their age. To Jōjin, there was 

nothing particularly novel or unusual worth noting for his Japanese readers. At the 

Dharma Transmission Cloister, however, he includes a description of the Indian 

director’s skin being as black as an ink stick. Although it is not an elaborate physical 

description of the director, it suggests that this was Jōjin’s first time coming face to face 

with anyone from the Western Region. The small archipelago of Japan offered limited 

opportunities for cultural exchange beyond China and the Korean Peninsula, so Jōjin’s 

inclusion of his encounters with other foreigners in the eastern capital highlights his 

impression of Kaifeng as a cosmopolitan space in which this type of cross-cultural 

exchange could occur. 
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Recording the Ghost Festival Across Histories 

 

 Jōjin was in Northern Song China for over a year, which allowed him to 

experience traditional festivals both in and out of the capital. Before he reaches Kaifeng, 

he experiences the Ghost Festival on the fifteenth day of the seventh month of 1072. He 

mentions the festival in passing, but not in terms of its history or celebration despite it 

being a traditionally significant event for Buddhist institutions to participate in.  

On the fifteenth day, the muzinoetatsu day, [I completed] the midday Lotus 
Repentance [Scripture]. Next, I devoted my merits to the salvation of the 
venerable masters who have already left this world. This is because it was the day 
of the Yulanpen (J. Urabon) Festival.  
 
十五日辛卯 午時，日中懺法，次過去尊師等同以廻向，依盂蘭盆日也。167 

 
Jōjin records his personal performance of the Lotus Repentance sūtra but not any 

activities specifically sponsored by the court or the monastery. For other monks in 

Japan’s Tendai sect, this festival would need no explanation as it was also celebrated in 

Heian Japan. The Lotus Repentance text Jōjin refers to is most likely the Hokke Senpō 法

華懺法 that was also performed in Tendai funerary practices. George J. Tanabe Jr. 

explains its importance in assisting the deceased in accomplishing a desirable rebirth as 

follows. 

In the Hokke senpō 法華懺法 (Lotus Repentance) section of the funeral, the 
penitent (on whose behalf the priest speaks) enumerates the sins committed by the 
physical and mental faculties, and promises rectification.168 
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Although this text was essential to Japanese funerary rites, it was not the primary basis 

for the Ghost festival in China.  

Even more significant, perhaps, were texts such as the Transformation Text of 
Mahāmaudgalyāna Saving his Mother from the Dark Regions (Damuqianlian 
mingjian jiumu bianwen), which formed the narrative basis for the ritual complex 
of the ghost festival, which from the end of the Six Dynasties became among the 
most important in the Chinese liturgical calendar.169  
 

Jōjin would have had Ennin’s descriptions of the Ghost Festival to draw from and inform 

his own descriptions of how the festival was celebrated in China. However, Ennin 

experienced the Ghost Festival during the worst possible time for Buddhists in Tang 

China – the Huichang proscriptions. Not only were the celebrations overshadowed by the 

emperor’s persecution of Buddhism, but they were further corrupted when the emperor 

specifically took away all of the Buddhist offerings and placed them in a Daoist 

monastery instead. Ennin first writes about the festivities briefly in the year 840, and then 

more elaborately in the year 844 at the peak of the Huichang proscription.170   

15th DAY [of the seventh month of 840] We were invited by the head of the Ssu-
chung-ssu 四眾 and went with the mendicant to the monastery to have our 
forenoon meal, after which we went to the Tu-t’o-ssu 度脫 and worshipfully 
observed the All Souls’ Festival. We also went into the prefectural headquarters 
and saw the Dragon Spring 龍泉. Next we went to the Ch’ung-fu-ssu and went 
around paying reverence to the Buddha Hall, Balcony, and other Cloisters. All 
had arranged displays. Their lustrous beauty was dazzling, and the displays were 

                                                        
169 Gil Raz, “Chinese Religion from the Han to the Six Dynasties,” in Blackwell 

Companion to Chinese Religions, ed. Randall L. Nadeau (Malden: Blackwell Publishing, 
Inc., 2012), 70. See also, Stephen F. Teiser, The Ghost Festival in Medieval China 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1998).  

 
170 Ennin mentions eating “foxtail millet” (zokubei 粟米) on the fifteenth day of 

the seventh month of 839, which Reischauer suggests is in connection to the Ghost 
Festival, but other than this there is no mention of any other festivities or celebrations. 
Edwin O. Reischauer, Ennin’s Diary, 135.  
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most wonderful. Everybody in the whole city had come to look respectfully at 
them. In the evening [the people] carried on wantonly.171 
 
十五日赴四眾寺主請。共頭陁等。到彼寺齋。々後入度脫寺。巡禮盂蘭瓫

會。及入州見龍泉。次入崇福寺。巡禮佛殿閣下諸院。皆鋪設張列。光彩映

人。供陳珍妙。傾城人盡來巡禮。黃昏自恣。172 
 

This description of the Ghost Festival in 840 simply mentions that the displays were 

dazzling and impressive, but it does not go into finer details about the specific 

decorations or offerings that are set out at the various cloisters. In the year 844, however, 

Ennin not only lists the items that are set out as offerings, but also records the emperor’s 

seizure of these offerings and the public’s response.  

On the 15th DAY of the SEVENTH MOON the various monasteries of the city 
made offerings [for the All Souls’ Festival]. The monasteries made flowery 
candles, flowery cakes, artificial flowers, fruit trees, and the like, vying with one 
another in their rarities. Customarily they spread them all out as offerings in front 
of the Buddha halls, and [people of] the whole city go around to the monasteries 
and perform adoration. It is a most flourishing festival. This year the offerings 
displayed by the various monasteries surpassed those of normal years, but the 
Emperor ordered all the flowers, medicines, and the like which were offered at the 
Buddha halls of the monasteries to be taken to the Hsing-t’ang-kuan and offered 
as sacrifices to the heavenly deities. On the fifteenth day the Emperor went to the 
Taoist monastery and summoned the people to see [the display], but the people 
cursed him, saying that since he had seized the offerings to the Buddhas and 
presented them to the spirits 鬼神, who would be willing to look at them? The 
Emperor was surprised that the people did not come. The monasteries were 
extremely distressed because their offerings had been seized.173 
 
七月十五日供養。諸寺作花蠟。花鉼。假花菓樹等。各競奇妙。常例皆於佛

殿前。鋪設供養。傾城巡寺隨喜。甚是盛會。今年諸寺鋪設供養。勝於常

年。勑令諸寺佛殿供養花藥等。盡般到興唐觀。祭天尊。十五日天子駕幸觀

                                                        
 
171 Edwin O. Reischauer, Ennin’s Diary, 268-9. 

 
172 Supplement to the Dazangjing, Accessed from CBETA: (B18, no. 95, p. 80, a 
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裏召百姓令看。百姓罵云。奪佛供養祭鬼神誰肯觀看。天子恠百姓不來。諸

寺被奪供養物。恓惶甚也。174 
 

From his passage describing the Ghost Festival in 840 to that of 844, the focus of Ennin’s 

perspective changes with the worsening political climate. Ennin only stresses the 

magnificence of the items set out for the festival in 844 when the emperor is taking them 

away from the Buddhist monasteries. The desire to record the grandeur and beauty is 

stirred by the fears that they will be lost. Indeed, when Jōjin experiences the festival, the 

impressive displays are lacking. This was a pivotal moment in the shift of Buddhist 

practices in China that was exemplified by the transformation of the Ghost Festival from 

a highly attended rarefied event for monastics during the early Tang into the more 

generalized practices of the later Tang and Song.  

The effective decapitation of the esoteric school and the gradual disappearance of 
its lineages after the persecution of Buddhism during the Huichang era (845 C.E.) 
draws a curtain over the ghost ritual during the Five Dynasties (907-960) and the 
Song (960-1279). Rites for forlorn dead proliferate in the form of “plenary 
masses” (shuilu dahui) during this time, but these rites are not the same as those 
of the Tang era and may have been devised as substitutes in the absence of trained 
esoteric school practitioners.175  

 
When Jōjin writes about the Ghost Festival in Northern Song China, he does not treat it 

as a significant event of ritual or practices. There is no mention in his diary of the 

monastery putting out offerings or the public observing the various displays of fine items, 

and this suggests that the festival was not flourishing in the same way it once had during 
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Ennin’s time in China. Furthermore, the festival had Buddhist meanings and importance 

to the Tendai sect, but he did not treat it as a significant aspect of the religious history he 

recorded in his diary while in China. Instead, it is the festivities of the Lantern Festival in 

Kaifeng that resonate more closely with the spectacle and display Ennin experienced 

during the Ghost Festival, and it is during this new year’s celebration that Jōjin elaborates 

on the revelry of a festival that brings people from disparate levels of society into the 

same social space. 

 On the eighteenth day of the first month of 1073, Jōjin describes the celebrations 

for the new year in the eastern capital. Not only are he and the seven monks in his party 

given gifts of tea and fruits earlier in the week from the palace, but they are also invited 

to go sightseeing around the imperial city. His descriptions here are similar to those from 

his time in Hangzhou. He focuses on the visual consumption of the capital and recounts 

the intermingling between the monastic and secular realms.  

Starting from the fourteenth day, there was no break day or night in the music of 
Taiping Xingguo Temple. I went sightseeing with the others every day. There 
were all kinds of acrobatics and sarugaku performances. I could not even see it all 
completely. Xiangguo Temple, Tianqing Temple, and Qisheng Temple were all 
like this. The front of the gate to the Grand Interior was also unimaginable. An 
imperial edict allowed us Japanese monks special dispensation to go sightseeing. 
We went around to all the various places sightseeing. There were innumerable 
carts of the imperial ladies and the top of the Tall [Cloud] Towers were full and 
brimming. The court all observed this. This is called the Shangyuan  [Lantern] 
Festival. It is a constant feature of the first month of the lunar year. Moreover, 
starting from the night of the thirteenth day, the lanterns of the palace interior are 
like [those in] Japan. On the last night of the twelfth lunar month up to the night 
of the fifteenth day, there are three nights [of this]. It was said that the various 
prefectures only [celebrate] on the one night of the fifteenth day. I performed the 
seventh hour Buddha worship and the second fascicle [of the Lotus Sutra].  

 
太平興國寺樂聲，始自十四日，晝夜不斷，小師等毎日見物，種々術，猴樂

舞，不可見盡雲々。相國寺、天清寺、啟聖寺皆以如此云々。大內門前又以

不可思議云々。有 宣旨，被允日本僧見物。處々皆行見物，後宮車千萬，
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雲樓上充滿，殿上人等見之云，名上元節，正月例事也。又始自十三日夜，

京內燈如日本，十二月晦夜及十五夜三個夜也。諂州只十五日夜一夜云。七

時行法，經二。176 
 
Missing from this description are the emotionless statements of distances from one point 

to another, and the measurements and dimensions of the various structures. Jōjin 

describes walking through the city as though it is a whirlwind experience of going from 

one place to the next without being able to record in detail all of the impressive sights he 

sees. He also records seeing women. He previously mentioned seeing women riding in 

palanquin chairs in Hangzhou, and this festival provides an opportunity to share a space 

within the view of the emperor’s imperial concubines and palace ladies. Just as in 

Hangzhou, Jōjin also emphasizes the sheer number of people who fill the city spaces with 

terms like “thousands of ten thousands” (千萬) and “full and brimming” (充滿). Again, 

he returns to his stock language of not being able to see everything to its fullest (不可見

盡) and the sights themselves being unimaginably incredible (不可思議). This is not a 

representation of the space as it always is, but rather as it is meant to be viewed by the 

people during a designated time for a specific celebration. Without years of living in the 

capital and seeing it as a space embodying a multitude of forms and functions, Jōjin 

probably found the arrangements for the Lantern Festival all the more incredible. As he 

records the festivities in his diary, he further represents the space of Kaifeng as a place at 

the height of animation and opulence. Just as Jōjin was unable to visit the Tang capital of 

Chang’an that he read about from Ennin and Enchin, it is likely that future monastics 

reading his diary will also be unable to experience the eastern capital in the same 
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capacity, if at all. His individual recollection is nonetheless joined with the collective 

memory of this space across texts as a single part in a cohesive whole that moves 

between the foreground and background of the aggregate image of Kaifeng as a 

remembered place. Furthermore, the festival facilitates the confluence of monastics and 

lay people in the consumption of the material sights and sounds of both the palace and 

Taiping Xingguo Temple. This is something that is not emphasized in Jōjin’s account, 

but that takes the foreground in Dreaming of Hua. 

 In Meng Yuanlao’s retrospective account of Kaifeng, his descriptions of the new 

year’s celebrations similarly focus on the sights and sounds that are inextricably woven 

into his memories of the capital during this specific time of the year, but unlike Jōjin’s 

compressed account of the festivities, Meng further elaborates on details of sight and 

aurality in his descriptions of what the lanterns look like and the types of sounds he 

remembers hearing while walking through the streets. The following translation and 

original text of part of Meng’s account of the Shangyuan Festival is provided by Stephen 

H. West. 

On the sixteenth day the imperial entourage does not come out. As soon as the 
morning meal has been brought in and concluded, [the emperor] ascends the Gate 
[of Virtue Displayed] and music is played. The curtains are furled and the 
Imperial Seat is brought near the balustrade where he can look down to display 
his virtue177 to the ten thousand surnames. Those who manage to get to the bottom 
of the gate first all get a chance to look up at the heavenly countenance, in a small 
hat and red gown, by himself at a table. Close attendants are on the left and right, 
as well as those who are responsible for the umbrellas and fans. In a few minutes 
they furl the curtains and then music is played and the ten thousand surnames are 
allowed to roam about to enjoy the sights. 
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Across from the two fore towers: Across from the left [east] tower are the boxes 
with colorful canopies of the Prince of Yun and the rest [of the royal family] in 
order; across from the right, the boxes of Grand Preceptor Cai Jing and the other 
officials and imperial in-laws in order. From time to time again there is a golden 
phoenix that flies down to the various boxes from the top of the Gate with endless 
gifts from the emperor. Inside the various boxes, the household singsong girls vie 
to present new sounds, and together with the temporary viewing platforms and the 
Open Stage, up and down the sound of music is like a brass cauldron bubbling 
over. Just below the western fore tower is the Suppression Box of the Prefect of 
Kaifeng, with the front of it filled with convicted criminals. From time to time one 
of them is judged and dealt with in order to give warning to the doltish people.  
 
From time to time an oral edict is dispatched from the top of the Gate with a 
special command to release them from their sentence. 
 
At this point the flowered lamps and precious candles, the light of the moon and 
radiance of the flowers, all swirl together like a fog into which everything melts—
with moving candles near and far. At the third drum (11pm–1am) the people of 
the capital come to know, by virtue of a small red lamp globe that is pulled along 
a rope into the sky, that the imperial entourage has already returned to the Interior. 
In a short time the sound of a whip cracking is heard outside of the Gate and all of 
the lamps on the mountain and the Gate, hundreds of thousands, are all 
extinguished at the same time. 
 
At this time the carts and horses of the rich, as close together as scales on a fish, 
rush from the area in front of the Interior to go south and roam in the Xiangguo 
Temple. Temporary music stages are erected in front of the main hall of the 
temple, where all of the troupes perform music. Along the two corridors are lamps 
with poems on their sides that say,  
 

  From heaven’s azure the Silver River is about to descend, 
  The moon’s corona is like water, shining on tower and terrace. 

Or 
 On trees of fire silver blossoms join, 
 On the bridge of stars the iron lock is opened. 
 
The lamps are made with wooden panes that are carved with characters that are 
then screened with fine silken gauze; inside lamps are lit closely together and they 
are then put in proper order [to make the poetic lines]. They can truly be enjoyed 
with pleasure. The Buddha’s incisor tooth is placed in front of the Gallery for 
Assistance to the Sage where it is set up together with water lamps. This is where 
the great officials, imperial in-laws and the wealthy and favored monopolize for 
their viewing position. The most boisterous places are the Hall to Harītī, and the 
eastern and western pagoda compounds, as well as [the Halls] of the Forest of 
Grace, of the Sea of Wisdom, and Precious Brahma, where they compete to 
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display lanterns. The colors of their rays vie in their florescence all the way until 
dawn. All of the other Daoist and Buddhist temples allow the ten thousand 
surnames in to burn incense. Places like the Kaibao Temple, the Jingde Temple, 
and the Temple of the Great Buddha all have temporary music stages where they 
perform music and burn lamps. Only the Daoist or Buddhist temples or 
monasteries in the Forbidden Interior are forbidden to set up lanterns. Second to 
these is the Daoist Monastery of Protecting the True Nature, which places its 
lanterns behind windows of jade posts and jade screens.178 
 
十六日車駕不出。自進早饍訖，登門樂作，卷簾，御座臨軒，宣萬姓。先到

門下者，猶得瞻見天表，小帽紅袍，獨卓子。左右近侍，簾外傘扇執事之

人。須臾下簾，則樂作，縱萬姓遊賞。兩朵樓相對：左樓相對鄆王以次綵棚

幕次；右樓相對蔡太師以次執政、戚里幕次。時復自樓上有「金鳳」飛下諸

幕次，宣賜不輟。諸幕次中，家妓競奏新聲，與山棚露臺上下，樂聲鼎沸。

西朵樓下，開封尹彈壓幕次，羅列罪人滿前，時復決遣，以警愚民。樓上時

傳口勑，特令放罪。於是華燈寶炬，月色花光，霏霧融融，動燭遠近。至三

皷，樓上以小紅紗燈毬緣索而至半空，都人皆知車駕還內矣。須臾聞樓外擊

鞭之聲，則山樓上下燈燭數十萬盞，一時滅矣。於是貴家車馬，自內前鱗

切，悉南去遊相國寺。寺之大殿前設樂棚，諸軍作樂，兩廊有詩牌燈云「天

碧銀河欲下來，月華如水照樓臺」并「火樹銀花合，星橋鐵鎖開」之詩。其

燈以木牌為之，雕鏤成字，以紗絹幂之，於內密燃其燈，相次排定，亦可愛

賞。資聖閣前安頓佛牙，設以水燈，皆係宰執、戚里、貴近占設看位。 要

鬧九子母殿及東西塔院，惠林、智海，寶梵競陳燈燭，光彩爭華，直至達

旦。其餘宮觀寺院，皆放萬姓燒香。如開寶、景德、大佛寺等處。皆有樂

棚，作樂燃燈。惟禁宮觀寺院，不設燈燭矣。次則葆真宮有玉柱玉簾窗隔

燈。 
 
Both Meng and Jōjin mention multiple times how many people there are thronging the 

streets and the constant music and visual stimuli that fills the air. While the capital was 

always a space for activity, commerce, and entertainment, this time of year stood out to 

both writers for the perpetual music that lasted all day and night during the festivities, and 

the great number of decorations and performances that could be seen at every turn. 

Unlike Jōjin’s description, however, Meng highlights the intermingling of people from 

different social strata during the festival, referring to the common people (the ten 
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thousand surnames 萬姓), palace attendants, officials, criminals, singsong girls, and the 

emperor himself. While everyone mentioned in Meng’s description is present in the space 

of Kaifeng for the same celebration, their individual experiences of Kaifeng as a place are 

all divergent. For the emperor, it is a space to display his sovereignty and magnificence to 

his people. For the palace attendants and officials, they are a part of the space in an 

operational capacity, serving the emperor and acting in their official government roles, 

while the singsong girls are a commodity to be purchased, enjoyed, and viewed like the 

lanterns that fill the streets. In this sense, the capital is transformed into a public 

marketing space for them to display themselves. Meanwhile, the criminals are seen as 

much as entertainment as they are there to be pitied and mocked by the spectators waiting 

to see who will be pardoned and who will continue to suffer public ridicule. Thus, for 

them the capital becomes a space in which the possibility of beneficence toward them 

exists alongside the constant humiliation of being a spectacle of disgrace. In Meng’s 

passage, Kaifeng during the new year’s festival is preserved as a space with multiple 

meanings and uses projected upon it, and it is a space with multitudes of meanings of 

diverse groups of people. This differs from Jōjin’s representation of Kaifeng as a space 

for material consumption that is preserved in his diary solely from his individual point of 

view of what the streets have to offer him as a sightseer. This again demonstrates his 

awareness of his audience in Japan. He notes certain information about when the festival 

is celebrated and how it differs between provinces – details that would be interesting to 

his Japanese audience – but he does not have access to the type of information that Meng 

can include in his entry regarding the various types of people who simultaneously use the 

space during the festival for a myriad of purposes.  
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 In addition to Jōjin’s lack of specific details on the people who crowd the streets, 

he also makes another comparison for his Japanese readers regarding the lanterns, rather 

than explaining their design and aesthetic attributes. He writes that the lanterns in the 

palace interior are like those in Japan (又始自十三日夜，京內燈如日本). It is not 

actually clear which lanterns in Japan he is referring to in this statement, but previously 

he described certain lanterns in Hangzhou as having silk stretched over them like a 

Chinese hat. This is similar to the description that Meng provides of the lanterns from the 

festival when he states that they are made with wooden panes with lines of poetry carved 

onto them and screened over with fine silken gauze (其燈以木牌為之，雕鏤成字，以

紗絹幂之). Although Jōjin had rejected poetry as a monastic in Japan, it is still 

interesting that he did not mention the presence of writing carved onto the lanterns he 

saw. Instead, his personal diary entry on the festival in Kaifeng is bereft of the finer 

details he includes at places that have meaning to his sect like the sacred sites in Tiantai 

and Wutai. This suggests that Jōjin himself is out of place in the grand festivities that 

Meng is able to blend right into in the capital. While Meng freely roams the streets as a 

spectator, Jōjin’s entry indicates that he and his party of foreign monks are as much a 

spectacle themselves as they are there to enjoy the sights and sounds of the festival.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 

The notions of space and place have been the major underlying themes throughout 

this dissertation, but they exist only within the context of memory and performance. The 

examples included in the preceding chapters of Jōjin’s projections of meaning onto 

spaces through performance only begin to scratch the surface of what the text has to offer 

as a material artifact of the processes of placemaking. In addition to Jōjin’s 

representations of spaces as embodiments of meaning and practices, his rendering of the 

varied landscapes that are imbued with historical and religious memories also warrants 

more thorough examination. Nonetheless, as a preliminary study this dissertation serves 

the purpose of opening up the conversation for further research in these areas. 

Reading through Jōjin’s diary with the knowledge that many parts of his text were 

in fact lifted piecemeal from other works has raised the question of authenticity. One 

might argue that Jōjin was not genuine in his representations and emotive expressions, or 

at the very least that he was unimaginative. However, these claims have no bearing on the 

legitimacy of the places created and affirmed during his pilgrimage. On the contrary, the 

act of duplicating others’ words and repeating rituals and actions has been shown to be a 

cornerstone for the process of placemaking. As a result, the diary itself is a product of 

cultural marking and influence. In Ben Highmore’s reading of Michel de Certeau’s works 

on cultural studies, he provides a further elucidation of the importance of these objects in 

cultural history: 
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In other words, the text, however truncated it seems, is potentially thick 
because its generic truncations point it to a world of cultural (rather than 
simply social) meaning. It is precisely because it is stylized and not 
transparent that it leaks cultural meaning. In this sense the object of 
cultural history is not really the raw actuality that now only exists in 
opaquely coded representations; it is the code itself, the opacity, that is the 
object.179  

  
This is Highmore’s response to Robert Darnton’s The Great Cat Massacre, and Other 

Episodes in French Cultural History, but it also applies to Jōjin’s diary as a material 

artifact. A pastiche of styles, genres, and authors, Jōjin’s diary is a vestige of the fluidity 

of expressions of placemaking, and his inclusion of literary Chinese stock phrases is 

evidence of his familiarity with the conventions of writing in literary Chinese. For an 

ethnographer, Jōjin’s diary – replete with anecdotes, copied language, strange grammar, 

and stock phrases – is an object of cultural history, and for the modern reader, it is a 

repository of the collective memory still waiting to be unpacked. This is too often 

overshadowed by the desire to read it as a historical text. 

While the historical value of a firsthand account like Jōjin’s diary may seem to 

take the forefront, I argue through this dissertation that Jōjin’s processes of recollection 

and retelling are better grounded in theories of the collective memory. This is especially 

evident when the notion of history is directly juxtaposed with that of the collective 

memory. 

In reality, the continuous development of the collective memory is marked not, as 
is history, by clearly etched demarcations but only by irregular and uncertain 
boundaries. The present (understood as extending over a certain duration that is of 
interest to contemporary society) is not contrasted to the past in the way two 
neighboring historical periods are distinguished. Rather, the past no longer exists, 

                                                        
179 Ben Hightower, Michel de Certeau: Analysing Culture (New York: 

Continuum International Publishing Group, 2006), 42.  
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whereas, for the historian, the two periods have equivalent reality. The memory of 
a society extends as far as the memory of the groups composing it.180 

 
Maurice Halbwach’s understanding of the collective memory as an extension of the 

groups composing it further gives way to its distinction from the history of a period of 

time or group of people that instead highlights its differences and change. 

History is a record of changes; it is naturally persuaded that societies change 
constantly, because it focuses on the whole, and hardly a year passes when some 
part of the whole is not transformed...The collective memory is a record of 
resemblances and, naturally, is convinced that the group remains the same 
because it focuses attention on the group, whereas what has changed are the 
group's relations or contacts with other groups. 181  

 
In Jōjin’s diary, his intentions throughout his travels to reach certain spaces and see 

specific scenery stress his desire to match what he encounters before his eyes with what 

exists coevally for him in his sense of the collective memory. He does not look for 

changes, but rather emphasizes what resembles the familiar and known experiences of his 

community.  

 In addition to the collective memory, the text also reveals Jōjin’s interdependence 

on the religious memory that permeates the sacred sites he visits. This is the memory that 

develops out of the past events of a religious community, and the knowledge of their 

existence from others across landscapes. 

But every religion also has a history. Rather, there is a religious memory 
composed of traditions going back to events, often very far in the past, that 
occurred in definite locations. It may well be difficult to evoke the event if we do 
not think about the place itself. Yet in most cases, we are acquainted with this 
place not because we have seen it but because we know that it exists and could be 

                                                        
180 Maurice Halbwachs, The Collective Memory, ed. and trans. Mary Douglas 

(New York: Harper and Row, 1980), 82. 
 

181 Ibid, 86. 
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seen. At any rate, its existence is guaranteed by the testimony of witnesses. That 
is why there is a religious geography or topography.182 

 
The religious memory that is bound to definite locations not only creates the landscape 

for Jōjin to travel across as he seeks his own sense of place within the community’s 

collective memory, but it furthermore creates the need for Jōjin to perform the actions 

and events that continue to attribute meaning to these spaces. When Jōjin approaches 

sacred sites that are of meaning to his sect, he performs the traditions and rituals that 

sustain them as places within his religious community and their collective memory. 

 It is not possible to treat the entire diary within the space constraints of this study, 

and many examples have unfortunately been left out. Nonetheless, the diary entries that 

have been discussed above are meant to serve as the first kernels for studying the text as a 

material object that itself belongs to the very places it performs and enacts. In the same 

way that Jōjin actively journeyed through historical and literary memories of the places 

he described in his diary, his diary as a transmitted and shared manuscript has placed him 

within the same textual milieu that initially informed his impressions of these places. As 

such, the diary continues to enact and perform the places it describes that exist and 

function simultaneously in the depictions of everyone who has contributed to their 

collective memory.  

Jōjin’s diary is an incredibly rich text with important implications for future 

scholarship across disciplinary fields. While Western scholars have long had access to 

Ennin’s diary due to Edwin O. Reischauer’s influential work dating back to 1955, the 

increasing interest in translations and studies of Jōjin’s diary in Western languages has 
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been a relatively recent progression that owes much of its momentum to Robert Borgen 

and Charlotte von Verschuer. It is my hope that this dissertation picks up that momentum 

and invites others to further consider Jōjin’s diary as a dynamic text with a multitude of 

significations. 
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Jōjin’s diary is not an isolated case of Japan’s interest in preserving accounts of 

China; rather, the text is part of a larger repertoire of writings that were valued by both 

the monastic community and the court. Because there are relatively few extant accounts 

due to the scarcity of Japanese travelers to China who wrote and submitted their diaries to 

the court, the diaries that do remain are all the more significant.  

The following survey is a brief chronological overview of Japanese accounts of 

Tang and Song China that are classified as travel writings (kikō bungaku 紀行文学) or 

travel diaries (michi no nikki 道の日記). General writings about China found in official 

histories – like the Chronicles of Japan (Nihon shoki 日本書紀) and the State Treasured 

Record of Good Neighbors (Zenrin kokuhōki 善隣国宝記) – and those that are listed or 

mentioned in other sources but are no longer extant have been omitted. 

 

Title:   “A Record of Going into Tang in Search of the Law”  

(Nittō guhō junrei kōki 入唐求法巡礼行記)  

Author:   Ennin 円仁 (749-846)) 

Years covered: 838-47  

Notes: This is the oldest work belonging to the diary genre that documents 

travel to China. Travelling as part of the last kentōshi envoy 

mission from Japan, the monk, Ennin, was expected to keep an 

official travelogue, but this diary was also meant to be a record of 

his religious journey as evidenced by the title. Ennin was present 

for the Buddhist persecutions of the early 840’s, and his diary 
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notes other hardships like deaths at sea, famine, and the difficulty 

in obtaining permission to travel to sacred Buddhist sites. His notes 

on festivals, the Tang capital, and Chinese Buddhist monasteries 

provide insight into ninth century China and create a model for the 

types of religious travel diary writing that followed. There is a 

brief introduction to the diary in Donald Keene, Travelers of a 

Hundred Ages (New York: Columbia University press, 1999), 17-

20. See also, Joshua A. Fogel, The Literature of Travel in the 

Japanese Rediscovery of China (Stanford: Stanford University 

Press, 1996), 23-4. For a full study of the diary, see Jesse Dalton 

Palmer, “Searching for the Law: Ennin’s Journal as a Key to the 

Heian Appropriation of Tang Culture” (PhD diss., University of 

California Irvine, 2009). An English translation with an 

introduction is available in Edwin O. Reischauer, Ennin’s Diary: 

The Record of a Pilgrimage to China in Search of the Law (New 

York: The Ronald Press Company, 1955). The most 

comprehensive Japanese annotated translation with notes is Ono 

Katsutoshi 小野勝年, Nittō guhō junrei kōki no kenkyū, 4 vols. 入

唐求法巡礼行記 (Suzuki gakujutsu zaidan, 1964-9). 
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Title:   “Notes on my Travel Itinerary” (Gyōrekishō  行歴抄)  

Author:   Enchin 円珍 (814-91) 

Years covered: 853-9  

Notes: Although the diary in its complete form is no longer extant, it is a 

valuable source for both its continuation from Ennin’s diary of the 

Tang monastic procedures and Enchin’s critical commentary on 

Ensai, who had travelled with the same official envoy as Ennin. 

Paul Groner translates and discusses several of his disapproving 

passages on Ensai in Ryōgen and Mt. Hiei: Japanese Tendai in the 

Tenth Century (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 2002), 23-5. 

For an English translation of other excerpts from the diary, see 

Arthur Waley, The Real Tripitaka and Other Pieces (New York: 

Routledge, 1952). Original text fragments can be found in The 

Collected Works of Japanese Buddhism (Dai Nihon bukkyō zensho 

大日本佛教全書), vol. 72 (Tokyo: Bussho Kankokai, 1912-22). 

About forty-three days are covered in the Gyōrekishō and another 

six days can be found in “A Record in Tang” (Zaitōki 在唐記), 

including Enchin’s time at Tiantai. In addition to Groner, Jesse 

Dalton Palmer also discusses Enchin’s diary briefly in his 

dissertation on Ennin cited above. See pages 270-2. 
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Title:   “A Summarized Record of the Itinerant Monk Prince in Tang”  

(Zuda Shinnyō Nittō Ryakki 頭陀親王入唐略記)  

Author:   Ise no Takafusa 伊勢興房 (ca. 9th century) 

Years covered: 861-5  

Notes: Unlike the previous two diaries, this record was not kept by 

Shinnyō 真如 (799-ca. 865) himself, but rather his maternal 

relative, Ise no Takafusa. Shinnyō grew up in the court as the 

deposed Crown Prince, the third son of Emperor Heizei (774-824). 

In 822 he took the tonsure and ultimately became a disciple of 

Kūkai 空海 (774-835). After making pilgrimages within Japan, he 

received permission to travel to China in 861 and died somewhere 

along the way to India. The diary begins with Shinnyō receiving 

permission to travel to China and requesting a Chinese interpreter 

to build a ship for his journey. In 864, Ise no Takafusa records that 

Ensai reported the monk’s arrival in Chang’an to the emperor who 

also gave him permission to carry on to India. Ise no Takafusa did 

not go with Shinnyō to India, and so the record ends here. The 

account of his time in China from his arrival in Ningbo to his 

imperial audience is only extant in six copied versions. Isamu 

Shimizu has written a brief background of Shinnyō’s life leading 

up to his pilgrimage to China, and translated the record into 

English. See Isamu Shimizu, “Takaoka Priest Imperial Prince 
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Shinnyō” Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan, 3rd Series, 

1957. Sugimoto Naojirō provides a study of the text in Japanese in 

Shinnyo shinnōden kenkyū (Yoshikawa kōbunkan, 1955).   

 

Title: “Record of Japan’s Todaiji Monk Jōsan’s Pilgrimage to Wutai 

Mountain”  

(Nihonkoku Tōdaiji tokai junrei Godaisan Jōsan ki 日本国東大寺

渡海巡礼五台 山盛算記) 

Author:   Jōsan 盛算 (923-1015)  

Years covered: 983-6 

Notes: Like the above document, records of Chōnen’s time in China are 

only preserved through the accounts of others – in this case, 

Chōnen’s disciple from Todaiji and a Chinese monk who travelled 

with him in China. The lengthier of the extant accounts, “A Record 

of Chōnen’s Pilgrimage to Song in Search of the Law and the 

Making of the Auspicious Image” (Chōnen nissō guhō junreikō 

narabini zuizō zōryū ki 奝 然入宋求法巡礼行並瑞像造立記), is 

attributed to the Chinese monk, Jianduan 鑒端 (ca. late 10th-early 

11th c.), and only contains a postscript in Chōnen’s hand. The 

Japanese account by Chōnen’s disciple from Todaiji is considered 

a highly fabricated narrative, but it still provides an example of 

Japanese travel writing depicting China and the Buddhist 
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community of the Northern Song. This is the “Record of Japan’s 

Todaiji Monk Jōsan’s Pilgrimage to Wutai Mountain” (Nihonkoku 

Tōdaiji tokai junrei Godaisan Jōsan ki 日本国東大寺渡海巡礼五

台 山盛算記). In addition, to Jōsan’s record, there is a shorter 

account by another Japanese monk, Jūmei 十明 (ca. 10th c.), that 

can be used to compare and confirm events stated in Jōsan’s diary. 

This is the “Record of Master Jōsan” (Jōsan hoshiki 盛算法師). 

Wang Zhenping uses this document to discuss Chōnen’s 

pilgrimage in “Chōnen's Pilgrimage to China, 983—986,” Asia 

Major 3rd Series, Vol. 7, No. 2 (1994), 63-97. For a survey of 

historical documents citing Chōnen’s pilgrimage to Wutai, see 

Susan Andrews, “Representing Mount Wutai’s 五臺山 Past: A 

Study of Chinese and Japanese Miracle Tales about the Five 

Terrace Mountain” (PhD Diss., Columbia University, 2013). For a 

comprehensive study with translations from the three above listed 

records, see Daniel Borengasser, “The Presence of the Buddha: 

Transmission of Sacred Authority and the Function of Ornament in 

Seiryōji’s Living Icon” (MA Thesis, University of Oregon, 2014).   
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Title:   “A Record of a Pilgrimage to Tiantai and Wutai Mountains”  

(San Tendai Godai san ki 参天台五台山記) 

Author:   Jōjin 成尋 (1011-81) 

Years covered: 1072-3  

Notes: Jōjin’s diary is one of the longest complete extant accounts of 

travel in China, covering approximately sixteen months. Like 

Ennin, Jōjin includes official documents, detailed descriptions of 

religious sites and monastic life, and his impressions of the urban 

centers he passes through. For a modern critical edition of the diary 

in Chinese, see Wang Liping’s 王丽萍 Newly Annotated Record of 

a Pilgrimage to Tiantai and Wutai Mountains Wang, (Xinjiao Can 

Tiantai Wutaishan ji 新交參天台五台山記), Ed. and Ann. Wang 

Liping 王麗萍 (Shanghai: Shanghai Guji Chubanshe, 2009). 

Robert Borgen has published various articles with English 

translations of specific entries, such as “Jōjin’s Discoveries in 

Song China,” Tools of Culture, Ed. Andrew Edmund Goble, et al. 

(Ann Arbor: Association for Asian Studies, Inc., 2009), “Jōjin's 

Travels from Center to Center (with Some Periphery in between),” 

Heian Japan: Centers and Peripheries (Honolulu: University of 

Hawaii Press, 2007), and “Through Several Glasses Brightly: A 

Japanese Copy of a Chinese Account of Japan,” (Sino-Japanese 

Studies, Vol II 1990). For a Japanese translation with extensive 
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notes, see Fujiyoshi Masumi 藤善真澄, San Tendai Godai sanki 

参天台五台山記, 2 vols (Kansai University Press, 2007 and 

2011). A facsimile of the oldest extant manuscript from 1220 

preserved at Tōfukuji 東福寺 was published in 1937. See Jōjin, 

San Tendai Godai san ki (Tōkyō: Tōyōbunko, 1937). 

  

Title: A Record of Crossing into Song (Tosō ki 渡宋記) 

Author:   Kaikaku 戒覚 (ca. late 11th century) 

Years covered: 1082-3 

Notes: A year after Jōjin’s death, another Tendai monk named Kaikaku 

made a similar pilgrimage to China following the same routes set 

out in Jōjin’s diary. His diary covers his travels to Song China 

starting with his departure from the Hakata 博多 harbor in 

Chikuzen 筑前 province (modern Fukuoka 福岡 in Kyūshū 九州) 

to his final days residing in the Zhenrong Cloister (Zhenrong yuan 

真容院) on Mount Wutai. The oldest extant edition of the diary is 

a copy made in 1229 by the monk Jisson 実尊 (1180-1236) that is 

preserved in Japan’s Museum of the Imperial Collections (Kunai 

chō zō 宮内庁蔵). For a modern print edition, see Kaikaku 戒覚, 

Tosō ki 渡宋記 (Tōkyō: Yagi Shoten, 1991). For a study on the 

diary in Japanese, see Ono Katsutoshi 小野勝年 (1905-88), 
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“Kaikaku no Tosōki,” 戒覺の「渡宋記」in The Journal of 

Ryukoku University (Ryūkoku daigaku ronshū 龍谷大学論集), vol. 

400 (Kyōto: 1973), 507-31. One of the major notable differences 

between Kaikaku’s diary and Jōjin’s diary is that Kaikaku included 

poetry in his diary. 

 

Title: A Biography of the Master Fukaki of Sennyūji (Sennyūji Fukaki 

hōshi den 泉涌寺不可棄法師傳) 

Author:   Shinzui 信瑞 (d. 1279) 

Years covered: 1199-1211 

Notes: This account dated 1244 contains numerous records of the monk, 

Shunjō 俊芿 (1166-1227) (Master Fukaki), interacting with the 

Buddhist community and lay people in China. Although this text is 

a biography, the inclusion of daily episodes that it contains 

regarding Shunjō’s twelve-year stay in China warrants its place on 

this list. For a study of Shunjō’s life and time in China, see Ishida 

Mitsuyuki 石田充之, Shunjō Risshi: Kamakura jidai Bukkyō 

seiritsu no kenkyū 俊艿律師: 鎌倉仏教成立の研究 (Kyōto: 

Hōzōkan, 1972), and Lori Meeks, “Vows for the Masses,” 

Buddhist Monasticism in East Asia: Places of Practice, Ed. James 

A. Benn, et al. (New York: Routledge, 2010). A French translation 

of Shunjō’s years in China with an introduction is available in 
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Charlotte von Verschuer, “Le moine Shunjô (1166-1227): Sa  

jeunesse et son voyage en Chine,” (Bulletin de l'Ecole française 

d'Extrême-Orient, Vol. 88 No. 01 2001), 161-89.  

 

Title:    “A Record of the Hōkyō Era” (Hōkyōki 宝鏡記) 

Author:   Dōgen (1200-53)  

Years covered: 1223-7 

Notes: Like Jōjin, Dōgen was born into a prestigious court family, but 

decided to take the tonsure after the death of his parents. Although 

the text remains extant only as fragments of a longer diary found 

and copied by Dōgen’s disciple Koun Ejō 孤雲懐奘 (1198-1280) 

after Dōgen had passed in 1253, it still includes detailed transcripts 

of his dialogues with his Chinese master, Tiantong Rujing 天童如

净 (1163-1228). Takashi James Kodera argues that the 

fragmentary format, and the previous lack of awareness of the 

existence of the text by even his closest disciples, proves that the 

diary was kept for his own sake and not posterity; and yet, the fact 

that he selectively kept a diary seems to gesture posterity 

nonetheless. For Kodera’s study and a translation of the account 

into English, see Takashi James Kodera, Dōgen’s Formative Years 

in China: An Historical Study and Annotated Translation of the 

Hōkyōki (New York: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1980). See also 
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Steven Heine’s chapter, “Dōgen,” The Buddhist World, Ed John 

Powers (New York: Routledge, 2016), 550-5. For historical and 

methodological issues regarding the text, see Steven Heine’s book 

length work, Did Dōgen Go to China?: What He Wrote and When 

He Wrote It (New York: Oxford University Press, 2006). 

 


